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PREFATORY NOTE.

In the present state of Europe, when scientific

life is everywhere suffering from divisions, intellectual

and economic, consequent upon the war, the Danish

Government, realising the duties of a neutral and of

a collaborator in the society of nations, deserves our

thanks forythe creation of the "Rask-Oersted Foun-

dation", whereof the object is to contribute something

towards furthering international co-operation in matters

scientific. A munificent contribution on the part of

the Council of the Foundation and the goodwill of

Coptic scholars of various nationalities have made it

possible to arrange for the issue of a series of Cop-

tic texts — for the most part unpublished — which

will, I trust, be welcomed by that small circle for

whom the Coptic language and the additions it has

to offer towards our knowledge of early Christianity

are of interest.

H. O. Lange.





PREFACE.

With a few exceptions, the documents collected in this

volume were found, along with many other objects, at Wadi
Sarga, during the excavation of the site in the winter of

19 1 3— 19 14 by Mr. R. Campbell Thompson for the Byzantine

Research Fund ; and it is by the kind permission of that body

that we are enabled to publish them here. They include

:

(a) Greek and Coptic ostraca, which form the bulk of the

collection, (b) Coptic stelae and graffiti, whether left in situ

or brought to England, (c) Greek and Coptic papyrus and vel-

lum fragments. Since documents of the same class occur on

different materials, we have not in our arrangement had regard

to the material employed; but have classified the texts according

to their character. Only in the case of other materials than

potsherds is the material specified. It must be added that the

documents here published are only a selection from the whole.

We have included all complete texts and not a few fragments

;

but besides numerous papyrus or vellum scraps, too insignifi-

cant to be worth publishing, there are many fragmentary ostraca,

some at least of which might perhaps be fitted together, did

the results promise to justify the labour which this would en-

tail. Since, however, they seem unlikely to add anything to

the evidence of the more complete ostraca, they may safely be

neglected, and we hope that the present volume contains all

the written or inscribed records found at Wadi Sarga which

are of value to historical research. To the documents dis-

covered by Mr. Thompson we have been able to add a few found

independently, but clearly assignable to the same site.



X PREFACE.

If the texts here published were not to lose much of their

value as historical records it was necessary to add to our com-

mentary some description of the site and of Mr. Thompson's

excavations, of which he has been .kind enough to give us a

brief account for incorporation in our Introduction ; but ar-

chaeology is not our province, and we have reduced this part

of our work to a minimum. It is to be hoped that Mr. Thomp-

son will be able later on to produce an archaeological work

on the site and the many interesting finds made there, sup-

plementing our volume.

It must be acknowledged that the interest of the present

documents is of a somewhat restricted kind. There are no

very outstanding texts, nor do the letters, in general, show any

of those more vivid or intimate touches seen in several of the

papyri or ostraca from other sites, or the legal texts present

any points of juristic importance ; but there is much topo-

graphical material of value, and some useful evidence on me-

trology, nor are some of the texts, whether Greek or Coptic,

wanting in philological interest. The main importance of the

collection lies, however, less in details than in its ensemble, as

presenting a picture of the life and activities of a monastic

settlement.

The work of editing the single texts has, naturally, been

divided between us according to the language employed ; but

since documents of the same class were written now in Greek
(which, however, is sometimes to be styled Greek only by
courtesy) and now in Coptic, no distinction between the two
languages has been made in our arrangement, and each of us
has read the whole volume, adding notes, where notes sug-
gested themselves, to his colleague's commentary. Throughout
the volume the topographical notes are, with very few excep-
tions, due to Crum, who has written also section II of the
Introduction and compiled the Indexes ; Bell is responsible
for section IV, on metrology.

For convenience in printing Coptic type has been used
throughout, except that in a few of the Coptic texts, where
portions are inserted in Greek and in minuscule script, we
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have distinguished words so written by the use of Greek type.

To facilitate the distinction of Greek from Coptic texts we
have given at the beginning a list arranged according to the

language employed. In the commentary the numbers of texts

included in this volume are printed in italic type.

Since we began work on these texts, the Byzantine Re-

search Fund has presented to the British Museum the whole

of the material obtained by it in the excavation of Wadi Sarga,

including the documents here published, which will be assigned

to the appropriate Departments. It has been possible for us to

indicate here the inventory numbers given in the Department

of MSS. to the few Greek vellum and papyrus fragments and

the general number (Or. MS. 9085) given in the Oriental De-

partment to the Coptic ones ; but the ostraca (assigned to the

Egyptian Department) and stelae (Department of British and

Mediaeval Antiquities) were not inventoried in time for us to

indicate the proper numbers.

In conclusion we desire to express our thanks to the

Byzantine Research Fund, and particularly to Sir Heecules Read

and Mr. Dalton, for permitting us to publish these documents
;

to Dr. H. O. Lange and the Danish Academy for undertaking

the publication ; to Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie for permission

to include in the volume the texts of some stelae (nos. 33,

35— 38, 42 of our series), of which facsimiles were given in

his Memphis I, pll. LIIl, LIV and Gizeh and Rifeh, pll. XLIX,

L ; to Prof. F. W. Kelsey of the University of Michigan, for

placing at our disposal the papyrus here numbered 174 ; to

Mr. R. Campbell Thompson for his account of the excavations

;

and to the Printers for their care and accuracy in setting up

the difficult copy.
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INTRODUCTION.

I. The Excavations at Wadi Sarga.

By R. Campbell Thompson.

i he excavations in which the inscriptions published in this

volume were found were carried on on behalf of the Byzantine

Research Fund during the winter of igiS— 14 at Wadi Sarga,

an extensive Coptic site about fifteen miles south of Asyut. I was

fortunate in being accompanied for a fortnight by my friend

Mr. F. A. Richards, a trained architect, who came out at his own
expense and mapped the precincts of this site. The war, however,

interrupted his work on this map, and he volunteered early in

1914 for service on the sea: the present map is only a plane-

table sketch, for which he is not responsible. As space in this

volume is confined to inscriptions, ostraca etc., 1 have held over

my detailed plans of the buildings excavated for inclusion in a

fuller publication.

Wadi Sarga is a broad gully in the bare limestone cliffs

which flank the valley of the Nile on the west, about a mile

distant from the edge of cultivation near the village of Der-el-

Ganadleh. The wadi itself is from 100 to 3oo yards wide, and

extends far into the hills; clustered within its mouth and often

up both steep flanks for a dis'tance of perhaps a third of a mile

up its length lie the remains of what was once a thriving Coptic

community. The ancient inhabitants had masked its entrance with

Coplica. III. I
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a vallum now only a few feet high jutting out in the form of

a rectangle towards the eastern flats, made partly of large rough

stones, each in size as much as a man could carry, from the

limestone hills. To protect themselves additionally on either slope

they had made a rough wall, now consisting of loose stones,

skirting the exposed sides of the town on such parts of the crest

as demanded such a barrier, leaving intervals only where the

rock was sufficiently precipitous to form a natural defence.

Standing at the entrance one looks straight up the wadi

for three hundred yards, at which point it turns sharp to the

right. On the crest of the left (southern) slope are the ruins of

large buildings, and trailing down the side are many small and

narrow houses. To the front, two hundred yards up the wadi

and astride it, is the imposing mass of brick walls which form

the rectangle of what the Arabs call the "stabl" or beast-cara-

vanserai. The right slope of the wadi is packed with little

houses, built up the steep side, one above another, with a common
stairway leading upwards, and beyond these, on the right of the

"stabl'', is the opening of a large cave running under a spur

which juts out from the northern side.

After this first view, proceeding further up the wadi, one

sees in the southern ridge, on a kind • of second terrace, the

"Church" caves of great extent, containing remarkable frescoes

of the Lord's Supper.

These are great caverns running far up into the mpuntain,

the rock having been so hewn as to leave columns for the support

of the roof. The entrance to the cave is about 15 to 18 yards

wide, and the frescoes begin round the eastern corner. Here

first are various groups of haloed figures (twenty-two in all),

with geometric designs; then follows the main fresco, the Lord's

Supper, in the dome. The central figure is Christ at the table

with a halo round His head, and wearing a red gown, and He
is giving one of the disciples to drink from a golden cup. To
the left of Him (to the north) are at least five haloed figures;

on the right, including the figure drinking, are three more. Here

there is a break of five feet, and then come two figures who
may or may not belong to the main picture. There are several
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more (fifteen in number, and three, perhaps originally four,

medallions of heads) round the corner to the south.

Above the caves, outside, up the hill slope, built to the very

verge of the abrupt and shedr fall of the cliff are more small

houses. Continuing still further up the valley and following its

turn to the right, one passes a large brick building on the southern

side supported half way up the slope of the hillside by a well-

made revetment of large stones, and presently the western entrance

of the cave which is mentioned above as running under a northern

spur is reached. Then, by following up the wadi which riow

winds to the left, one meets a third series of caves on the south

side. Near here, in one of these caves I found a late Egyptian

sculpture of a scene including Antaeus (?) (published in Proc.

Soc. Bibl. Arch., 1914, 198), and there were other indications of

Egyptian occupation from the excavations, such as a large block

of well-squared breccia, and the bones of a crocodile at some

considerable distance away up in the hills which was found by

my uncle, Mr. Frederic Thompson, who stayed with me for some

days. Still more definite was a late Egyptian cemetery on the

fringe of cultivation towards the village of Der-el-Ganadleh.

On the other hand the diggers found only virgin sand at the

foot of the northern slope beneath the Coptic house-levels.

The remains at the foot of the Coptic houses may best be

described under three heads: (i.) The Buildings, (2.) The "Throw-

outs", (3.) The Cemeteries.

Taking the houses on the north slope of the hill first, I

found that the best way to excavate them was to dig from below,

gradually ascending the hill side, and filling the lower chambers

with the sand thrown out from those above as soon as they had

been planned. The houses may be defined as being on at least

seven levels as far as I dug them (o = wadi level, i = 7',

2 = 17' 6", 3 = 24', 4 = 36' 5", 5 = 42' 2", 6 = 49' 5") and

above this the chambers did not offer much prospect of success.

As a rule the walls in the lowest level ("o") were built

on foundations of big rough stones. These walls, and those of the

houses above, were made of unburnt brick, and then plastered

over with mud and sometimes whitewashed, adorned with frescoes

J*
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of saints or, in one case, a lion, and graffiti. Several of the

chambers had mastabas or solid benches adjoining the virgin

wall formed by the hillside; and as our finds showed, there had'

been some attempt to set up siliall limestone columns. The roofs

had rafters of date-palm trunks, and there were ovens in several

of the chambers. The ascent up the hillside was made hy a kind

of public stairway.

The occupants wer^ comfortable, if not wealthy. They used

a simple pottery, making amphorae (which they frequently in-

scribed) which had special stoppers, basins, lamps, wine-cups, etc.;

they used a white ware for oenochoae, and painted some of the

pottery somewhat crudely, the pieces of one vase representing

combats obviously in Greek style. They carved the soft limestone

decoratively with arabesques or representations of fruit, etc., one

of the objects found being a limestone stand for two vessels.

They wove cloth well in designs; they wore leather shoes; they

made mats of string and palm, baskets, and nets; they ornamented

leather, and bound their pot-handles with leather; they had bronze

balances, fibulae and crosses; iron hooks and nails; leather bags

and water skins; and glass (one piece was a foot, like that of

a modern wine-glass). Many were able to write, and there appears

to have been a custom of preserving commemorative stelae, which

were often found in the ruins of the houses.

We tried an experimental trench near the S. E. corner of

the "stabl", and this resulted in our finding a flooring of well-'

cut limestone slabs. The walls inside had been covered with a

whitened plaster, and there seem to have been some small chambers

leading out of the main hall(?). We found a large limestone

block, 7'8"Xii", morticed in in three places.

We also dug out several chambers in various other parts

of the wadi, all of which resulted in our finding the same kind

of objects as the houses on the north slope provided.

The "throw-outs" afforded most interesting remains, and
these within a few inches of the surface. The most important
were two (No. "80") at the mouth of the wadi, each about thirty

yards long and in places as much as fifteen wide. A foot below
surface level was a bed of ashes three feet thick, below which
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was earth again. The finds here included 669 ostraca and

many papyri and some vellum fragments.

The next best "throw-out" was No. "70" in the large middle

cave under the northern spur,' from which also came many ostraca.

There were two other good refuse-heaps (Nos. "40" and "43",

marked on the map) which provided ostraca or other antiquities.

The cemeteries were outside the wadi; the first is near its

debouchment, and the second is some little way off, in front of

the more modern church near the old Well. I opened between

twenty and thirty graves, but found little except the bodies in

rough wrappings. These were buried as a rule about five feet

below the surface, with their feet to the east in practically every

case (the position of the body being usually between 60° and

7° magnetic bearing) (i). A third cemetery near Der-el-Ganadleh

turned out to be late Egyptian and need not be discussed here.

Perhaps the most striking result of the whole excavation

came from a small villa about two miles distant to the north,

where were frescoes of Kosmas and Damian, the Holy Children

in the Furnace, and a peacock. These have been fully described (2)

by O. M. Dalton in Journ. Egypt. Archaeol. Ill, 35.

The objects are for the most part now in the British

Museum.

(i) One was 50° and another 118° E. of N.

(2) Cf. the remarks on p. i 3 below.
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11. The Monastic Settlement and its Inhabitants.

By W. E. Crum.

The monastery or ascetic settlement, whence our materials

come, is not one of those known to the later topographers, such

as Abu Salih or Makrizi(i). The name of the neighbouring village,

Dair al-Ganadlah, indeed implies the existence at one time of a

monastery; but there is no explanation of its name which helps

us to connect it with the ruins in the Wadi Sarga.

Among our texts and those related to them(2) there are how-

ever about a dozen which show us the names whereby the

monastery was known in the 6 th or 7 th centuries. These tell us

that it bore the name of "The Holy Monastery of Apa Thomas"

(164, 3/5), "The Monastery of Apa Th." {344), "The Rock {r.i-pa)

of Apa Th.'" (Ryl. 289, cf. 124 and 2 tinpublished fragments) (3).

One letter {p6) is adressed to the "archimandrite of the Holy

Mount" (4), which may or may not be identical with the Rock of

Thomas. But "The Holy Rock (^e-pa)", named in two letters

from the neighbouring Dair Balaizah (now in Bodleian), is most

(i) The only monastery (Malfrizi's no. 54) bearing the name of Thomas
(v. below) in the district is that dedicated to the apostle; moreover it lies too

near Siut.

(2) The papyri Ryl. 124, 201 (probably), 289, 294 emanate from our

monastery. They appear to have come on to the market of Ashmunain, mixed
with the rest of the documents from that neighbourhood. Doubtless others sold

there had a like origin.

(3) Several other scraps of papyrus from W. Sarga preserve these words
imperfectly.

(4) "Holy Mount" is in Egypt sometimes a designation of Shihet, or of the

White Monastery (Turaief, Mater., no. 53), or merely perhaps of the monastery
whence an inscription comes, e. g. on stelae from Edfu (or Luxor?): V. Schmidt,
Den Aegypt. Samling 1908, no. 810.
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probably our monastery. (i) What the origin was of this epithet
"holy" we know not. The still very tangled legends of the
sojourn of the Holy Family in Upper Egypt, of which the Coptic
original is but fragmentary (2), although relating to these districts,

do not allow of recognizing either of Mary's resting-places so

far south of Siut.

Who this Thomas was it has not so far been possible to

ascertain (3): presumably the founder of the monastery and pre-

sumably also identical with him who heads the group of names
conspicuous on so many of our stelae. On these indeed the

remaining names are sometimes omitted and "Thomas and his

brethren" suffice. That he lived before the period to which our

texts belong is evident from "the monastery of Apa Th." being

in them an already accepted designation; from the mention of

several archimandrites, other, than he, who are contemporary
with the documents; and from Th. being (apparently) invoked

on a stele (/J).

(i) nirpa, as a particular locality, is found in Egypt in Nitria [Hist.Laus.,

Butler II, 189, Mus. Giiim. XXV, 296) and at Siut {Miss, franc. IV, 767, Cl^dat,

Baouit I, 43). Cf. ? Paris arabe 148, f. 3o5, i-agir gabal Asy&t. With this one

is tempted, despite difference of genders, to compare one of our unpublished

scraps, beginning jeiOyHZ ZNGACAp n[. The word ffSgiris of uncertain meaning;

in the Synaxarium it varies occasionally with gabal (d. PO. Ill 3oi with ib. XI

783, Benhodeb, and ib. 440 with XI 685, Fargud, and XI 515 with 519, Erment.)

M. Ch. KuENTZ informs me that in Upper Egypt it is "partie rocheuse de la mon-

tagne, lisiere du ddsert, non loin des terres cultiv^s; jamais une partie de la valine

comme une digue" (the meaning given by the dictionaries). Cf. its use in Maljrizi's

Monasteries, nos. 48, 49, 50, 52, 53 ; also Dozy and Kremer, Beitrdge, s. v.

(2) Remnants of Timothy's sermon on the church at Koskam, Paris i3i',

lOi— 104 and i32', 22 (Ethiopic in BM. Or. 604). The place where the Virgin

had washed Jesus is there often called "this rozpa"- Cf. Ryl. 277 n.

(3) The beginning of a Life of Thomas the anchorite is in the fragment

Paris arabe 263, f. 1 1 1 ; but from it nothing is to be learnt. Probably a confusion

with Th. the apostle, commemorated on the next day (26 th Bashans). Another

Th. from Ashmunain, commemorated on 21st Hathor, should belong to our neigh-

bourhood; but nothing is known of him. Th. of the Hill (monastery) of Shensifi

(Cairo Absaliyat, I9i3, p. An?) is presumably Shenoute's contemporary (Miss.

[V 465). It is indeed a considerable assumption to suppose our abbot had attained

a place in the Synaxarium.
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This group: Thomas, Peter, Joseph, Anoup, Pamoun, with

Germanus and Justus added thrice each and finally Enoch once

(5/), occurs in some i3 texts (stelae and ostraca), among the

saints invoked. Either it follows the more renowned names, or

it stands alone {3p, 41, 59), no one besides being invoked. The

names it comprises have not been found thus grouped together

except at Wadi Sarga; it may therefore be assumed that they

were honoured only here, forming perhaps the proprium of the

local liturgy (i). But whether we are to see in them a group of

contemporaries, or a sequence of successive officials (2) it is hard

to say. Examples of each of the names can indeed be adduced

from our documents and we have evidence of officials named
Pamoun, Germanus, Justus and Enoch(3) as contemporaries with

the texts which mention them. If we took these to be the very

dignitaries invoked upon the stelae, we should have to assume

the latter to be of later date than the ostraca and papyri.

When did Thomas live? In this question is involved an

interesting fact only recently noticed. The invaluable palimpsest,

from which Sir Herbert Thompson has edited the Sa'idic texts

of Joshua etc., bears upon its last page (4) a subscription consisting

merely of four names: Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph and

Apa Mena. It can scarcely be coincidence that the first three of these

should be identical with the first three names in the group we have

been discussing. The vellum MS., which was re-used in Nitria

to write Syriac texts in the 10 th century, had doubtless been

acquired by the monks of Dair es-Suriyan, indirectly perhaps,

from our monastery at Wadi Sarga. The last of the names,

Mena, may be that of an abbot — if abbots they be — passed

([) Cf. the local worthies — abbots etc. — commemorated in the liturgical

MSS. from the White Monastery, or upon the stelae from Saqqara.

(2) If officials, were they abbots? Cf. Hall p. 143, where a stele invokes
"the stewards'' (oizovo'tioi), instead of the usual "great men' = abbots.

(3) Assuming P. to be = Apa Amoun in Ryl. 294. G. is prior in %
(perhaps he had been the abbot's representative in Ryl. 289). J. is prior in Ryl.
201 and very likely abbot in 94, 102, io3, ii3 (perhaps our monastery under
his name, Keall CCXLII, 33); while Enoch, the oft named steward, may have
become abbot subsequently (gg, cf. 169, lyi).

(4) A Coptic Palimpsest, 191 1, p. 372. Cf. BM. no. 12.
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over for reasons unknown by that subsequent generation to which

we owe our stelae; or he may be the scribe of the MS., who

here commemorates three of his predecessors.

If, then, we could arrive at a date for .the writing of this

MS., we might hazard an approximate date for the foundation

of the monastery by Abbot Thomas. Palaeographical considerations

alone can help us and these point to the first half of the 7 th century

as the probable time of writing(i). Thomas may therefore have

lived somewhat before the year 600, Fragments of other vellum

books found (v. Plate I) show hands which date from at least

the 4th century; but the books brought together in a library

may well have been written long before that library was formed.

The coins again, found among the ruins, are from the middle

and latter part of the 6 th century (Justinian to Maurice), some

from the latter part of the 7 th (early Ommayads); while the

name Heraclius, borne by the writer of a letter {116), recalls

the same period. Finally, scraps of Greek-Arabic "protocols",

of 8th century type, and the beginning of an official letter in

Arabic from Kurrah b. Sharik (governor AD. 708—714) allow

us to suppose the monastery still inhabited in his day (2). Pre-

sumably it was laid waste and abandoned during one or other

of the subsequent Muslim persecutions.

Of what type was the monastic settlement at Wadi Sarga?

Was it organized as a coenobium, with common dwellings and

central church, refectory etc.; or did the community consist of

hermits, inhabiting separate cells and caves and meeting perio-

dically at the common church ?(3). On this problem the remains

(i) Hyvernat, quoted by Thompson, /. c, p. VI. Cf. also ZDMG. 65, 853.

(2) The following is the text of his letter, the phrases in which may be com-

pared with the Arabic headings to nos.i362and 1378 of P.Lond.IV (Aphrodito): —
Ijkcls

I ^^ J.*\ ijM '^i,^ cji V* '^^ ' <^"^^^* i>*'^P^ *^* f-*^

[ 1 ] .a.V\. Verso, an endorsement: ia)CH<|> >>np'^ T • • • ^?~ — On

Johannes {sic here) b. gancjalah v. El-Kindi, Governors etc., ed. Guest, p. 65 ;
cf.

C. H. Becker, Papyri Schott-Reinhardt I, p. 19. The place-name in 1. 2 is

obscure, the ^ being quite uncertain.

[Vi Moschus, in the 6 th century, found the monks of one community in this
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of many small houses, clustered upon the N. side of the wadi, offer

no conclusive evidence. Who dwelt in them: monks or villagers?

Nothing helps us to decide. The words for "cell" chance to

occur but rarely(i), nor are their precise meanings yet sufficiently

clear to support argument.

We learn however (from Ryl. 124) that the superior of the

Rock of Apa Thomas bore the title of archimandrite, a dignity

which was used by the abbots of most of the principal mona-

steries in Egypt — those of Nitria apparently excepted — and

which, in such cases, implied a coenobium and not a laura, or

colony of anchorites. The superior is also called "father" (of the

monastery), as elsewhere (2); or "the great man" (Ryl. /. c). The

archimandrite himself acts as party to a contract {161), or sends

orders for provisions required (Sy), just as the steward does

elsewhere {Sp). The latter is oftenest the author of such docu-

ments: he orders deliveries of wine {no, lyy, ij8), of other

victuals {181), the fattening of pigs (probably, loy), the supplying

of passing sailors' needs {104). He pays for wine received (167,

168), or gives receipts for delivery {188, ig2). Or receipts are

issued by the council (SiV.acov) of the monastery (5.^^) (3). Besides

these two officials the prior is sometimes found acting for the

community (5/5, Ryl. 201), in one case with the deuterarius as

colleague. From in we might assume that a bishop dwelt

in this, as occasionally in other monastic communities (4). On the

district, 6 tniles from Siut, living some in cells, others in caves. {PG. LXJJXVJI,

3o28 C).

(i) pi in 153, MA Ncycune in 100, lOi (lit. "dwelling", sometimes =
aazrinipiov, Vit. Pachom. § l3, = Mus. Guim. XVII 28; sometimes the convent as

a whole, Mus. Guim. XVII 32).

(2) In cases where the steward (oizovotios) receives orders from "So-and-so,

his father" {^^ etc.), we may assume that the abbot is the person thus designated.

Whether Enoch, when calling himself "father" {t6g, iji), is still but steward,

may be questioned. Cf. 3y6, where the writer calls himself the steward's "son".

(3) In Ryl. 124 the archimandrite of our monastery, in ib. 201 the prior,

represents the 8(z«iov. Cf. P. Lond. II p. 325, where the prior represents the

oUaiov (7 th cent.). A small papyrus fragt. shows a document beginning NK6-
cjjXAXIOn NTnerpA n[. Is this equivalent to zE<paXaiuTai ?

(4) CO. p. XIII; V. also Budge, Apoc. 112, Rossi, Papiri I, 3, 17 ff.
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other hand, the bishop of Sbeht-ApoUinopolis, presumably dio-

cesan of our monastery, resided at Sbeht, if we may judge by

3j5. The monks collectively are "the brethren" {io3, 190); indi-

vidually, the term "my brother" is, as elsewhere, used where

we should say "brother So-and-so". Those distinguished as

anchorites are rare (ny).

Business relations were maintained with communities of

nuns (isg, 16S, ijo, Ryl. 124, perhaps ib. .201), located, we may

suppose, close by. Indeed 38 and 65 show that nuns were

allowed memorial tablets (in the church?), like the brethren.

As to the property of the monastery we learn nothing

definite. Among Coptic documents from other monastic sites,

none are concerned so largely as ours with traffic in wine(il

(v. especially the Receipts, 20^ .ff.). Of the score or so of places

whence wine appears to have been brought, those identifiable

which occur oftenest are either in the Hermopolite nome (Thallou,

Phoueu), or north of it (Plebiow, Tahrouj, Touh6); some in the

latitude of the Fayyum (Hnes-Heracleopolis, Tiloj). Vines and

traffic in wine are often enough the subject of 6 th and 7 th century

documeijts from Middle Egypt, but they are very rarely mentioned

in those from the south (2) and it is noticeable that no place south

of Wadi Sarga has been identified among those named in our

texts. From whom the wine was obtained we do not learn.

In p5 we read of "the camelherds of master Serapion" and their

accounts {lit. potsherds). Presumably he was a wine grower with

whom the monastery dealt. From expressions used in p3, 106,

we might suppose the wine to have been sometimes sent from

the monastery to the cultivated valley, in exchange for fodder.

3y3 shows that the camelherds were, in some cases at least, monks.

The wine finally reached the monastery by camel, but we hear

(i) E^xcepting perhaps the Menas shrines, whose ostraca published byDRERUP

[Griech. Ostraka von den Menas-HeiligtUmern, Rom. Quartalschr., 1908, pp. 240

—257), are largely orders for payments of wages, or allowances to TzavriZM or

TpuyriTai.

(2) P. Lond. II, p. 326, Edfu; Hall p. 41, presumably Thebes; Crum, Short

Texts 396, 426, ditto. Otherwise Aphrodito is the most southern place where

in this period wine growing is recorded.
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of it occasionally loaded on shipboard for the preliminary voyage

southward {i3s and ? i33).

Wine in various conditions — perhaps of various qualities —
is mentioned: "old" {pi, 3o3), "nevy" (iS6), "pure" (y.aOapov, 3y7)

and others of doubtful meaning {iS6); also one perhaps especially

reserved for the abbot {p2,i86)(i). No conclusions can be drawn

as to the flocks possibly owned by the monastery from the

reference to shepherds in io6 though the frequent occurrence

of bills for cheese (ip6 ff.) may be better evidence of this; nor

as to cultivated land from the list of husbandmen in 158, or

the "chief husbandman" (if that be the correct rendering) in i6y.

Conspicuously absent from our texts are certain features

familiar in other, similar collections of private documents. No

communications from local magistrates, no disciplinary admo-

nitions from the ecclesiastical authorities, although all the writers

appear to be clergy or monks; the piously worded begging letter,

whereby one hermit recommends the mendicant to the charity

of another, is unrepresented; likewise the empty salutations and

requests for prayers. This state of things may of course be due

to chance destruction, to mere accidents of exploration, or partly

to peculiarities in the situation of the monastery. It may too

be noted that ostraca, as writing material, seem to have been

less in fashion at Wadi Sarga than they were further south;

literary texts, biblical or patristic, are but rarely written upon

them here. It is remarkable that at neither of the neighbouring

sites, Balaizah or Aphrodito, were any ostraca found; we must

suppose that papyrus was there still easily procurable. Condi-

tions at Wadi Sarga may have been similar.

A few words may be said respecting the idiom in which
our Coptic texts are written. Apart from chance traces of

extraneous dialects (v. / and 75), the literary fragments show a

Sa'idic of exemplary purity (2). The documents likewise (though

(1) In a wine account from Balaizah "the great man's (the abbot's) table"

is specially provided for.

(2) Perhaps the language of the Joshua Palimpsest (v. above), as coming
trom Wadi Sarga, should be here taken into consideration. Cf. Thompson's
observations, op. cit. p. IX, and the review above referred to.
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not the stelae) use in general a quite correct orthography, the

occasional doubling of n, or omission of i where 2 are required

{e.g. 116, i32, ij6, 178, 323), or of the rj-genit. {i3o, 157) and
now and then of the prep, e- or a confusion of b and q (notably

in 112 eMOA, 164. eqoT, igy etc. qip), being almost the ohly

characteristics worth recording. The opening formula of the letters

shows indeed a form very commonly found in texts from the

Hermopolite neighbourhood, but not frequent in those from the

district S. of Siut and closer to W. Sarga, namely the prefix

riM- (-ne eq- in i8y). There are a dozen instances of this

as against two only {86, 186) of- ner- and three of eq- {gg,

185, 344). The businesslike character of our documents may
be seen in the unusual dearth of those complimentary phrases

which adorn the letters from other sites. Without exception ours

serve a practical purpose: their writers omit all empty phraseo-

logy (i). The vocabulary in use is generally that of Hermopolis,

/. e. of Middle Egypt; an exception such as MAAxe-jj.a-niv, otherwise

peculiar to the Theban neighbourhood (2), being almost unique.

The only product of the excavations at Wadi Sarga hitherto

published (excepting the stelae from Dair al-Ganadlah; v. below) is

the fresco of Cosmas and Damianus reproduced and fully described

by Mr. Dalton in Journ. Eg. Arch. Ill, 35. Nothing need therefore

be said of it here except to propose a different reading of the

place-name in the text which accompanies the picture. Instead

of TCHOY'OT, Siut, a most unlikely form of that familiar name,

it seems better to read tch(m)oyaot Samalut, the town

several times occurring in our texts (v. 23g n.). The reading of

the letters h and a, though clumsily formed, can hardly be in

doubt. The "three score martyrs" however are brought no nearer

to identification by this revision in the name of their place of

origin or martyrdom.

(1)' Perhaps lOO, 106 go farthest in this respect. The nature of 709 com-

ports a somewhat less dry style.

(2) Once used by Shenoute, CSCO. 42, 83.
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III. Greek Papyri. Linguistic and Palaeo-
graphical Notes.

By H. I. Bell.

Though all the papyri discovered on the site were very

fragmentary, those written in Greek were particularly so, and

none of these scraps is worth publishing in full. In this section

are collected, however, the more interesting points, whether

names or noteworthy phrases, found in them. The handwriting

of most of the fragments, and in several cases the character of

the entries, recalling the Aphrodito accounts of P. Lond. IV,

point to a date not earlier than the 7 th century for the majority

of the Greek scraps and, more often than not, to the period

after the Arab conquest of Egypt. The hands are generally of

the "minuscule" type seen in the Aphrodito accounts, but in-

stances of the larger, more sloping cursive used in 6 th—7 th cent,

contracts, and less definitely characteristic of a post-Arabic date,

occur. These fragments, it should be added, are now all mounted

in the Department of MSS., British Museum, with the inventory

number Pap. 2241.

Fragments of account-books in various minuscule hands

are frequent and seem largely to concern taxation, whether in

money or in kind; in one or two cases the purpose of the

requisitions is specified, e. g. aPj tcymb" (qu. Zdnzivr^q tou cujj.-

(3duao'j? for GJ|j.[3suAi; as the Arab Governor see P. Lond. IV

passim; possibly however tcymb[oyaot, Samalut)
; Je iA./ S

(= y.ai) A.>.nXNH[. An entry S K6(J>'^ or'in 1 [ recalls the series of

accounts P. Lond. IV 1426 ff. (see introduction to 1426 and

p. 171; \\^iLCKEN, Grdzge. p. 236; Bell, Journ. Eg. Arch. IV,

p. 95); and a.]hmocio may be land-tax, as in P. Lond. IV (p. 170).

For s T\TK^I xp© nO
[ and (next line) S tita"^ npe..[ see Preisigke,

Fachworter, s. v. -vitac;, etc. xna.[ may be avSpiajxoc; and 8 npoc-
<j,opfflpt'] is also worthy of mention.
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Other entries in the accounts worth noting are one or two
references to '/,6p-:{oc,), measured not, as often, by the aroura, but
by the artaba; and f ci^.o(i'a);) £!(?) z(ohq) a6i(ouc) op|j,ou(c).

Place-names are £?((;) T(b) lTOt(-/.(ov) iFi[;.[, which is perhaps
to be taken as Wi|j.[ava)P£T], a personal name at Aphrodito in the

6 th century (see P. Lond. V, index 2) and the name of a Tiiro;

there (in the form Wi,3«vwg£t) in the 8 th (see P. Lond. IV, index 4[b]);

]a)e Ano nxpoB ir (= usEp) u[; k: to" NeoyC (or Ner/[); jxif nxpoo

(see 121, 2, note, and references there) S rHA.-[; ]. xn kthmT
nxxM nxT6[pMOYeiOY ? ; xn^ nepT/ (apparently "not repr/, /. e.

one of the various place-names beginning TEp-iov ; cf. Pertob in 757)
e[. The few personal names offer nothing calling for comment,
but Id nAAM noNTio may be noted. Titles which occur are bohg/,

kxmaa/ (several times repeated), and the Coptic nxcoN in Greek

script. More noteworthy, for their Byzantine official associations,

are ? <})Oib]am/ TpiBoyN/ and npiMiKip/ (several times).

There are only a few fragments of contracts. One, a scrap

of brown papyrus, in a snlall upright cursive hand, not likely

to be much, if at all, later than the end of the 6 th century,

is from a ScaXuct; (11. 2— 4, thc aiaaycgcdc nepi t[6 -/.tA. a.o-

Aoy KAi c|)OBOY KA.I b[iac y.i;}^.
|
SKoycix hmcdn r:Ntt)[MH -/.tX.).

Another, a scrap of light-coloured papyrus in a big sprawling

cursive hand with rather thick strokes, of the late 6th or early

7 th century, has in 1. 2 the words ] gaaao roy ep[MonoAiTOY

NOMoy?, in 1. 3 the name Tcdanno yio]. A third, in a 7 th cen-

tury hand of minuscule type, may be a receipt [1. 2, ? kat]*>-

cnApo eni Kxp" b ina. Jtr. [

It will be seen that the Greek fragments contribute ex-

ceedingly little to our knowledge of the monastic settlement,

but they serve, along with the Arabic fragments, to extend its

history into the Arab period. That the fragments of contracts

suggest pre-Arab, and the fragments of accounts Arab, times, is

presumably accidental ; but it may be the case that the settle-

ment was more severely taxed after the conquest than before.

The scripts of the Greek ostraca include several which

are of the '<minuscule" type ; but this is not of a late cha-
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racter, and the great majority are in uncial hands, with few

or no ligatures. A large number of the receipts are in a single

hand, an upright rounded uncial, extremely neat and regular

and sometimes almost calligraphic (an example on Plate II).

Putting aside the minuscule hands, one would be tempted to

date these ostraca "circa 600" ; and even when we include the

minuscule script there seems no reason, on palaeographical

grounds, to bring down the lower limit of 'date much, if at

all, after the Arab conquest. A very similar conclusion is sug-

gested by the Coptic hands. There is a considerable variety of

these, upright and sloping, regular and hasty, smaller and

larger; but for the most part they seem to fall within com-

paratively narrow limits of time and that time contemporary

with the Greek ostraca. One or two show a thick, heavy upright

uncial hand of liturgical type (Plate II), which might be, but

is not necessarily, later than the rest.

On the whole, and adding the testimony of the coins

found at Wadi Sarga, which range from Justinian to Maurice,

we shall probably not be far wrong in fixing a period from

the latter part of the 6th to about the middle of the 7 th century

as the date of these records. The Arabic scrap mentioning

Kurrah and perhaps the Greek accounts on papyrus bring the

lower limit down to the early 8 th century. The literary MSS.,

Greek and Coptic, some of which probably date from a period

not later than the 5 th century, while one {ij) is probably of

the 4th (v. Plate 1), may push back the earlier limit; but

literary MSS., which were often kept for a long period of

time, and which, in this case, may well have been written

elsewhere and brought to the settlement after its foundation,

cannot be used to fix for it a terminus a quo.

That the language of the settlement was Coptic, and that

the majority, perhaps all, of the inhabitants possessed only the

merest smattering of Greek, is established by several pieces of

evidence. Such is the great preponderance of Coptic over Greek

liturgical and theological MSS. ; such the use of Coptic, not

Greek, in all the letters and contracts discovered at Wadi Sarga

;

such, finally, the character of the documents in which Greek
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was employed and the quality of the Greek there found. Greek,

outside of one or two theological MSS., is almost, if not entire-

ly, confined to receipts, accounts and mathematical tables. Greek

was of course the language of mathematics, and alike in the

tables and in the accounts (where the use of Greek in all taxation

accounts, even under the early Arab Governors, would influence

local usage) the knowledge of the language required was of the

slightest; while in the receipts (where again the use of Greek

was probably due to its employment in tax-receipts) the range

of words and phrases which occur is extremely narrow.

Even so, the scribes of these ostraca, not excluding those

who write a good and accomplished hand, show at every turn

how very limited was their knowledge of Greek. The erratic

spelling (e. g. xxpiCYM->^xoc, 206; y^HM^J , 2 1 o ; m6k/ for |ji,iy.(pa),

248, etc.; r>.MrA/ for /.aixv] A(ca), 2p7 ; cixkoc for Stay.oaea and rpixure

for Tpiaviovxa in 358; eKCurjTA. 2hkc for e^-fiv.ovza 'i\ and 6Ymhnta

26NNex for e|3So|ji,Y5'/(.ov:a evvea in 572(1); the regular use of kam>>a/

for ;ia|j.v%iTYi?) ; the heroic disregard of inflections {e.g. CKey^ for

cy.euYj in 348; Kcuncr^vnTioc for --itou in 36g) and syntactical

construction; the use of Coptic forms of proper names, like

2CDP, icuzxNNHC, MAKi^pG, and of actual Coptic words, like the title

n^coij or riepcoM {205); and still more, perhaps, the occasional

attempts to inflect Greek words on Coptic principles (see, e. g.,

248, I, note) — all these phenomena reveal clearly the presence

of writers who, though they had a smattering of Greek, thought

at all times rather in Coptic and possessed, probably, a Greek

vocabulary limited to the most necessary words.

These facts have a wider significance than may at first

appear. It is impossible to study the Greek papyri of the 6 th

and 7 th centuries without realizing that Greek was rapidly

decaying in Egypt. The position may have been more favourable

in the more cultivated metropoleis, like Oxyrhynchus, and still more

in such centres of Hellenic culture as Ptolemais or Alexandria;

but elsewhere {e. g. in the Syene papyri of P. Mon. and P. Lond. V)

(
1
) Cf. however A. Kircher^ Lingua Aegyptiaca Restiitita, p. 66, from

which it appears that such forms were well established in the Coptic period.

Coptica. III.
"
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it is difficult to find a scribe who could successfully negotiate

a sentence of any length or complexity, while even at Oxy-

rhynchus or Antinoopolis the Greek used not only in letters

but even in contracts was often very incorrect. Add to this the

very large proportion of parties to contracts, even among the

well-to-do, who are described as illiterate (which may sometimes

mean merely that they could not write Greek), the increasing

tendency to make use of Coptic not only in correspondence

and theological literature, but even in legal transactions, and

such facts as the inability of high ecclesiastics like Bishop Abra-

ham of Hermonthis to understand Greek (P. Lond. 77, 69), and

we may reasonably conclude that Greek was maintained in

Egypt during the late Byzantine period largely, if not entirely,

by the authority of the Government and its use as the legal and

administrative language. That factor once removed with the

Arab conquest, its ultimate extinction was assured, though the

necessity which the Arabs felt of maintaining for a time the

old Greek-trained and Greek-writing bureaucracy kept it in a

sort of suspended animation for a century. The Wadi Sarga

ostraca derive, for the Greek papyrologist, much of their interest

from the illustrations which they furnish of the gradual death

of Greek as a living language in the Egyptian '/.lipa.
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IV. Metrology.

By H. I. Bell.

A noticeable feature of these texts, as of others at this date,

is the number of measures, often unfamiliar or difficult to de-

termine, which occur in them; and it seems well to bring these

together in a separate section of the Introduction, though it is

impossible to determine the capacity or the mutual relation of

most of them. Often indeed it seems probable that the terms

used refer not to ideal, standard, quantities, but to concrete

vessels; so that the juxtaposition of various measures does not

furnish a basis for relating them to one another. Thus, in 320, 2

we get 40 piapa placed before 14 [x^faXoi, an order which could

hardly have been adopted had the ij.ap6v been a quotient of the

HEya; and hence, when we find, e. g., in 2p^, 48 j/svaAa followed

by 34 [/.ly-pa we cannot conclude that the \j.i-^a contained more

than 34 [jitxpct, as, in the case of coins, we could infer from the

sum vo|j.(a|j.aT« e y.cpatia v.^ that the solidus contained over 23 ca-

rats. This conclusion seems to hold good even of the accounts,

122 and following, which at first sight might appear to furnish

data for determining the mutual relations of the cpyov, sspa, and

y.vtSiov. So at least we may infer from the numbers which occur.

Thus, in 122, i we get 717 cnidia following 65 of another measure,

probably ji/joraz, and it seems quite unlikely that the next highest

measure to the cnidion contained over 717 of the latter. In 122,

14, 17, again, we get i\.6 phorai and in 128, i3 even 33^ phorai;

and since the phorai in these accounts are frequently preceded

by opya, which, from their position, might be expected to be the

next measure, this should mean that the opyov contained over

334 phorai, a most improbable supposition.

It' is in fact probable, as stated, that in most, perhaps all,

cases it is not ideal quantities but concrete vessels with which

we are dealing; and if that is so there is no sure ground for
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establishing a ratio between one measure and another. All that

can be attempted here is to give a list of the less familiar

measures which occur, with some notes on the evidence con-

cerning each.

1. 'Au/.aXcovtov. For measures of this kind see ig6, note, Meyer,

Ostr. Deissmann 65 introd. and references there, Wilcken,

Grdzge. LXXI f., Archiv, VI 400 f., etc., and for the aa-zaAwviov

in particular Wilcken, Archiv, V 297. See also B. M., index

of Greek words. In the present volume it occurs as a measure

of cheese {196, ipS,'2o3) and apparently also of wine {23y,

where 2 aaxaXibvia follow 88 |j,apa of wine; 2^$^ where 56

aav.ix/MVM follow 20 (^.efaXa). There is here no evidence as

to its capacity, except that it was clearly different from both

the [i-iya and the [J.i7,p6v.

2. rxMiA/. See y.a|j.Y5)aov.

3. BaAAiov. See Ducange, s. v.; Apophth. Patrum (Migne, P. G.

65, 92 B), ToaauTa £ty] £[j.scv£ [j.cO' r,[Acov, /.at [/.ovov OaAAiv aitou

£7:ciiu|j.£v auTO) Tou £viauTGu, with note there. Vita Arsenii, 9aXXt'ov

hi dzax)' OH Y*P '^'^C 'Ka.xpiv.oiq xodxoic ov6|j,aGt yprfiixaQai. As pointed

out in the introduction to 205, it is in these texts and apparently

elsewhere frequently used along with artabae of corn in a way

suggesting that i 6aA/a'ov= 2 artabae, though there are diffi-

culties in this view. It is well therefore to collect the in-

stances in the present volume: — In iSp, where the Coptic

invoice has "24 sacks (cooYtJe) of corn", the Greek recapitu-

lation has 6aX7a'a y.S, thus showing that in this case at all events

OaAAtov -^^ <?ooYN6. Now in i8y we have "36 sacks ((yooyNe)

of corn, making a total of four score and five artabae", with

Greek recapitulation, [yij oxa/] as : ci/ Kf'^j ne. Here there-

fore 36 thallia = 85 artabae, giving the equation i thallion =
(approximately) 2^/3 artabae. In jpo the text gives the sum

of 148 artabae of corn, while below, after a space, occurs

the amount baaa/ an. If the last entry is a recapitulation,

the ratio i thallion = 2 artabae again breaks down; but this

is not certain. In 200 we have 32 thallia of dates. In 205—
208 we have receipts with the formula eaAA(ta) x c((tou)

(ipTaiJai) J'; and here the ratio is throughout i thallion =
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2 artabae. .In 3o6 we have 41 thallia of dates, in 3 16 22

of the same, in 3^0 26 of an article the name of which is

lost, in 36o Q.alQda) 15 with no article preceding (the article

from the second place named is 18 artabae of corn), in 36i

10 thallia of an unspecified article, following yoni.i\(ia.) 6, per-

haps implying that 10 thallia = g camel-loads, in 562

10 thallia following a lost number of camel-loads, in 36$
<ji(tou) [a]p[T(ag.)] pB — 0aXX(ia) v;3 (i thaUidn = 2 artabae),

m 36y an uncertain number of thallia of barley, in 368

OaXXia \>Z o'.ix.) apT(ap.) nr, (i thallion = 2 artabae), and in

3JO 12 thallia of vegetable seed, followed by a statement

which appears to mean that 9 thallia = 6 camel-loads.

We may .probably conclude that OaX/uov properly means

a basket or sack (the OaXXiv appears to have been originally

a basket made of palm leaves; Ducange, i\ v. OaXia).(i), which

might be of various sizes, at least when used for corn, but

that a standard size containing 2 artabae was so common
that eaXXiov came eventually to be a definite measure of

capacity. In these ostraca it is used sometimes in this latter

sense, sometimes as = sack or basket, always as a dry measure.

The form found in Coptic texts is usually saaaic or exAic,

but the Greek appears to be OaAXiov or (in popular usage)

. 9aXX(v (6aXiv) ; hence we have adopted in the translations

the forms thallion, thallia.

4. K«(ji.-(;Xtov. Also written tamia/ (spy, 3i; 36.i, 2) and kamia/

{362, 2). For the full form see 3jo, 5, 6, which shows that

we should throughout read not •/.aiX'/iAot, but v-aii-qMa; cf. 211,

6, kam/ en, where the neuter numeral points in the
.
same

direction. The sense is virtually "camel-load", and so, for

convenience, we have translated the word, but probably the

actual meaning is throughout simply "camel" {cf. i2g). There

is no evidence that vtajj,Y^Atov was used as a conventional measure

;

the reference is always to the concrete load; but doubtless

this would in practice tend to contain a fairly uniform

(i) One Scala (Kircher i36) has eAAIC {sic leg.) as a saddle cloth or

sack of course flax, = khaishah. In Arabic talis is a corn sack, ft is also a

measure = t2 modii according to Kircher, I/i3.
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quantity, and these ostraca contain some data on the point.

Thus, in 211, 24 cnidia are apparently one v.ajj.-ijXiov ; in 36i,

3 the meaning is perhaps (but this is doubtful) that 10 thallia

= 9 /.apiriAia (in 562, where the same phrase recurs, the

number of xa|x*5Xia is lost); and in 3jo we apparently have

4 -/.a|j,-/5Xta to 100 cnidia, which agrees very well with 211,

and 6 xanriAia to 9 thallia of vegetable seed {cf. 36i above). In

Preis1gke,5.-jB. 1 98 1, we should probably read (zpw-cYii;) ajp(a:)

•/.a|j,-(5X(ta) onTO) ei? o'lvou ^(eixac) p?, which gives 20 xestae to the

load. If Wessely is correct (as he seems to be; see under aa2h

below) in reckoning the xvfSiov as= "ca. 5 Xestes" [Stzsb.Wien.

Akad. CXLIX, 5, p. 28; see Wilcken, Grdzge., LXXIP), that

would give only 4 cnidia to the load, which does not at all

accord with 211. In PSI. IV Soy, 4—8 we have the number

of camel-loads followed by the amount of wine in a;vY(£ia);

but only in 1. 4 are both numerals preserved, viz. 3 loads

to 48 a-fYsta. (In 1. 9 kamha/ is not followed by a numeral

and ought perhaps to be extended /.a|ji.-^A(i-:c'j)).

KvcSisv. For measures of this kind, among them this, see

the references cited for aaxaXajvisv above, and for '/.v(Siov in

particular see 164, note. A common measure for wine, which

is the only substance for which it is used in the present

collection. In 126 we have big and little cnidia, and |;n-/.pa

/.vi'Bia also occur in 3jo, 3. In the accounts, 121 and following,

cnidia regularly come last, as if they were the smallest measure.

For the capacity see under /.a(J^•/;Alcv. See too below, under

AX2H, |j,iy.p5v and opopa.

KiAAaOcv. See Wilcken, Ostr. I 764, Hultsch, Metr. Scr.

Index, II 185 ("habet 25 sextarios") and I 264, P. Lond. IV

1414, 25 n. It frequently occurs as a dry measure (P. Lond.

IV index; ipj, cheese, where 8 coUatha = 4 Hip, "baskets"),

but was also used for liquids (gEoc in Wilcken, /. c; in i36

perhaps wine; in gi "fill their kolathe (?) with oil"). In i36

not only collatha (riroAAeG) but little collatha (oyKOY'f noaa-

e[e) occur.

K6XoP(ov?) Only in 38 1, 2 and 3, and quite obscure. Qu. for

y.oAOdwviov ?
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8. KcXoifwvicv. See references cited under dc/.aAtbvtov. Wilcken
{Archiv VI 400* and refs.) gives the capacity as 5 ciw^a.

In the present volume 3y3, 3 (wine) is a possible instance;

see too the preceding measure.

g. Koupi. See Wilcken, Oslr. I 763; Crum, Copt. MSS., no. 54,
an account of -/.lOia, has numbers of -/.oupta up to 860, and
Short Texts ^^o up to 232. Preisigke, S.-B. 1960 has oVvcu

|i.c/.p(a) •/.5up(ca) 'C, following |j.(£)v(a},a) >,«•/; v.o. In the present

volume only in 848, 3; probably for wine, to judge from the

measures with which it is associated.

10. Aa-/.ov or Xax-z-jv. Perhaps from Xay.y.oc, which in Anal.Bollarid.

1909, p. 19, is used to mean a place where corn is stored;

but there may be a connexion with XaYuvic, for Xa/.jv is

regularly a wine measure; see go, i36 (probably wine), 228,

216, S/fj ; cf. Wessely, Studien, XX, 196, 3. In go it follows

ospa ("2 ph., 12 1. of old wine"). In i36 it is associated with

cpYov, 7.3AAa95v, smajl /.oAAaSov, and hots; in 2i3 with fJ.sYaAa

and [ji.'.y,pa (so too 216); in 84.3 with y.vioicv and y.oOpi; in S^.'j

with y.vfSiov, \}.s.^(£ka and [j.iy.pa. On occasion it is not impos-

sible it may = [J-i'ia.; see 216, 5 n.

11. AXK00T6. See 164, note, where it is pointed out (from B. M.

1064) that it = y.vi'Stsv (see also under ax2h below). It is a

measure of wine, specially associated with Middle Egypt.

12. AX2H or AXH. Usually a wine measure, but in 8j used for

pickle; "fill 2 lahe with pickle and give 5 xestes of pickle

to the lahi, that is 10 xestes." A lake then contains 5 xestae,

which, according to Wessely (see above, under y.vi'i'.ivj, is

the capacity of the y.viStiv. Krall (see CCXXXIV) shows

AA2H = y.viSicv; ^7 thus confirms this, and suggests that

AXKOOTG, also used as equivalent to /.viSiov, is either identical

with AA2H or at times confused with it. The explanation

of such confusions may perhaps lie in the existence of large

and small, measures of various kinds, as with the y.vioisv

(above) and aa2h. In 267 we have small ax2h (ukoyT nA*.2H),

rendered in Greek by ii.'.y.{p3.); so too in 168, i6p and lyi;

in lyo f7AA2n occurs without the ijkoyV and is nevertheless

expressed in Greek as [j,i/.(pa). Normally, then, ii.'.-^pi'i and
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/Mcio'i may be taken as Greek equivalents of ax2h, whereas

IJis-j-^ represents sopa (see below, i\ )'.). In Preisigke, S.-B.

i960, however, we get [jL(c)Y(aAa) Ao,-^, side by side with [J.'.i^p(a)

•/.oup(ia) i^; in 1969 we have AotT, sr without the [ji.sy""''^'^) ac-

companying 334 Si'jrAa.

i3. Mxxxe. See Crum, C. 0. 165, where it is pointed out that

maaje = [j.at'.ov, for which see P. Lond. V, pp. 157— 158.

A dry measure, used in the present collection for corn {86,

140), dates {106, 141), and lentils {8gi); the article is unnamed,

or its name is lost, in I2g (perhaps corn?), i32, 162, 164.

14. \i.t{Oi. A frequent wine measure in these texts (especially in

the Greek or semi-Greek receipts), and it also occurs in

Hengstenberg, Kopt. Papj-ri (Miinchen, J. Rosenthal, 1914),

I, 2, 3. In i6j it corresponds to Fi<|)OpHC in the Coptic;

so too lyi. In ly^, on the contrary, the Greek recapitu-

lation has <))Op/; and in i23, 10, 12, i3 mg/, which must stand

for iJ-e-yaXa, follows <p(opa); in 1. 12 it is followed by ci[nA/,

which in 1. 14 is followed by y.vto(ca), itself in II. 15 and 16

following opya. In 2ys we have 01/ M6r/ : k .^ckxaong : ws.

As already remarked above, there are instances of p.^'^aka

y.vicia and [j.i'fa.Ka Xdri, which, as ax2h = xvioiov, are identical-

and in i3y we have "large vessels" {uoe MCKeoye). See also

below, under (sopd.

15. Msxpov. Here only in 348 (wine), where the reading is very

uncertain; the other measures named are the uxcuoc, the (popa,

and the |j.ap6y. It is very frequent in P. Lond. IV, where
it regularly contains 10 xestae, except in one account (1415),

where for vinegar it contains only 8; for oil and e(!;r,|jia it

contains 10 dven there.

16. Mi/.p6v. Very frequent in these texts, like jjiya. As already

remarked (under aazm) it = aA2h or iji.r/.pbv aA2h and there-

fore /.viScov, though a \i.v^a. -/.viSiov also occurs. Cf. too 34y.

17. MOIX2. Only in 186, 4, where see the note and references cited

18. Mop/. Only in 5/^, where see the note. It is not likely to be

connected with p.opYiov (|j.E-pov 7^;) in Hultsch, Metr. Scr. I 322.

19. ome. See P. Lond. V, pp. 158— 159. Here it occurs in 8g
(dates, 2), ()2 (corn, 4), i2g (article unnamed; maaje also
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occurs; in 1. i "i oipe and a half-tenth", which may possibly
indicate an artaba on a decimal system), 140 (cucumbers,

3; maaje also occurs), igi ("ig artabae of fodder, less i oipe,

and 19 artabae of barley, less 2 oipe").

20. "Opifov or Sp^avov. See ig6, note; = Xaxov and -aouiov. In 196
and ig8 as a dry measure (in both cases cheese; in 196,
16 org. followed by 6 ascalonia, in ig8, 16 asc, 8 org-,

and a large hots); but in 122 and i23 it occurs several

times as a wine measure, along with phora and cnidion,

regularly coming first; the highest number is 74 {i23, 16),

and the highest number of phorai following org. is 10

(/22, 4; in 122, II, etc., where Spy. does not occur, we get

numbers of c|jop. up to 46, and in I23, i3, 334 cjjop. occur).

21. SreXouv. In full in 164, 9; abbreviated ciha/ in /25, 12, 14,

17. In 164 it is a measure of pickle, in I23 of wine. It is

identified, no doubt rightly, by M. C. Kuentz with the Lat

simpuhim or simplum.

22. S/,£uoc. See iSj, 2 i., noe NCKeoye ia., "14 large vessels";

^75^ 5) CK6Y6 riZAAOM : e, "5 pots of cheese"; 348, 2, 5,

where 15 cksy.^ {sic) of wine occur; 351, 3, 5, where 24

CKeye of an unspecified article, probably wine, occur along

with 4 phorai. In i3y it is the vessels themselves that are

in question, but in the other cases the word is used as if

it were a definite measure. Probably the reference is to

concrete vessels, but there may have been standard sizes.

A [Ji.eY(«) <:y.(£uo?) probably occurs in 156.

23. $op(a). In the Coptic texts written 4>opoc {8p, 8; pa, 2;

1^3, 4), (jjopHC (5)2, 10; i6j, 7; i;^!, 3; i;^2, 5; lyc?, i), or

<j)opec (186, 6, 8); in the Greek always abbreviated, <j>/ or

<J)Of/. Despite the endings oc, hc, or ec, it seems preferable

to connect the word with fopa; it may have meant origi-

nally "load" and then come to denote a definite measure.

This is supported by the fact that in 90 c|)Opoc and in p2

4)opHC are feminine. In Keall V, 15 we get n/ <j)Op/ Aqn

\n° a/ Ke, which Krall renders "Lasten (?op/) 1980 zu je

Litrae 25"), which, if copa is there used, as here, of a

measure, gives us the capacity, viz. 25 litrae. In 186, where
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we have 21 ph. of ''sorouton wine" and 10 of new wine, the

writer adds: "and add 10 xestes of . . . wine to each one";

so that the oopa presumably was larger than 10 xestae. The

liic-riC contained I'/j, litrae (P. Lend. V, p. 156). As stated

above {s. v. jjiya), in /d/ and iji <|)OpHC = [j.£Y"i but in

123, 16, 12, i3j o(opix) is mentioned along with ij.i(^a). In

the accounts 122—12^ we find it along with the opvcv, the

.y.viSiov, and (exceptionally) the ,u.£:^a and the ut-Aoijv; it regu-

larly comes after opyov and before v.viJlov; the highest number

of (popaf, where opya precede, is 10 {122, 4), where Spya do

not occur, 46 (122, 11, etc.), or, in 123, i3, even 334. In

121 sopai alone are used; the highest number is 3o. Else-

where we find the scpa associated with the lakon [go, 1 ph.,

12 /.), the small lahi (i6j, 12 /., 8 ph.; iji, 3 ph., 15 /.;

1^2, 8 ph., 12 /.; ij3, 1 ph., i /.), the cnidion {32g, y3 cnid.,

iZ ph.), the gxeOjc, the jj-STpiv, and the |/i-/.piv (^3^8, 15 <:•/..,

16 |j.e-:,, 62 9., I |J.a.), the orgon {3^0, 20 0., i ph.), and the

cy-sOi? alone (351, 24. cy.., i^ ph.). In 210 we perhaps find

24 phorai "in g6 jars (-/.aSi!)".

We may probably conclude that oipa is normally, but

not always, equivalent to the [j.i-iix (cf. too 216, where \i.t(«

perhaps = Xayaov); and in that case the [;.£/« can perhaps

iiot be identified with the [jiya -/.viSiov, as y.vioiov regularly

occurs along with the cpopa, and once (i23, 12) with the

c-cpa and the (^.sya. , Probably, however, in these cases, the

|j,ixpbv y.vi'Stiv is meant; and it may be inferred that y.vi?i;v

alone is tp be , taken as = p.iy.pbv -Aviotsv.

The oopx, in these texts, is always used for wine, except

in p2, where it is used for salt fish and vinegar.

24. 20TC. See Crum, C. 0. 348. Chiefly a wine measure; pi, 106,

162, lyp, 34^; in i36 among vessels associated with wine.

In J86 for vinegar and pickle, in ig8 for cheese; in lyy the

article is uncertain. In Ryl. Copt. 347 for beans. In C. O. 348,

note, for vinegar and salt. In pi the word is used not as

a measure but of a vessel ("fill . . . their hots with old wine"'.

In 106 we have "2 small hots", in ip8 "a large hots".
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FRAGMENTS
OF LITERARY MANUSCRIPTS.

The excavations produced, from various points in the

site, a large number of remnants of papyrus and parchment

manuscripts of all sorts. Unfortunately, with few exceptions,

they are now but the minutest of scraps and only those in which

anything of interest was to be discerned are noticed here. The

total of parchment fragments was considerable and represents

some 25 .volumes, perhaps from the monastic library, perhaps

partly from the abodes of private owners. The dates of the

various hands may range from the early 5 th to the early 7 th cen-

turies. The Coptic fragments are all now in the Oriental De-

partment of the British Museum, under the inventory number

Or. MS. 9085.

Biblical.

I. Job. (Coptic.)

A narrow strip, cut from a double leaf and showing parts

of some verses of Job (XXX 8, g; 17, 18), written in a 5 th cent,

uncial. These few words are of considerable importance: they

testify to a distinct Fayyumic version of the book and moreover

to that variety of the dialect, hitherto extant in only one speci-

men (i), which used the verbal prefix 2A-, 2ak- etc., instead of

A-, AK-. Here is the text of the larger part

:

recto, XXX 8 nxnxoY exAujCeM 2ix6MneK62i]

g reNOY ^6 2Xicx)[AXn NHoy n]

oyKieApx [

[ayJcd xnak 2A.Y2C[a) pjca)i](2)

(i) Brit. Mus. 521 (cf. Aeg. Z. 1898, iSg, ib. 1915, Ii3).

(2) Cf. Boh. ANOK exOI NXHI, epuXXr)[X«.
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verso 17 ] ZAIJAK6C poxa (1)

b]oa' esw
18 ejA-M' 2XH-|- TATH

[FTtxctoIah

The text on the smaller side of the double leaf (not

identified) is:

recto (?) n<<co[ verso (?) eB]XA i^nMOY

OY[ ]no

2. Psalms. (Coptic.)

A complete leaf of fine parchment, i4Xii'5 cm., shows

Psalms LI 9 to LIII title, in one column of 19 lines. The hand

is rather heavy, resembling in type that of Cod. Bezae (6th cent.).

The few variants from Budge's text are unimportant, except for

KXece (LIl 5), in place of Keec : a strange plural, urtparalleled

in other dialects (2). The title of Ps. LIII agrees with the MSS.

of Lagarde and Wessely, as against those of Budge and Worrell.

3. Isaiah. (Coptic.)

The last fragment from the Old Testament is a small leaf

whereon verses from the beginning of Isaiah LXVl are legible.

The hand is of the rounded, "Coptic" type.

4. St. John. (Coptic.)

The New Testament claims the most extensive of all the

fragments: 11 more or less complete leaves, each 14X12 cm.,

paged [g] to Ti and \r, aX. They show John I 20 to III 2,

IV 39 to 47, written in two columns of 19— 21 lines each. The

hand is an uneven uncial, with a mixture of square and round-

ed forms (in a, a, m,y) and probably of the 6th century, v. PL. I.

The following are the variants from Horner's text: —^ I 26

(i) The semi-Achtn. Elias Apoc. p. 128 writes pu)'X"2, while Deut. VII 2;

(Budge), Sir. XXVIII 23 show poxOY, as do Achm. texts often.

(2) The MS. reads X6p6 NKAGCG •[ ]BOA. Elsewhere the punctuation

is normal, so that K\ec G'BOA would be improbable.
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1

XNOK MM, qX2G A.6 epXTM, nXl NTCDTM 6T6TN-. 27 eMNMy. 28,eNTXy-

tycune, HMX. 33 ZNOYMOoy, xeer (^fc). 49 tJcnu^Y f'^P- 4° om.

xycu i^yoyxzoY nccdm. 42 xycu xmntm. 47 xycu nexxq, nnxmc.

48. iJc oya)U|B eqxcu mmoc rjxq. II 7 xyMi^aoy ezpxi cpooy.

8 xycD xyeiNG. g MMOoy, n\px. a.6. 12 MnneqcNHy. i3 bujk

ee. ig xmok -|-nx-. 20 nexxy wxy. 24 zcue tiiM. 25 eTBunrq.

IV 39 xqxo) epoi. 41 nicreye epoq. 42 ueyxoxye, eNnicreyee-e

XN. 44 MNnpO(|)., 2pxi M-. 45 om. ne. 46 NepeoyBXC.

5. St. John. (Greek.)

Ostracon. 2 fragments. Complete. Joh. II i. The writer has

first made an unsuccessful attempt at the text and then repeated

it, rather less inaccurately. As he was obviously more at home in

Coptic than in Greek the verse is here printed in Coptic type.

The Greek, correctly written, is /.al 175 •/jiJ.epfl! tr) TptTY] Y«f;,o; eYsvsTO

£V Kava t^? FaXiXaiac, y-at r^'t rj |J.YjT;r,p -ioO 'IyjcoO t/.ii. The placing of

£-A£i immediately after -^v may be due to the accidental omission

of •() . . . ']rflo\i or be a textual variant (not noted by von Soden).

Of course, even in the latter case, this ostracon cannot be treated

as a textual authority.

-P KXI TM XTH TH TpTHII KXMOC K

-P KXI TH MMepX TH TplTH TXMOC 6TeN6TO

Tl rXXNA GHC KXAIAXIX KM HN SKei

2. eTeNGTo : sic.

6. St. John. (Coptic.)

A small fragment of the same Gospel, XX 3i to XXI 2,'

is written in 2 columns of a rounded hand, much like the

"Coptic" hand of the Freer Psalter. Variants from Hoener are:

XXI I om. 6BOA. 2 A.cn6.

7. St. John. (Coptic.)

Yet another MS. of 4 broken leaves gives us XXI 7 to

the end of this Gospel, The text is palimpsest, the, earlier

writing, legible on the last page, showing ch. I 3i— 33 of the

same Gos,pel. The script is a* small, square uncial, entirely

without superlineation and probably of the 6 th century. Its
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variants are: — 7 exepeic. 8 2Mn3coi, zxrjTBT. 11 A.e for ee.

15 oni. NCI ic and eaoyeNAi. 17 kcooyh. 20 T6HMecT2HT. 22 om.

NTOK (2°). 23 om. 6-6. 24 [jTOi newTXM-. 25 after it a dividing

line; then nsYC^rrexiON etc. The verso of the last leaf is blank.

8. Acts. (Coptic.)

The scribe of the last MS. undoubtedly wrote also a copy

of Acts, whereof we have the last leaf, with XXVIII 26 to the

end. But the dimensions of the two MSS. differ so undeniably

(width here g'5 cm., there 11 cm., with consequent divergence

in the relative situation of the columns), that it is doubtful

whether the two fragments can be from the same volume. The

leaf is palimpsest, the legible older text being John I 3i to 33.

The following are the variants from Budge's print(i): — 26

rjr]3COOc NN3k2pMn6iAXOc xe-. 3i n^ppHCix him. Subscr. nenp.

NnsNeiOTe tjriAn.

9. I Corinthians. (Greek.)

Brit. Mus. Pap. 2240. Of this vellum MS. only a few frag-

ments remain, all of them for the most part discoloured and

shrivelled, so that only comparatively few letters retain their

original size and clearness. Fortunately most of the ffagments

can be identified as coming from two leaves, which contain,

the first, part of chap. 12 (with, probably, the end of 11), the

second, part of chap. 14. Leaf i in its present state is made up

of five fragments, leaf 2 of two. Each page contains two columns,

so that there are four to each leaf. The vellum being so much

shrivelled, it is impossible to state the exact original dimensions

of the leaves, neither of which, moreover, is quite complete; but

they may be stated roughly as probably about 15X15 cm. The

average width of the column seems to have been about 4 cm.

or a little more.

The hand is a good regular upright uncial of medium size,

with distinction of light and heavy strokes; the individual letters,

when not distorted by the shrivelling of the vellum, are well

(i) Coptic Bibl. Texts p. 269.
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formed, and of fairly uniform size, except at the ends of lines,

where they are not infrequently smaller than the average in

order to fit them into the line, though even so the ends of lines

are not very well aligned. There are no accents; the high or
middle point occurs two or three times. The hand is not likely

to be later than the 5th century but on the other hand seems
later than the Vaticanus and the Sinaiticus, regularly assigned

to the 4th. Probably the MS. may be assigned with some con-

fidence to the 5th century. The number at the top of fragm.

2 a is by a different hand, and may well be later.

The number just referred to is that of the folio or page,

or perhaps even the quire, but it is not easy to determine which.

If it refers to the page we should expect a number to occur

on each page, though this is not essential; but as a matter of

fact there are no certain traces of ink at the top of any of the

other pages. -Were it certain that no number occurred on either

side of fragm. i we might perhaps conclude that fm? is the

number of the quire; but this would indicate a very long MS.,

which is not specially likelv in view of the size of the page,

and the vellum is so much damaged that it is really impossible

to say whether other numbers did or did not occur. In any case

the number affords some indication as to the nature of the codex,

pragm. 2 contained roughly ten verses of chapter 14. Up to

and including XIV 18 there are 333 verses in the Epistle. If we
take (as we fairly may do) this leaf as more or less representative

of all and verses ig— 28 as of more or less average length, this

means that about 33 leaves are required for the preceding portion

of the Epistle. Clearly then, even if we take pMz as the number

only of the page a good deal more then I Cor. must have been

contained in the codex. It may be added that p seems certain,

so that though mz are not beyond doubt no alternative reading

of these two letters would affect this conclusion.

The character of the MS. is fairly good. The orthography

is marred by the common confusion of 1 : ei and e : \\, but

mere blunders are not common. Such are probably CYMcjioporj

for CYM(|>epoN in 38 f. (though this may be a genuine, unrecorded,

variant), riMHcee in 1. 8g, and o \^ in 1. gS; perhaps too npo-

Coptica III. 3
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neccun in 1. 124 f., but more probably that reading, if correct

(see note), is a genuine variant, as to turn neccuweninpoccDnoN

(or eninpoccunoNneccDM ?) into nponeccuM requires greater careless-

ness than this scribe normally shows, unless indeed unusually

narrow columns be supposed in his archetype: —
eninpo

ccDnoN

neccDM

As is usually the case with the papyrus or vellum MSS.

found in Egypt, the text is of a somewhat eclectic character.

The collation here given is with the tekt of (von) S(oden), whose

symbols, though not yet generally adopted, are therefore used.

It may be explained that K stands for the -/.oivy;, or Antiochene

recension, H for the Egyptian recension (Hesychius), and /for

the Palestinian recension (Pamphilus-Eusebius, at Jerusalem).

The types of the last-named are distinguished as a, b and c,

subdivided by numbers, i, 2, 3. B appears as Si, x as S2,

and A as 04. For the other numbers reference must be made to

VON SODEN.

In one or two cases (11. 49, 127 f.) our text agrees with

K against H and many of /, but its general affinities are neither

with K nor with H, but with /, and in particular with /"'.

It fairly often agrees with 1026 (D, Claromontanus) apd 1028

(G, Dresden, Kgl. Bibl. A. 145 b), but at other times differs from
them. On the whole, however, it may be reckoned as approaching
most nearly to von Soden's type /'''. Genuine variants not re-

corded in S. are 11. 54 (Ttun nN6YMXTu>N ?), 89 (riNHcee, but see

above), 98 (a.io), 115 (uncertain); and perhaps 38 f. (cym<|)Opon)
and 124 f. (nponeccun); but it will be seen that none of these
is absolutely certain.

Fragment la.J

'^°'- '• Col. 2.

' "^^T! • . . [ .0 [A.IC e]N nrii ey
2 CBTI . . . [
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[14 lines too

much defaced

for any confi-

dent reading.]

[12 lines too

much defaced

for any confi-

dent reading.]

12. 2 17 AnXrOM6NOI

3 A.10 rNcupeizu)

YM6in OTi oy

33 [ . . . ] KM . . . TA .

o 6N[e]pra)N gctin

35 TA nXN[TA] 6ri nA[Cl]

6KACTU) A.6 A.IA.[0]TA1

H <|>AN6pa)CIC TOy
nnc nppc TO cyM

lb.]

10

Col. I.

[<j)]oporj' ca M[e]ri

40 TAP A.IA Toy nnc

A.IA.0TA1 Aoro[c]

CO(|)IAC [AAACU A.]6

Aoroc [rNCDcecjDC]

KATA [to Ay]TO nNA

45 GTepcD [A.6] n![c]Ti[c]

6N TCD AyTO) RnT

[AAACU] >CAp[l]CM[ATA?]

lAMATCDIM 6N [TCD]
* " ' •

[-1

AyTCD riN! aa[au>]

5o A.6 6N6prHM[A]

TA A.yNA[M]6[a)M]

AAACU npO(|)[HTIA]

AAACU AIAKP6IC1C

[t]cu[n] nN[MA]X<UM

55 [6]T6pCU r6NH TACUC

CCUN AAACU AG 6p

MHN61A TAtDC

Col. 2.

I I CCU[n] nAMTA AG
TA[yTA] Grjeprei

60 [TO 6M K]AI TO AyT[0]

[nNA A]iAipoyM

[GKACTJCU KAecU[C]

12 [BOyA6]TAl KASA

64 [n6p r]Ap t[o ccd]ma

[4 lines lost.]

[•]— [

70 6N 6CT.|[N CUJMA]

OyTCUC [KAI o xc]

I 3 KAI TAP [eNI RnT]

nANT[ec HMGic]

6IC 6N CCUMA

75 GBAnTICeHMG •

6IT6 lOyAAlOl
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Fragment 2 a.]

Col. 1.

PMZ

[S lines lost.]

I^. 19-20 82 [6N tacjdcch] >.

[A.eA(|)Oi] MH nA[i]

[A.1X riN6]ce*.i

85 [taic ([jpecjirs aa

[a^ th ka]kia tin

[niAzere] taic
""

A,e [4>peci TGAioi]

21 [ri]MHC[e6 eu nomcd]

go [re]rpAn[TAi OTi]

[6]ri [eT]ep[Aic taJcuc

CAic KAi en xei

AGCin eT6[p]a)i.i

[aaa]iiccd T[a) aa]u}

g5 TOyTU) ka[i OYA.e]

Col. 2.

[ncD?] ciCA[KOYCon]

[ta].i Moy [Aerei]

22 [? O] IC A.l[0 Al TACUC]

CAl [6IC CH]M6I[0N]

100 eici[n OY t]oic nic

reYOYciM [a]aa[a t]oic

AniCTOic H A.6 [np]o

<j)HT6IA 0[Y TOIC] a

nlCTOIC [aa]aa t[oic]

2 3 io5 n!CTe[YOYCi]N ban

OYfJ c[Yfi6A]en. n

eKKA[HCIA] OAH Gnl

TO AYT[o] KAI RAN

T6C AAACDCin TACDC

110 CAIC eiCCASCDC! a[6]

KAI 1A.ICDTAI. II AnlC

TOi oy[k 6]ppYC[in]

OTI MA[iri6C]eA[i]

24 CAM A.6 nAMTec

2b.J

25

Col. I.

i5 [npO]<|)H[T IC]

[6Ae]H A.6 [tic Anic]

[toc] h iA.ia)[THC 6]

A6[r7ceTA]i. Yno
n[AnTU>tl A]t)AKpl

20 [N6T6 Y']ng RAM

[Tjqjri TA KPYnTA
[t]h[c] k[ap]a.iac aytoy
<l>An6[pA] reiNCTAi

KAI o[ytcd]c npo

Col. 2.

[5 lines lost.]

n[AnTA npoc 01]

140 koa,[omhm ret]

27 n6C[ecD • 6IT6]

rACDC[CH TIC AA]

A61 ka[ta a-Yo n]
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125 n6C[a)N npJocKY

riHC[i tcd] eu) x

nxrre[AAtu]n oti [o]

[ec] ontcd[c] eu y
26 MiN 6CTIN • Ti oy

3o 6CTIN XA.eA4)01

[o]TXN c[Y]Nepxnc

ee [6KXc]toc -^xa

MOn 6X61 A.IA.\

TO nA[

'45 M6p]OC[

A.I6pMH]N6Y[e]

28 [TCW 6XN A.6] MH H [ep]

M[HMe]Y[THC CI]

rxTCD en 6kka[hJ

150 CIX 6A.YTU) A.G AX

[A61T]Gi KXI T[m eCD]

29 [npO]<|)HTXI A.6 A.[Y0]

Fragment 3 a.]

Col. I. Col.

i55

]OM . X.

ICCUMX

] . . . KC

Ol[

6[

3b.]~

Col. I. Col.

]XC

] . 6ICJD

]

. . . [

neo . [

I. Judging from the average number of letters, this pas-

sage, reckoned backwards from 1. 17, should occur about 11. 32—33,

but the traces do not appear to suit this, mx seems practi-

cally certain and ti is a quite likely reading, mxti suggests

TiveulpiaTauv, 12. i, but that is too near a.TM-^6]j.v>Q{. to be pos-

sible. The cjdti of 1. 2 is much less clear than mxti.

20. [a.ic: there is not room for A.6IC. &\: the y is very

doubtful.
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33—36. A very perplexing passage. The readings in

11. 34—36, though doubtful in details (see below), are fairly

certain as a whole; hence in 1. 33 we ought to have o a.6 xytoc

ec; but kxi is practically certain, and kxi o xyTOC ec seems

ruled out by the almost equally clear t\.

34. ecTin: or ecri; the ri is excessively doubtful, but

GCT is reasonably certain. For this position S. quotes H°' '8.

S. 6 oh au-b? [Itov] Geo? Ivspvfiv xa itavTa.

35. nx[ci]; very doubtful, especially the x.

36. a.ia.[o]txi: all the dotted letters are excessively doubt-

ful, and it is not certain that any letters occur after the lacuna;

but in 11. 37, 38 the letters at the end are very faint, and

traces are probably to be recognized here.

38f. CYM<|'*^''0'^' • S- ffJixospov. CYM<|>opon, which is not re-

corded by S., is probably a scribal error rather than a genuine

variant.

47. [XAAU)]: there is not room for Ss (S.). a.6 om. by

Mp /«! i°26ff
it vg arm.

xxp[i]CM[ATA?]: this is the reading in S., but the space,

though sufficient for two letters, is small for three, unless

they were very much cramped, and it may be suspected that

xxficm[x] (so too Mp it vg) was the actual reading here. It

may be added that the dotted letters are all very indistinct,

but there seems no reason to doubt the readings given.

48. 611: very indistinct and consequently doubtful.

49. AyTcu: so Ka Op Ko' K against most (excl., inter alia,

32, 3"=) H, many /" it vg AtS Bac; S. t/L After nrTi there

seems to be a small space; hence there may have been a point.

52. A.6 (so S.) after sww om. also by Mp i/° ' '» I"^ i°26«E

it vg KX Bac.

npocj>[HTiA]: there is probably not room for Teix.

53. A.e (so S.) after aaacu om. also by the authorities

mentioned in note on 1. 52, except Bac, and by arm.

54. [T]a)[ij] nn[MX]Ta)tj: S. 7:v£U|j,a-o)v, and no variant is

recorded. Here the cd seems almost certain, and though the

remaining dotted letters are all extremely doubtful it is difficult
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to see what else can be read, though the exact form of the ab-

breviation may be open to question.

55. A.e (so S.) after 6T6pcjd om. also by Mp //81-2* 3 78 sase

/" '°26ff
it vg Ka.

56. A.6: so S.; om. Mp i/^^se jai 1026*
\^ yg_ aj.jjj_

58f. nxNTX A.e Ts\yvi^Y. so S.; many authorities (inch

1026 ff) have T^YTA a.6 nxwrx.

62. S. ilia l)(.acT0). There is not room for both here. The
very slight trace visible suits cw better than k, and the space

is strongly in favour of [eKXCTjcu, omitting 1A.IX (so /"' ^°'^^^ "'^ ''s

it vg syP Qp A9 2 : 2 g^^ £^(^-)^ rather than [ia,i]a, omitting eK^wcrcu

(so /"I i°6«).

69. We should expect [t]oc no[AAX otiTA] but this is im-

possible, as is also Toy 6]|[n]oc no[AAX (see S.), but [n]oAA[A

is perhaps possible. This however gives a very short hne.

72. Considerations of space make it likely that eu was
pmitted before en\, as also in /«' ^°28f d Ka. But perhaps the

MS. had fen a nriT].

73. So, for HM6IC nxnxec (S.), /"* ^^^ vg. But the reading

is excessively doubtful, and hm6[ic cannot be regarded as im-

possible.

87—8g. The readings are not certain. S. has xmc ok opEclv

tsAstoi -^bitQi^s.^ but quotes from /"' ^°2st
it the reading imx txic . .

.

rewHcee. Here in*, seems impossible, and taic is extremely

probable; but in 1. 89 h seems certain. The space however seems

insufficient for re and rather too large to suppose that reAioi re]

came in 1. 88; hence we may perhaps read ri, and the whole

passage is a conflation of the S. text and the variant, with the

alteration of reri. to riri.

89. en noMCD: there is not room for en tcu noMCD, and a

word must have been omitted, no doubt by an oversight. Of

the two, considerations of space favour tcd.

91. As letters (even the same letters) vary somewhat in

breadth, we may, in view of the certain caic, read [6T]ep[Aic

rAjcDC (so /"' io28f
ij; vg), rather than suppose an erroneous

[ex] ep [opa] cuccAic, though orA is slightly better suited to the

space.
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95 f. Ks[\ OYA.6na}]: S. y.z't cuo' ou-(o;, and since the frag-

ment containing, in col. i, the number pMz and, in col. 2,

11. 96—8, is detached from the rest, it is not possible to say

for certain that that was not the reading here; but oyA. oy

would certainly have made 1. 95 project into the margin, and

TtDC in 1. 96 would indicate a lacuna difficult to fill in 1. 97,

since tx would be too short and comta (no other division is

likely) too long. For oyA-encD S. quotes /" i°28f(8:g0. The same

authorities, with 0St, read eiCAKOYcerAi, and in 1. 97 C6t>., as

against rtoc in 1. 96, would be more manageable than comta,

but on the whole the readings in the text seem the most likely.

98. Very puzzling. S., who has Ae-ysi nyptoq. uxjts ai YAwacai,

quotes no variants to either reading; so that the text here given

involves two unrecorded variants, one of them an obvious

blunder, but it seems difficult to escape from it, as all the

letters ic a.i are practically certain; kc does not seem possible.

A.10, though not recorded, is an easy variant; o ic might arise

from the scribe's misunderstanding an abbreviated gloss giving

a reference to iic(>>ixc).

io3. The traces read ei are very faint; of the a at the

end very little remains. Between it and o there is a piece of

vellum, but the traces which are visible are too indistinct for

any reading. Several of the readings of individual letters in

11. 104 and 105 are doubtful, but the text seems established.

TZ'.Q-i'jo'jQ'.'/ is the reading of S. ;
/^'lozef yg ]-|ave niCTOic.

106. o\n: the letters are not perfectly clear, but o seems

certain. This involves the reading given in the text (so S.) as

against/"' '°28f'
etc., which omit oyn and /'zsaeo^ which have

CYueiceAeii.

109 f. The K reading, against most of the H MSS. and
/a I 1026 if g,-(-^ Jg rACUCCXIC AAACBClrj.

no. Most of the dotted letters are very doubtful, and the

reading cannot be absolutely vouched for. The a., though faint,

is probable, but 6 has disappeared from the surface of the

papyrus.

III. km: so (against S.) /"' 200" se 359 sas 368_ ^si omits
H XniCTOI.
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115. It does not seem possible that room can be found in

the lacuna for Te\u)ciMic. Probably there was an accidental

omission or a false reading (e. g. npo(|>HTXi ). Even tic xnic in

1. 116 is a good deal for the space, and possibly tic was omitted,

with H^ »» Op I
^

I-

118. The e is just above^the n at the beginning of 1. iig.

Perhaps therefore the apparent a is not really a letter, and we
should read [thc] |c[A6rxeTX]i.

121. So S. The K text inserts kxi oyTcuc before tx.

122. The vellum is much blackened at the beginning of

this and the following lines, and the dotted 11 and k are very

indistinct, as are <\>Mie in 1. laS.

124— 126. Very difficult. Considerations of space seem to

make it certain that the text of S. (which, apart from unimpor-

tant variants, is well established) cannot be found here, and

we must suppose either a real variant not met with elsewhere

or a mere blunder. The reading given, if established, may be

the latter, but jcpoxeciiv for kbgui'i Im Tipio-WTrsv is quite possible,

and a real variant seems more likely. It cannot indeed be re-

garded as certain but seems the likeliest, kxi is very indistinct

but quite possible, o probable. At the end of 1. 124 po can be

accepted with some confidence, and en are not difficult to read.

o[ . . . . ]c suggests o[YTa)]c, tu being a broad letter. In 1. 125

nee is likelier than norj; and though npo[ca)] might be read

in 1. 124 if we suppose the vellum to have been rubbed as well

as discoloured, this is not very satisfactory; nor does it seem

possible to read kxi 6[ni np]occD; the p is almost certain.

127—8. The readings at the end of 127 are very doubt-

ful, and at the beginning of 128, though the vellum is whole,

the traces are too much obliterated for any reading, but as

onTa)[c] seems certain, the above text, that of A', is established.

129. oy: the stroke (for 11) is not certain, but 11 was cer-

tainly not written at the beginning of 1. i3o.

1 3 2. K adds yMcuu after ckactoc.

140. rci]: this is likelier than ri for reasons of space.

141. N6c[ecD • eiTC] : the dot is inserted because without it

(or a blank space) the line would be rather short.
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144— 146. S.'s text is 10 xXetoTov xpsi? /.at ava y.ipoq v.od sic

Stepix-^vEuetu. The only likely variants are nA6iori (Z*" ^6^*) and

eic A.6 (I"^ ^°^). As the lines vary son:iewhat in length and 1

may be written for ei and the numbers be represented by fi-

gures (r' and a') it is impossible with any confidence to fill up

the lacunae here.

147. [tcu: or possibly this concluded 1. 146.

[6p]M[HNe]Y[THC: as the m is very probable, a.I6pmhn6Ythc

(S.) would involve reading [A.iep] in 1. 147, for which there

seems hardly room. The reading in the text is that of H^ '

Jal I026ff^ etc.

150. 6\YTu>: so S.; xyro) ["^ 1028 f

153— 163. It has not been possible to identify this frag-

ment. The only complete word is ccdmx (the point after it,

which is all but certain, shows it is nom. or ace. sing., not,

e. g., ccDMXJTOc), and the traces would suit excellently the

passage 12, 12

:

[TOC nOAAX] ONTA
[6N 6CTIN] CCUMA'

[OYTCDC K]AI O XC^

In 1. 153 n could be read, though less suitable than m; in

1. 155 xc is almost as likely as kc; and before it k]xi is ac-

tually suggested. Unfortunately 12, 12 comes in fragm. i b, col. 2;

and the certain second column here therefore makes that posi-

tion impossible.

Besides this fragment a few yet smaller scraps remain,

too small and too much defaced to yield anything of interest.

ID. Galatians. (Coptic.)

The top of a small leaf, paged I, i, preserves Galatians

1, I, 6, 7, in one column of a small, rounded hand. The text

appears to coincide with Horner's.
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II. I Peter. (Coptic.)

nht]n tgt
[Ne66T \A\]s. eujxe

[T]6TNeipe MneTNX-

NOYH cezioYS epcuTM

5 TGTMeeeT nxi r^p oyz-

MOTne NNxapiMnNOYTe

NTXYTezFrrHYTM" enXf

xenexc acDcoq i^qujn ai-

Ce aXpCDTM 6HKU} i\ih[tn]

10 r\iNOYCMO[T

I Peter II, 20, 21.

This passage is not preserved elsewhere, but the last

phrase is quoted by Shenoute (i). Its only remarkable reading

is ydp in V. 20.

12. Revelation. (Greek.)

In Brit. Mus. Pap. 2241. A small scrap of light-coloured

papyrus contains a portion of Rep. 2. 12— 13 and 15. 8—-16. 2,

in two rough, inelegant, sloping hands, probably of the 7th

century. That the hands of recto and verso are different seems

certain. Since, though the lines were certainly long, it is hardly

possible that the two sides of a single sheet can have contained

respectively chapters 2 and 15 if the text was continuous, we
must conclude that the MS. contained extracts only; perhaps

a lectionary or other liturgical work. This is supported by the

fact that the writing on the verso is the opposite way up from

that on the recto, which suggests that the fragment is from a

roll rather than a codex; the roll form was specially favoured

for liturgical purposes. Too little remains for the fragments to

possess much textual value. So far as can be judged from the

scanty relics, the text appears to agree with H rather than K or I

(for these and other symbols see p, introd.), but as this conclusion

is inferred from considerations of space, not got directly from

the extant portions, it cannot be regarded with great confidence.

(1) Amelineau, CEiivres de S. I, 27.
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12

Verso.]

, KM TCD srre\u3 nic en]

neprxMCJo eKKAHCix[c]

2 [rpx-^OM T>>A.6 A6rei o excuN THtj FOM<|)XiAn thn a.i-

i3 CTOMon t]hn o2ei*.n oia.x

-} [noY KATOIK61C onoy o epoMoc roy cxtxna kxi Kpx

T6IC] TO onoMX Moy

4 [KM oyfi upMHCcu THii niCTiN Moy Kxi (?) eu rxic hm6-

pxic XM]TlnXC O MX[p]

Recto.]

J c. 8 s
^^* ^"^ ''"'''^]

A.yrJXMeci)C xyToy
(3 [KM oyA,6ic 6A.yMXTO eicGAeeiii eic ton mxon xxpi

1 5,

1

T6A6cea>ciN \\ enrx nAurM tcdn 6]nTX

xrreACDn kxi HK[oycx]

7 [MerxAHC (|)CDnHC 6K Toy MAoy AeroycHC toic ems
xrreAOic ynxreTG Kxi 6KX66T6 txc enxx]

[-1

4)iXAXC Toy eyMoy Toy ey

2 8 [6IC TlIU run KM XnHAOGM O npCDTOC KXI 656X6611 THII

<|)iXAHn xyroy eic thd thn] kxi 6r6N6TO

eAKOC

9 [KXKon KXI noriHpoti eni royc xwepcunoyc Toyc exoN-

Txc TO xxpxrMX Toy OHpioy kxi Toyc

npocKyrio]ytiTXC thd

3. A comparison with 1. 2 shows that there was not

room for tx eprx coy kxi before noy kxtoik6ic. The above

reading is that of HP^, etc.

4. "There was not room for both kxi before en and eti

xic after HMCpxic. The reading here given is that of H (except

02), with which recension 12 agrees in 1. 3.

7. The K text, against H and l"''^, etc., omits 6k Toy
tixoy. Here, the text given (from S.) for the lacunae in 11. 6,

7, 8, and 9 gives the following numbers of letters: 1. 6, 65;

1. 7, 69; 1. 8, 59; 1. 9, 75. In 1. 8 there in room for i or 2 more

letters, and in 1. 9, for about 8—g more letters than in 11. 6
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and 7; hence the numbers allowed for the corresponding lacunae

must be reduced to 57 or 58 and to 66 or 67 respectively.

The average may probably be fixed therefore (if we disregard

1. 8) at about 65— 66. To omit en toy m>.oy would reduce the

number to 60. Any variants known for the passage in 1. 6

would tend to increase rather than diminish the number of

letters lost, and in 1. 8 xrreAOC may have occurred after

npcDTOC (so I"'^ ^°^ and other MSS.). On the whole, then, the

H I rather than the K text seems more likely here, but there

is really very little to choose in point of probability.

9. -Yiv elxova, as against Tr, si/.ovi (S.) is the reading of many

representatives of /".

Theological.

13. Liturgy (?). (Greek.)

Two fragments of patterned ware. In a minuscule hand

of Greek type. The probable IXericov of 11. 3 and 4 makes it

likely that this is liturgical.

]n MONoreNHC yio[c

x]rixc eeoTOKOY km nxp[eeriOY

?eAGHCJON HMCDn[

]e[.]6A.6YCIOM TC0[M

5 i Y'OY 1^[

I. Before y'o[c> o can perhaps be read.

3. Cf. 1. 4-

4. GAeYciori: apparently = Vkirflo-).

14. Creed. (Coptic.)

+ + [ + ]

T6NniCT6Ye 6[nNOYTe nnAMT]cDK-

PXTCUP nHNTABT*.[MIO n]NHT6NXAY ^P" _
ooY MNHNT6NXXY [epooY ^N AJYtu oYXoeic IToyujt ic ne-

xc ncyHpe noyCcut ]h mtxhicdt

3 enoq 2xe[n riNMCu]?! noYO-

ein n . [

Gr)[
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Fragments of a Creed (i).

"We believe in [God, the Al] mighty, He that created the

things we see and those we see [not.] And in one Lord, Jesus,

the Christ, the only Son [ ? ] he(?) whom the Father

begat before [all ages.] Light of [light . .

."

15. Liturgical fragment. (Coptic.)

A small double leaf (each 9X8 cm), with a text in one

column and 12 lines of thick, square uncials, of about the 7th

century, comes perhaps from a hymn or other liturgical book.

It is interesting as an instance of pure Fayyumic dialect, which,

but for the trading relations between the two districts, which

our texts show, one would not expect to find in use so far

south. The text, but partly legible, is composed of biblical or

semi-biblical phrases. At the end of each section was a title(?),

in the form of subscription, now quite illegible. The verso (?)

of fol. I (?) has, as col. i:

^1 BCDK ]• MneK6A
I

-AHT M(|>-f [. . .J Cl>
|

n6TAK [ ]

MMXq X[ ] I

BXA MK . [. .] n
I

-BA ZHTB [x]60Y-

t

uj^NXaTHM oy
I

-NXHTne noc
|

ursine errje
|

-TCDa)[Be] nuK M
i

-n[6K>>iT]YM^ 2[e]t)o[YC]XYTrj
|

3!

The recto of this leaf begins:

I

6\l\ EAAK 6N
1
t[. . n]T\K 2CDK

|

16. Liturgical fragment. (Coptic.)

Likewise intended for liturgical use — a "choir slip" per-

haps — was a leaf of papyrus, whereof a fragment, 7X7 ^^^

shows upon one side the broken beginnings of a text composed

(l) A creed in Coptic, similar to this, is found in tlie MS. whence parts

of my text in the Papyriiscodex saec. 17

—

VII is taken (v. Einleitung XIV).

It is in Paris 129'*, f. 63 and runs: "... one Lord, Jesus the Christ, the son

of God, the only-begotten, whom the Father begat before all ages. Light &c."

The formula approximates to the so called NicEeno-Constantinopolitan Creed.

Gf. the current Jacobite version with similar features, Cairo Kiichologion 1 902,

p. 290.
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of sentences apparently not biblical, though in biblical phraseo-

logy. The script is but semi-literary: perhaps of the yth century.

Verso is blank.

-P M62100Y6 cia)[N
I

nxoic 6K[e]c9[
I
COY ^^^ :/s n[

|

MKX2 M2HT [ I

eCOOy 2eN[
I

CIX NBTXI [ | ] PHH MeiAH[M

17. Homiletic Work. (Coptic.)

A tattered leaf of fine, thin parchment, 12 X io'5 (?) cm.

when complete, written in i column of 18 lines, in a beautiful,

somewhat sloping hand, with features recalling the "and scribe"

of the Pistis (i), Brit. Mus. 509, the Achmimic Jude (2) and espe-

cially certain Greek hands of the 3rd—4th cent. (3). V. PI. I. The

text is presumably homiletic, its subject being the first Passover

and the Exodus (4). The occurrence of the words |j,usr(5piov and

ijipavii^stv perhaps points to a pre-Nicene writer; the form rjppo

to an early stage of the language. The leaf is paged (on verso)

<^A!.

MOyCHC- 6IC 2HHT6 TAp n6

xxM GKexi NoyecooY enoyox

6M'MN TXBin (S) M2HT1 NTcyx

XTH MHNOY NpOY2e MTINUIH

pe MniHA' tTTeTNoyoMq n

TeyujH 2NOY<J6nH' nngtn

OYtoiy^ tToYKXC 6BOA- N2HTH-

eKGAc, nexAK NTee[. .] woy

oYu^H rToYUJT- eTefFJeoYOMM

KXTA NGTMnATpIX MNNGTM

A.HMOC 6p6N6TM-|-n6 [

6p6NenFN[Too]Ye npxt[thy]

TN- ep6[N6T]Ne6pOOB 2Fi[N6]

TNffiX' nM[r]xpne nnACXX

(i) V. Crum, Coptic MSS. p. 3n. and Hyvernat, Album II.

(2) Crum, op. cit., pi. I.

(3) p. Oxyr. 847, P- Ryl- (Gk.) 53.

(4) Cf. Ex. XII.

(5) T presumably the result of following X-
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Mnxoeic M[pn]MeeY6 nu)\

[e]Me2 Fincyupe mhiha- 6T6T[ri6]

XI A.e nnecNOH Mnecooy n[TG]

tTkdck [m]mo<h eNOY6(y[po](i)

6MbYM6(2) MTiNeT'o-v^ NFPO ritieTNHei

eyMAGiN MnxrreAOC- eic 2h

1IT6 -j-riAnXTACCe nKHM6

riiq7 AT'cyupe 2NOYOY"^n ''

oyiuT xiriripcuMe ty^^NTB

nOOYG' TOTG MCDY^^"' ^HUjCD

cut' MnecooY uTeyu^u amxcuk'

eBOA. MnMYCTHpion Mi-jfiujii

[p]6 MniMA- AMCtjjpxrize ruipo

FiNiiei ey^fez, mhaxoc- ayuj

[6ym]a6in Mni»rr6AOC- wrepoY

[o^ujJcDT' A.e m[. .]necooY(3) ayoy
[(JD]m MfinACXX- AYE'^'"]'^ 6BOA m"

nMYCTHpiorj- [A]Yc4>Fxriz6 m

niuA- AqeY4'[F] *'"& i^^' nAAoc-

TOT6 A.e Aqei iTei nArreAO[c]

[enA]TACC6 TiKHMG nerCMnq

[. .]f^nMYCTHpiorj[-] nerfiM

] Moses. "For lo", said He, "thou shalt take a sheep that

is whole and wherein is no blemish and thou shalt slay it at

eventime with the children of Israel; and ye shall eat it at

night in haste. Ye shall not break a bone of it. Thou shalt do

it", said He, "[. . . .] in a single night, ye eating it according

to (-/.a-ia) your father's-houses (jzaipia) and your families (3-^|ji,oc);

your loins [being girt], your shoes on your feet, your staves in

your hands. For this is the Passover {rJ.Q-/a) of the Lord, an

everlasting remembrance for the children of Israel. But (Be) ye

(1) Not space in gap for cnxe.

(2) Or 6MYtlC. The script is small and faded. Is GMOYMC, or MOYNC,
a variant of TOYA' Cf. Ex. XII, 7.

(3) Undoubtedly a gap after M.
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shall take the blood of the sheep and shall smear it upon the

door-posts (verso, p. 94) and the lintels of the doors of your

houses, for a sign untp the angel (-a7Y.). Lo, I will smite

(i:ai;aac£iv) Egypt and it shall be childless, in a single night,

from the men to the cattle", Then (tste) 'Moses slew the sheep

at night and fulfilled the mystery (iJ-'uicv/jpiov) with the children

of Israel'. He sealed (cspaY'i^eiv) the doors of the houses for a

protection unto the people (Aacc) and for a sign unto the angel

(a-f{)• And (5e) after they had slain the sheep they ate the

Passover (itdiya) and fulfilled the mystery (|v.'jc-.) and Israel was

sealed (ca>.) and the people (Xao;) rejoiced (sua/paivsiv). And

then (tote Ss) came the angel (atY-) to(?j smite {'^(xx.) Egypt.

Whoso had not [received (?) ] the mystery (i.'-ucri:.), whoso had

not [

' 18. Apophthegm. (Coptic.)

Written on a wall-

From Campbell Thompson's copy.

ABXoqc
t\6\ OY2AAO

xeiojxNNXY / '

6Ytl|tD1T N

5 nXCON TA

xeov nei , , ,

,
'

.

-
. I : . I ; 1 [ 1 . . .

XAE XH
,:

i
. .

MMAN
>

; .'!)

3. Copy xpi. 7- Copy ah.

6. Copy oxnei. 8. Copy m[ ]man.

An Apophthegm (i) (the readings whereof are very un-

certain) beginning, "An elder said, When 1 see 3 fault (?) in

my brother, what shall I say?" .

(l) Apophthegmata adorn the walls df a tomb- at Faras, Nubia, and will

be published by Mr. Griffith.

Copticj. III.
^
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Medical, Magical.

19. Almanac. (Coptic.)

A fragment of papyrus, 6'5 x 8"5 cm, has, on one side

only(i), parts of 10 lines in a sloping, non-literary hand of

the 6th or 7th century. The text is of a kind very rarely, pre-

served in Coptic: it is the remains of an almanac of lucky and

unlucky days connected with the rtioon, somewhat similar to

that described by Krall(2). Cf. also Brit. Mus. 523. The extent

of the parts lost, on all 4 sides, is unknown.

qjNxtycune eHOYOTB 6N6He[

]e(3) NpeiMiuje nka.tx<J>ponit[hc

jtoq' (4) qMAMoy NeTnAU)a)[(5)

] qnA2CDn } TZ, }
[

5 ]noo2 ujxpenooz ci^A' 2Cinmma[(6)

jccDMA' MMXre NroYMoq' m[mok

A.]NArK2^iON- FrxNoyq eoYo>T2[(7)

H]NA.2CDn(8) neTNXcycDNe' qNX2iC6[

NJ200YT' MtMAcycDne 6qTCABH[Y
10 2]cDCDc' wee' Mn200Y[T

A small fragment

]nN .X. rjN[(9)

p]OMn6 7inoo[2

... he] shall excel his (plur.) (10) become (?) quarrelsome

and haughty (-/.aTa<ppovy)T-(5;) he too(?)(ii) shall die Those

(1) The MS. may therefore have been in roll form.

(2) The Rainer Mitt. V, 3o.

(3) ? cycDn]e.

(4) 2a)cuq. A trace of 1st CD is visible.

(5) ?u)tt)[n6.

(6) ? MA[Nt9X.

(7) Apparently not OYCDTB.
(8) No stop here, by error probably.

(9) Or ]lCNrA.NK[ .

(10) Possibly "his fellows", NeqepHY-
(11) Or "but he", "he however".
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1

that are (?) (i) it shall be hidden (2) — (Day) 14 —
Isl of?] the moon. The moon riseth from the east (?) (3)

body ((jS>i>.a) alone and thou shalt (?) (4) rejoice

needful (avaYxaiov) (5). It is good (on this day) to pour forth(?)(6)

it] shall be hidden. Whoso shall become sick shall

suffer (7) male (child?), he shall become wise (8)

lio| she] also, even as the male

The small fragment mentions the "year of the moon".

20. Recipes. (Coptic.)

-j- 6TB60Y>. eFe2HT[

N]6MOYepHTG nmccd[

nthh]b6 NxeKeix oyAaoyC

N]rxooc xeTxct) isuil

5 jntUNG GTMNZHTM [

0]Y-'^C<|)XAT0N mn[

J . \60i TAXy 62pXT 2

[

]6TBen6XXAKION [

]Mnoynoone[

Medical recipes, very obscure owing to incompleteness.

In 1. 4 magical names are invoked.

"Concerning one whose (?) belly [ ] his feet and

he (9) ... [ ] fingers of thy hand; lay them [ ]

and say: Ia6, Idd [ Isl ] the sickness (10) wherein he is [

(i) Plur. certain. Possibly "those that become sick", as in 8.

(2) Refers presumably to the moon, as in 8.

(3) Lit. "places of rising", but the reading is doubtful.

(4) Tense uncertain, since it depends upon that of preceding (lost) verb

(5) Or "valuable".

(6) Or "melt", as of metals.

(7) Or "have trouble, difficulty"; or if a participle foUovsred, "strive".

(8) Lit. "instructed, educated".

(9) "Drink" possible, but improbable.

(10) cucJDNe just possible.

4*
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] bitumen (i) and [ ] (2); place them on [

.] Concerning (3) the cauldron [ ] they have not

changed (or been moved) . .
."

21. Recipes. (Coptic.)

From Campbell Thompson's copy.

]Kcun

]Te

]Kxpioc

]NNe MMXU)

3 n]62MOM eTujxBe ueepiKOM

>ie6 2iHFni 2in62 m6 \-i gxcde

]oYBXA GB-}- MOXA-Y >>-ne [JBA.A riXB

[a)]K ziMOoy n6M3ca)A aieBicu -j-ei 6o[

JoyMOMG oyciuie riBAMne a'l'eBio) n[

Medical recipes, written upon a plastered wall. (4)

L. 5 "... the] fever which (5) the medicaments (PeYjpiay.ov)

and wine and olive oil (6). Apply (7) them to it

An eye that waters: ... of raven's eye (8) and water of onions

and honey. Apply (them) to [it a goat's gall and honey . .

."

(i) "KuifaXzoi occurs in Hall's recipes {Copt, and Gk. Texts p. 65).

(2) Not tJaacoi. The letter before A is an upright one.

(3) Presumably another recipe, though the first words hardly support this.

(4) Solomon is said to have written many such recipes upon the Temple

walls (Budge, Copt. Apocr. 69). Monk's cell walls used for writing: Thos. of

Marga, Bk. of Governors (Budge) 11, 178, 458, and the Saqqara text cited

below.

(5) Reading GTUjApe-, for GTUiABe "swollen", is unlikely as appHed
^ to a fever.

(6) rje2 MMG lit. „genuine oil" Cf. AZ. XL, i32 n., Ryl. p. 58 n. Boh.,

csco. 43, 235.

(7) This form of -^ recurs Saqqara no. Ip3, likewise a medical recipe.

(8) Equated with zuajib; iXXri^v/.q, ZoeGA 629. In a Balaiza frag, it occurs

in a list of vegetables.
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Mathematical.

22. Multiplication Tables.

Three fragments. Tables for 6 and 7. The arrangement

is like that in our arithmetics, not like that in the following

ostracon, where each ratio is given twice, in opposite ways.

For such tables cf. B. M. 528, where, however, the table is

not continuous but in the form "7X1=7, 7 X 10 = 70,

7 X 100 = 700", etc.
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"7X1 = 7, I X 7 = 7, 7 X 2 = 14, 2 X 7 = 14", etc.;

the table is preserved only as far as " 7 X 7 [= 49]-"

I. After the second z is visible a F, part of the earlier text.

4. The character before the break is probably no part of

the present text.

24— 28. Tables of Fractions.

The five following ostraca contain tables of fractions si-

milar to those which occur in the Akhmim mathematical papyrus

(Mem. Miss. Arch. Francaise, IX, 1892), ff. i —2 b, and in B. M.

528. Tables of this kind are discussed, and translations given

of two other examples, in Sethe, Von Zahlen iind Zahlworten

bet den alten Agyptern (Schr. d. Wiss. Ges. in St}~afiburg,

25. Heft), 1916, pp. 69— 72, to which reference may be made;

and a papyrus brought from Egypt in the winter of 1921 and

now in the University of Michigan contains an elaborate collec-

tion of such tables, the utility, indeed necessity, of which, given

the Graeco-Egyptian system of fractions, is obvious. The present

ostraca were probably used by the monastic accountants as ready

reckoners.

The occurrence, certainly in 26 and possibly in the others,

of a mysterious heading which occurs in the tables of the

Akhmim papyrus suggests that the present ostraca were copied

from a similar or perhaps the same compilation as that papyrus.

We are indebted to a late colleague at the War Office,

Mrs. Davey, for some help in connexion with these documents.

Table for y.

24.

-[- TO Z A. 2[/ KH ?

TCUM X Z/

TCDN B A.' KH

TCDM r lo' Ta.' me

TCUN A. |_ Ta./

TCDN 6 D KX'

TCDN F |_ lo' MB
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TtUN 2 X

TU3N H X Z/

TCDN e A A.' KH

« J- • i of i = ri ? 1 fi ofl I = i of a — i J- of
7 • 4 '-"

7 L28' • • 'J \7 "'J ^7' "' ^ " 4 28'
"^

1 J- J- of /I — i J- of c — 1 1 of fi — 1 1 1 of
3 14 42' °^ 4 — 2 14! O' 5 — "3 21' °' ° " ¥ 3 42'

°^

7 = I, of 8 = jJ-, of 9 = I^ T-1-
i 28

I. The reading and supplement are suggested by 26 and

Crum, Copt. Ostr. 480, where at the head of the tables fractions

of the fraction concerned are given, but the trace before the

break does not greatly favour 2/. xpi[eM(jD, as in the Akhmim
papyrus, seems impossible.

4. |o': for this symbol for ^ ^^^ P- Lond. v 1718, 60 and

index to that volume.

6. d: this symbol (varied by o, as in 25) for
-f-

is not

uncommon. For other forms see P. Lond. V, Index 7 (a).

25-

. Another table for --, but, unlike the last, ending with the

number 7.

\-- TO. 2/ : J>.[' 2/ KH?

TCDN X. z/

TCDN B. A-'. KH

TCDN r. lo' lA. m[bJ

5 TCDN A.. |_ lA./

TCDN 6. O KX'

TCDN r- I— lo MB

TCDN . 2 X

I. For A.[' 2/ KH see note on 24, i. Here xLpieMCU could

also be read.
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26.

Three fragments. Table for jj.

+ i I-' I-'
-)- TO IS. eu k^ c|)Me lo ix aIo

TCDN S. IX' TOJN H 3 KB if'

TCDN. E P' iF' T"^T^ © I— •^' "^^ '^^'

TCDN r A.' MA.'

5 TCDN A. [lo Ar']

TCDN 6 lo' [IX' Ar']

TCDN f |_ [KB']

TCDN Z |_ [IX' KB']

"i
: to the number of (?) 545. | of ^ = i; (i) of i = Jj,

of 2 = i i of 3 = I i, of 4 = a U of 5 = I []^ isl of

6 = i [^], of 7 = i [5^ A], Of 8 = I
i i, of 9 = i

I

22 44'

I. That t:r is a symbol for api6[j.<i) seems clear from f. i b,

col. 9, 1. I bf the Akhmim papyrus, la o;p[OiJi,(p cue (Baillet

prints ffiU£, but renders by 545) y' ''"='
^^Y- Baillet is unable to

explain the sense of api6|j.(o with a following number, which

heads every table, but he points out that the number is always

the product of the fraction in question and 6000 (in the case

of j^j the result, 545, is approximate, neglecting the fraction ^).

Cf. too Crum's note on B. M. 52.8 (p. 257').

5— 8. The supplements are guaranteed by the Akhmim
papyrus.

27.

Tables (as the arithmetic indicates) for A on the convex11 •'25
and ~ and -~ on the concave.

Convex:
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Convex: »(i) of ii = ^ ^ J,
[jIo ^{^V Concave: "Q

of 7 = I ... (i) of 7 = I, of 8 = li of 9 = i| i . .
."

28.

It is not certain that tliis is really, like the preceding

texts, a table of fractions (the integral numbers divided in 11. 4

and 5 are higher than elsewhere, and 1. 6 does not very well

suit the hypothesis); but on the whole it seems likely.

t]cdn [

] TCDN [,

] TtDN [

] 6 TCDM <|> [

5 ] 6 TtDM X[

] CM[

Stelae and Graffiti.

The inscriptions here selected, as the more legible and

interesting, from Mr. Campbell Thompson's note-books (i), were

copied by him in the church, the houses and the caves of

Wadi Sarga. The stelae present the usual problem: are they

true grave-stones, or merely commemorative tablets (2)? Their

texts would sometimes be appropriate to either purpose, e. g.

where date of death is recorded. Mr. Campbell Thompson

however found them in various chambers on the hillside, quite

apart from the cemetery; hence they cannot be regarded as

grave stones.

The present arrangement places the stelae first, the fres-

coed graffiti afterwards. The two initial invocatory phrases.

(i) Such texts are notoriously difficult to copy and my interpretation of

the copies is often far from satisfactory.

(2) Cf. QuiBELL, Saqqara (1912), p. 8. W. de Bock, Materiaux, p. 78,

found stelae built into a church wall. In general no note appears to have been

kept i'V excavators as to the positions in which such stelae were found; and

subsequek-5t cataloguers have had therefore to leave this point untouched.
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found in both groups, where the beginnings of the texts are

preserved, are: "Father, Son and Holy Ghost .
." and "Good

God, . .
.". Upon the stelae from the monastery of Saqqara

the first of these formula is very common, while the latter is

rarely found (i); it is never employed at Wadi Sarga. After

the stelae have been classed those of the graffiti which simi-

larly invoke saints and commemorate names — the living, it

would seem, where no date of death is given. The length of

the text depends upon the number of the names invoked: first

the Trinity, angels, biblical patriarchs, prophets and saints, the

apostles and martyrs; then the three '*great men",, Apollo,

Anoup and Phib(2), who had become throughout Middle Egypt

the principal figures of monastic tradition (3); and finally the

series of local worthies treated of in our Introduction. The pre-

sence and absence of these groups, their combination and se-

quence vary, as do those of the elements in each group, ac-

cording to the predilections of dedicators and the accuracy of

sculptors. Among the saints and martyrs invoked it is rarely

possible to identify any but the most conspicuous. Presumably
the rest are local heroes, unknown to the Calendar, in its

extant forms at least.

Following these venerated names, on both stelae and
graffiti, are those of the departed, on whose behalf the holy
men have been petitioned. Often the date of death is given
(though usually the month only), so that the name which is

that of the deceased is not in doubt (4). But often other names,
without dates (s), follow this and we are left to speculate who

(i) E. g. nos. 102, 206, 283, 339 c.

(2) May we call them Horus, Anubis and Thoth? They are invoked by
visitors to the Oases: Bock, Materiaux, p. 38.

(3) Pachom and Shenoute, with their respective successors, appear never
to have attained (or? retained) a popularity comparable with this. The former
is invoked, Hall p. i32, the latter, Alexandria Mus. no. 2o3. Or it may be that
excavation has yet to bring to light the epitaphs from sites where these great
abbots were in special veneration.

(4) In 252 there are 2 deceased, both with their dates. In Saqqara there
are often several, e. g. nos. 27, 3o, 222, 247.

(5) Occasionally with dates: Miss, franc. Ill, p. 3o, no. 50.
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these may be. A stele, as 36 for instance, shows that children

(or ? disciples), while yet alive, added their names to the paternal

epitaph (i); or it may be that such names are those of friends

or relatives who died subsequently (e. g. in 3o). Or again, as

in 35, 44, 45, 46, the text ends with a name probably that of

their common dedicator. The graffiti are, as elsewhere, not epi-

taphs, but simply invocations, more or less informal: sometimes

enclosed in a rough frame, sometimes irregularly scribbled on

the plaster, now by one suppliant only {48), now by several

(5^> 55> 5^> 59)- It "will be seen below that, besides stelae

and graffiti, there are instances of inscriptions, both epitaphs

{61, 63, 64) and invocations {$4, 62), written upon ostraca (2),

which may have served as preliminary drafts for the guidance

of the stone cutter. They have therefore been inserted in the

present section.

29.

-f- nicDT MNnujupe m

MpfFjA. GTOY^'B nen

ICOT MIXAHA n6NI

CDT r^BplHA TGMXY M

5 xpix neNi(o)Te n-j-kg

oc n6ni(o)t6 NXnoc

TXAOC MeN lore n

0(j pcuMe A.nA ^iNoyn

NOe • nSNicDT Anx e

10 tDMAC • MNNenCN

Hy • c|>>>rioc AHA riMH

C6 Api nMeYeyL-]"^"

oyn nK*.ce ne[ ]Mn

NH XEeMNTOM MO

l5 q NCOyMNT>.HT6

MnxpMoyre • zhn

OyipHWe NTG nM

oyT[e] 2>.MHt\i Me

kept"H). (i) Or a father adds his after that of his dead son: Christ. Vostok I, 48.

subsequeW,^ Cf. Crum, Ostr. 491, 492.
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12. Copy ]CXN, leg. nMeye rjANoyn.

i3. Leg.? np[6]M.

14. Leg. 6MT0N MMOq.

"The Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost; Michael,

our father Gabriel, our mother Is] Mary; our righteous fathers,

our fathers the Apostles; our fathers the great men (i), Apa

Anoup the great; our father Apa |io| Thomas and his brethren;

the holy Apa Paese (2), have mind of Anoup, the tanner (3),

of ... . . He went to rest on the 14th day of Parmoute,

the peace of God. Amen, amen."

30.

Now in the British Museum (not numbered, 1921).

-|- nicDT Mnnu)Hp6

MNnN*. 6TOY-^.^B n

SMItDT MIXXHA n

en I CUT rA.BpiHA tc

5 MXY MxpiA neiJiOT

e MnpO())HTHc lie

II1[o]T6 IlTIKeOC n

en [1] ore NAnocroA

0[C] <|)ArlOC AnA CON

I" c[rJA]Y netJicuT aha

[ecu] MAC MNMeMcn

ny [A]pi nMeye M(n)AC

on [.]icooN npHMn

(1) Apollo and Anoup, distinguished here and in ^8, 66, j3 from name-

sakes by the epithet MOC (also Saqqara, 1907-8, p. 6 and no. loi, (cf. the more

usual O, as in Pahomo), with Phib occasionally added, are the monastic wor-

thies most often invoked here, as at Bawit, Saqqara, Abydos {Cemeteries of Ab.

Ill, 38) and as far S. as Denderah (graffiti copied by N. de G. Davies). In Hall,

p. 145 (17) Apollo is termed "our great (riO(j) father".

(2) The epithet ayio; indicates a recognized saint. The martyr of 8th

Kihak was from Abusir, near Ashmunain, so perhaps venerated as far S. as

W. Sarga.

(3) In a list of trades (Brit. Mus. Or. 8903) azu-ceu; apparently corresponds

to Kece, which I take as dialectal for KACC. The latter not hitherto explained.
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1

th[n6] ntoycix xqeMT
i5 [on m]moh ncoyxoYTe

[Mn]xpMOYT6 MHi^nx

ICDANHC n[F]HMTOY2

CD MnecoYo noY[6r]pH

NG 2XMHN MB

"The Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost;' our father

Michael, our father Gabriel, our Isl mother Mary; our fathers

the Prophets, our righteous fathers (i), our fathers the Apostles;

the holy Apa Sons[na]u(2); |io| our father Apa Thomas and

his brethren (3), have mind of my brother [ Jon of the

farm dyke(?) (4). He went |i5| to rest on the 15th day of Par-

mouti. And Apa John of Touho mpeswo (5), in peace. Amen,

amen."

31-

NX] nocTO

A.OC MMXPTHPOC-'

xnx n^YAS^ xnx acdtc

N6NeioTe NMOtf npojMe

5 \n\ xnoAACD -' xnx AN

OYn '' Anx <J>ib -- xnx

ecDMAC '- xnx nerpe -- xnx

icDCH<J> '- xnx ANoyn --

N6TOYAXB TupoY Api

10 nM66Y6 nxnx BXpeo

AOMXIOC npMXNTINOY

(i) Perhaps reminiscent of a biblical phrase, e. g. Mat. XIII, 17, tho^gh

in 29 the prophets are absent.

(2) A saint Sansnau is invoked at Deir el-Gebrawi (II, pi. XXIX, no. S).

Perhaps the same (? his church) at Arsinoe {Mit. Rain. II, 261, 263). Cf. fem.

Tsansn6, Leipoldt, Schemite 142 (not Sansn6). A single saint thus inserted

in 2p, ^8.

(3) The local worthies, so often enumerated, are thus referred to in,>29, 60.

(4) Probably a particular locality Si3 named. Cf. 172.

(5) Recurs in 35 and Krall XCVIII. Cf. Ryl. 369 "•
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r4TXMMTON MMOM NCOYMNT

zxcyMe NTeooyx ZNtJoye

PHNH 2XMH[n]

6. In copy i is like a perpendicular a.

II. Copy >.TTiNOY-

". . . , the Apostles, the Martyrs, Apa Paul, Apa L6ts(i);

our fathers the great men, |s| Apa Apollo, Apa Anoup, Apa

Phib; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa Anoup; all

the saints, have |iol mind of Apa Bartholomew of Antinoe(2).

He went to rest on the 17th day of Thowt, in peace. Amen.'

32.

Now in British Museum (no. 1919, S'Si ^°)-

ic nexpcre

ni'cuT nu)Hp6 nenn

60YM^ eroyxB • \ns

MixXHA xnx rABpiy

5 [a] neNICDT XTAM

[T6n]MXXY MXpl

A xnx nXMOyN

XnX 2AAO N6TOY
XE THpOy Xpi nM

10 eoye nnxcoN

[K]CD[CTX]MTlNe NTX

"Jesus Christ. The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost. Apa

Michael, Apa Gabriel; jsl our father Adam, [our] mother Mary;

Apa Pamoun (3), Apa Hello (4); all the saints; have |io] mind

of my brother Constantine, who [went to rest ..."

(i) Are these two martyrs? It' so, the former may be Paul of Tamma
(v. Miss, franc. IV, 515, 759). The latter name recurs in 52". 43i, Murray,

Osireion, pi. XXXVIl and Davies, Sheikh Said, p. 35.

(2) Not quite certain.

(3) Cf. 66 n.

(4) Met with only in an Abydos stele (Peet, Ceinet. Abydos III, 38).
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33.

Facsimile in F. Petrie's Gizeh and Rifeh, pi. XL.

-\- nitDT nuiH

pe nenNA e

toy>^[a]b new

6ILDT [a]a,xm m

5 [NN6HCyHF]e TH

[poY -^Pi] nM6

[eye MnJACon

]npMT[

]AqM[Ton]

„ The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost; our father Adam
[and Isl his] children a [11, have] min[d of Jmy brother [ ]

of T[ ]. He went to rest [on the "

34-

TeJMxy Mxpix

neneicDT '

>iA.AM xpi riM

[eeyle nxnx

"
. . . , our] mother Mary, our father Adam, have mind

of Apa [
"

35-

Facsimile in F. Petrie's Memphis, pi. LIV.

"P nNoyre nxrAeoc

i^ns etDMXC sn\ ne

Tpe APIA icDCH()> \n\

AiMoyn Anx nXMoy

5 D rieToyxxB rnpoy

xpi nweeye wnnx

nx BiKTUjp npMToy

2U) M6COyO XMMTON

MMOM MCOyBTOOy
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10 MnxFM20Tn 2NOY

eipHMH ai^MHrj nn

XnX BIKTCUp npMN

axee zxmhn ir ina.ik/ Me

"Good God; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa

Anoup, Apa Pamoun, Is] all the saints, have mind of the papa

Victor, of Touh6 neswo (i). He went to rest on the 4th day

|io| of Parmhotp, in peace. Amen. The papa Victor of Hage.

Amen. i3th Indiction. Amen."'

36.

Facsimile in F. Petrie's Gizeh and Rifeh, pi. XL.

-|i nNOYTG nxrAeoc xnx ecp

MXC xnx nerpe Anx ia)CH4>

xnx XNoyn xnx nXMoyw ^ri

X repMXW'^ xnx loycre rier

5 oyxxB THpoy -^pi nneeye m

xnx lepHMixc npMcm xhmto

M MMOB nCOyMNTH r4XOIX2K

MNXnx rcuaxNHC neBujHpe

XM M [Ton

blank

10 2noyipHNH NTG niMoy

T6 2XMHN nCDXM2 HB

"Good God; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa

Anoup, Apa Pamoun, Apa Germanus, Apa Justus; all the

Is! saints, have mind of Apa Jeremias of Sip (2). He went to

rest on the 15 th day of Choiahk; and Apa John, his son. He

went [to rest (blank)(3)
] Im in the peace of God.

Amen (4), amen."

(i) Cf. 3o.

(2) The Sip in Hyvernat, Actes 74 is probably, not certainly, a place

name. It lay in "southern Egypt", south at any rate of the Delta.

(3) Presumably engraved during John's lifetime.

(4) Unintelligible letters: probably a cryptogratn (? leg. riMXH2 = 2XMHN).
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37-

Facsimile in F. Petrte's Gizeh and Rifeh, pi. XXXIX.

-P nrioyre

n^rxeoc xnx ecD

MAC Anx nerpe xnA icd

cue]) xnx XMOYn xnx nXM
5 oyn xpi nMCcyc Mnxcow

BlKTCUp npMTKXZ Tin An

A BIKTCUp XMMTON MMOq Tl

COYCAUJB NCMtylp 6N

oyeipHiMH axMHri nnA
10 nx EiKTCup Koyi qe

ANTpexc Me

"Good God; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa
Anoup, Apa Pamoun) Isl have mind of njy brother Victor of

the district of Tin. (i) Apa Victor went to rest on the 7th day

of Emshir, in peace. Amen. The papa |io| Victor the less (2).

Amen. Andrew. Amen."

38.

Facsimile in F. Petrie's Gizeh and Rifeh, pi. XL.

-P nNoyre

nxrxeoc s

pi nMcye cjt

ACCDMC AC

5 rJ6 TPM|\12

Aee ACMT

(1) In describing this stele {Gizeh and Rifeh 43), I read ztiairpov, despite

preceding fem. T. Botii 2 and 1 are doubtful, but more probable than c and p.

The prefix TKA2- occurs as TKA2C9Miri (Afiis. Guim. XVII, i32 n., Kopt.

Rechtsurk. no. gg), TKA2Ka)OY (BM. 11 21, P. Lend. IV, i6o3). Tin-Thinis

occurs in Recueil VI, 70, Rossi, Niiovo Cod. 3.

(2) Presumably the Victor of ^2 and 2 fragments now in Br. Mus. In

these "V. the less" is either dedicator or sculptor. (Who, then, is Andrew in

the present text?). "V. of Hage", in %, ^^, ^5, ^6 and two other Br. Mus. frag-

ments, holds a like place in the inscription; are the two distinct?

Coptica. III. 5
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ON MOC NC

OYMHTCAU^

Be MnxpM

10 oyTe 2NOYI

PH • SXMHN

"Good God; have mind of my sister (i) Lena, of Hage.

She went to rest on the 17th day of Parmoute, in peace

(= Eipv'iVYi). Amen."

39-

Now in the British Museum.

[-P] nNoyTe nxrA

eoc xnA ecDMXC

sns. nerpe xn*. 1

a)CH<}> \n\ XNoyn

5 xnx nAMoyfi ^^P'

nMeeye Mnnxn

X (Jjoibxmcjdn n

"Good God; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa

Anoup, \s\ Apa Pamoun, have mind of the papa Phoebammon,

the [
"

40.

Now in the British Museum.

]. ne

nMoyxe nxrA

eoc xnx ecuM

AC Anx nerpe a
5 [n]A ia)CH(|> AHA A

[MO]yn AnA nAM

[oyn

(1) Presumably this means "sister", i. c. nun, as nACOn means "brother'
or monk. Cf. 6^. The name is probably for Helene and recurs thus in Crum,
ST. l38, and in full in Keall CCXLVUI.
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Invocation identical with 11. i—5 of the preceding text.

What 1. I contained it is hard to say, the opening formula

being complete without it: possibly [ic] n6[xc], as in 32.

41.

+ nNOYTG
nAKxecDC

\nh. ecDMXC kn\

nerpe sns. iochc])

5 Anx ANoyn xnx nx

MoyM xpi n(M)6eY6 nxnn

OYTG
2. Copy XKX<J)CJL)C.

"Good God; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Is, Apa

Anoup, Apa Pamoun, have mind of Papnoute."
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43-

]xm[. .] r\ipMN2X

[ee Aq]6MTON mo<h NCoyqTO

[oy] MnApMoyre mnfiokci

] . 6 tyeepe csmton moc

[ricoJyMHT MnxpMOTn

] nAyAG Koyi npMN2X

[CG 2N]Oy6ipHMH 2AMHM

I. Or? npM.

End of an epitaph, commemorating a man from Hage,

a woman (3—5) and Paul, also from Hage. The readings are

mostly very uncertain.

44-

Now in the British Museum.

MnjApM

[2XT 2MOyei]pHt!H 2

AMHM nxnx BIKT

cup npMH2X(ye 2XMHU

Bottom,of an epitaph. "... in
]
peace. Amen. Papa (i)

Victor of Hage. Amen." Below this, two blank lines ruled.

45-

Now in the British Museum.

]2 6A[

2]NOy6lpHN[H

BlKT]a)p npM2X[6'6

Bottom of an epitaph, naming Victor of Hage. Cf. the

preceding and two following, which all name perhaps the same
Victor, who may be the dedicator of these stelae.

(l) Probably nnxnx should be read, as in 3y etc.
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46.

Now in the British Museum.

NC]OYMrj[T Mjnxone [2tioY6ip]iiriii [2XMiiri nnxn]x
BIKT[tDF npMM2]X(y6 HO

Bottom of an epitaph, naming the papa Victor of Hage.

47-

-j- neicDT Mtjn[u)Hpe MhinejntiA CToy
AXB nemtDT mixaha neMi[cu]T rA.E[p]

IHA T6NMXY MXplX tieioTe MnXTplX

PXHC [N]6TOTe MnpO(|)HTHC [M]eiOT6 NX[n]

5 OCTOAOC \n\ BIKTCUp XnX t[)OIBXMMa) [n]

o Ai-ioc recDprioc o Arioc m[h]nx o xnoc
Anx Ko[AAOYe]oc o xrioc xnx necwA o Ario[c]

] AnA nAYAG Mn[A]nA[

]lOC 261. .OICM

10 ]o A[rioc

7. Perhaps Joe ends a line and o Anoc begins another.

"The Father and the [Son and the] Holy Ghost; our

father Michael, our father Gabriel, our mother Mary; the (i)

fathers the Patriarchs, the fathers the Prophets, the fathers the

Isl Apostles; Apa Victor, Apa Phoebamm6n (2); the holy George,

the holy Mena, the holy Apa Ko[llouth]us, the holy Apa

Pg61(3), the holy [ ], Apa Paul and Apa[ "

(1) So the text. Perhaps to be emended to "our fathers".

(2) Presumably the martyrs, though one would expect 6 ayio; to preceed,

as in the cases following. The first 4 recur thus in Afel. d'Arch. II, 175.

(3) Cf. Crum, Theol. Texts, p. 75 n. This saint perhaps invoked, Ann.

du Serv. VIII, 83.
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48.

Compare with this no. 51.

nicDT (n)cyHpe nenNGoyMA eTOYA.B nenicoT atam xeMXy coh

n6N(l)CUT N...XHA TeM\AOY MXplA neiMKUT MXpKCUC [n]>>CON

AHA GNcux xnx ANoyn noG xnx xnoYAu) uoe nei\i(i)cDT nerpcuc

AHA Noyn

AHA TCUMAC AHA nexpS AHA IOJCIkJ) nAMOyM MAnCDCTCDACDC

5 AHA repMAne aha [. .]rj aha makapg aha mojicmc

AnA niBAMCUM nenrcDT nAoyACDC

API nAMeyoyei ijcdk

niAAAKiCTCDC nerpcuc NrenNoyre etj tah gbcoa eriAoyc

1. In copy COH ends L. 2 and could be read con.

2. Leg. ? mixaha; at end nothing lost?

7. Leg.? A for I (amok).

8. Leg. TA2AH, eNANoyc.

"The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost; our father Adam,

our mother Zoe, our father M[ich]ael (?), our mother Mary,

our father Mark(i); my brother Apa Enoch; Apa Anoup the

great (2), Apa Apollo the great, our father Peter (3); Apa

Anoup, Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, (Apa) Pamoun;

the Apostles (4); |s| Apa Germanus, Apa [ ], Apa Macarius,

Apa Moses, Apa Phoebamm6n(5), our father Paul (6), have

mind of me, the most humble Peter, that God may bring my
life to a good end (7)."

(i) Doubtless the evangelist.

(2) On this epithet v. 29.

(3) Of doubtful identity: either the apostle, as probably in 52, or a na-

tive saint, perhaps the martyred patriarch, or "Peter the great {or the elder"),

venerated further south (Synax. Forget I, 299, 348, 449).

(4) This interrupts the series of abbots, which is already unusual in

placing Anoup first — perhaps an erroneous repetition.

(5) This form Pib(f)amon comes very near to that habitual in later times,

Bifamoun.

(6) Cf. 3i. A Paul is invoked in many epitaphs: Ann. du Serv. VIll.

177, Cemet. of Abydos 111, 38, Turaief, Mater, no. 54.

(7) As in Baoidt I, pp. 25, 44, Recueil XIII 65, XX, 174.
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49.

-f- rni]cDT MNnt9Hp[e] MNnen(M)x eToyCxAB] n[ ]p[ ]

eTO[YAXB] NxperiH wnenNA eToyAXB t6nxpn[
TeNM]\XY MX[p]lA n6NN[ ]x[

'

]'m[

"[The] Father and the Son and the Holy Ghost, the

holy
[ ], the virtues of the Holy Ghost (i), the ... [ ,

our] mother Mary, our [
"

50.

-P nitDT n

u)Hpe nenn6[Y]

M6 eroyxB

MIXXHA r^.E

5 plHA neNICDT

xnx ecDMAC

xnA nerpe

sns ia)CH<j> Anx

XMOyn A.nx nx

10 MOYN neicDT

pMBOy 6TOYAB *.p6

neweeYOY zxmhn

"The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost; Michael, Gabriel;

our father Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa Anoup,

Apa Pamoun, father , have mind of us (?). Amen." Six

more illegible lines.

51-

Compare with this no. ^8.

[-f- niJcuT [MNnujKpe M]NnenNA eroyi^KB [

t6n]maxy m^FI*> nh[

jNeiore Mxn[oc

[toaoc ]TtDi[ A]nx con[cnxy

5 ]x . nn . u) aa[

(i) As in Saqqara no. 2o3 (cf. Thompson's note).
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([)i^rio[c xn^ k]oaaoy0OC ah [a] . n . Ap . nA[ ] \ns

nAn[iJOYT6] MiJAnA ANoyn aha <[)OiBAM[a)N] aha

Aioii [
]OBp rjpNn[ ]Moe FJpcD[Me] neij

AHA] AnOAACD AHA ANOyn AHA c])[i]e am[

10 ]iiY[-] ^nA [ct)Oi]BAMMa)[N] nMA[p]TY[poc] aha

ecu [m] AC AHA neTpe aha ia)cn<|> Anx AMoyn aha nA[MOYN]

AnA r6]pMAN[e] AHA IOYCT6 AHA Gutox neweicDT

]im[ ne]Ni(j5 c[ ]oc iTppo naikaioc Api

]TNpOl[ n]CA2 nACON HA-lAKCUrj II... [

i5 ]tici>t[ ]nAcon r6a>[pr]e ko[yi ]bo[

nA]corj An[OA]A0D [ ]Arj [

«|>oi]

bamm[cdij nxcoii] hcaiac hacon neT[p6] nACON [

m[h]ija ko[yi ]2mooy nii[.]n[.]Ari[ ]Boy[

20 2AMHM C[ Jht[ ]TPAAC fJAI A[ ]TJ-|-NOI AIJ [

5. ? AnOAACD.

8. ? OYAnJOBp rjenGi[OT6 mJnoc.

g. Or cJ)OiEAM[Ma)rj, but unlikely; cf. 1. 10.

20. c[ ? = q[e.

["The Fathjer [and the Son etc.; our] mother Mary,

[
] fathers the Ap[ostles, A] pa Son[snaw(i),

isj ] Apollo (?)[ J, the holy [Apa K]ollouthus(2), Apa

[ ], Apa Pap[noute] and Apa Anoup, Apa Phoebamm[6n],

Apa
,
[Apa Wenjofer; our [fathers the] great men, our

[father Apa] Apollo, Apa Anoup, Apa Phib (3), [ |io
] , Apa

[Phoe]bamm6n the martyr; Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa

Joseph, Apa Anoup, Apa Pa[moun(4), ], Apa Germanus,

Apa Justus, Apa Enoch (5), our father
[ ], our father

(i) V. 3o.

(^) V. ^7.

(3) One might here read Pnoebammon as an error for Phib; if, not, the

next name looks like a woman's, preceded by AMA. Cf. 5^1,

(4) In the series of "great men" none seems missing to fill this gap.

Cf. especially 36.

(5) Difficult to say whether this is the biblical Enoch (v. 66), or another

abbot added to the usual series. The Enoch so frequently met with in our

ostraca was at a lime steward, perhaps eventually abbot.
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S[ Jus, the righteous king(i), have [mind of (2)

the] master (?) my brother the deacon
[

|i5|
J,

my
brother George the less,

[ J, my brother Ap[ol]lo,

[ Phoe]bamm[6n, my brother] Esaias,

my brother Peter, my brother [ ] Mena the less
[

]
|2o| Amen, am [en (?) ] I know

not [

52.

Some 17 lines, whereof but little is legible. In 1. 5 "our

father Moses (3) and our father Adam"; in 8 ff. "our father

Peter (4), our father John (eicaaxrjuc) the Baptist, our father

John the Virgin (nxpeetMOC), our fathers the Apostles, our fathers

the Martyrs." The names following included Phoebammon and

Philotheus.

53-

+ nicDT ncy

upe nenTIx e

ToyAAB xnA

ecuMXC X

[nx

"The Father, the Son, the Holy Ghost; Apa Thomas,

A[pa "

54-

An ostracon (5).

-)- neicDT n[cyHpe]

nenwlT eroY-^AB . [

nerpoc : ncAo^H mi)6l Mxp]

(i) Biblical or Byzantine {e.g. Constantine)? In Saqqara 2<yl and Rossi

;, III, 60 "the righteous kings'' invoked are clearly those of the Old Testament

(cf. EccH. XLIX, 4).

(2) From here an unusual number of those commemorated, ending with

the scribe's excuses for his shortcomings.

(3) Biblical.

(4) The Apostle.

(5) Cf. 61 etc.
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TYPOC necuNG : M?jnc[

5 AHA GCUMXC : MMXnX [nexpe]

MNXnx TcDCH<|) : MFjA[nx xnoy n]

MNxnA nAMoyN [

MNi^nx ioycTe [

Kns xm[

"The Father, the [Son], the Holy Ghost. [Saint?] Peter(i).

The seven martyrs of Thonefa) and the [ ]

Isl Apa Thomas and Apa [Peter] and Apa Joseph and A[pa

Anoup] and Apa Pamoun
[ (3) ] and Apa Justus [

and] Apa Am(4)[."

55-

-\- n[\ioYT6 nAfAeoc Api nweeYe m-^a2

2HA1XC MMnerpe mnmxpkoc Mwacup

MNXnOAACD MMnxnNoyTe n(j>IB

BIKTCWp MMXNOyn (jjOIBXMMCDN MNICD

5 axNriHC nxyAG mn2aa6 MwacDp

M6TOY>>AB [TH]poY nta(y) P noYcuty

MnM[0]YT[6] XIN[M]neNICDT AA.AM CyA

zpAi 6[no]OY n200Y Api nweeYe
nn[ ]xoc MNn[n]AnA <|>oiea

sic Koyi
lo MMCDN [ ]AnA A npMeiOM ANOyn

nAMpe HM[n]nAnA o[Y6]rioMp npMeiOM

coypoYC [n]eTp6 <[)i8

AnOAACD

3. ? nothing before c|>.

11. Copy pMCON.

12. Copy [ ]cne.

(i) The letter before the bracket is tailed, <J>[AriOC]?

(2) Seven martyrs of Thone are well known. They are invoked on
a stele, Mel. d'Arch. II, 175. The letter in 3 before the bracket is not 1-1 (ojHpe).
V. Synaxarium, 29 th Baunah.

(3) Here either "Apa Germanus", or nothing.

(4) Either an addition to the usual group, the first name of a different

one, or that of the person commemorated.
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"Good God, have mind of the master Elias(i) and Peter

and Mark and H6r and Apollo and Papnoute, Phib, Victor and

Anoup, Phoebammon and \s\ John, Paul and Hale and Hor,

all the saints that have done the will of God (2), from our

father Adam until this day, have mind of [ J
and the

papa Phoebammon, |io| [ and] Apa Akoui of Iom(3), Anoup

the baker and [the] papa Wenofer of lom, Sourous, Peter (?),

Phib, Apollo."

56.

nAcon EiKTCup MNicuaxriNnc

MN<|>OIBXMMa)N MNZCDp MflXnO

AACU MNXNoyn Mfiacup MNnxy^'G

MN2AAe nAcon ANoyn nA

s Mpe nn[AnA] oyenoHp hn ]aptac

ijpMioM riNoyTe n reyzAn [eBOA] eiiA

Noy[c

ic XC tllKA

"My brother Victor (4) and John and Phoebammon and

H6r and Apollo and Anoup and Hor and Paul and Hale (5),

my brother Anoup the Isl baker, the p[apa] Wenofer and

[Zach]arias (?), men of lom (6). God, bring their life to a good

end." Below, 'I(Yiaou)i; X(p[(j-:6)(; Nr/.a.

(i) But for the first three names, the list is that of 56, though in diffe-

rent sequence.

(2) As in Mel. d'Arch. II, 175, Saqqara 2o3.

(3) V. 56.

(4) It will be seen that these names are found already in S5, though the

sequence is diff'erent. Who are they? The names of the "great men", Apollo,

Anoup and Phib, are indeed among them; but not grouped together. Victor,

John and Phoebammon might be the martyrs, though here "my brother" seems

to forbid this. To which- of them does "men of lom" refer and to how many

of them the closing prayer?

(5) Recurs BM. io36, 1096 and (2AAh) in a Balaiza fragt. It can scar-

cely be (as I suggested) for Muslim Ali, in a Christian text such as this one.

Possibly, but improbably, the same as 2Ap6, Ryl. H^- Cf. repcUT 2AAe, a

place, Ryl. 1960.

(6) Recurs thus in our ostraca and in D. el Gebrawi II, pi. XXIX (3),

Baouit II, III (but ib. 142 niOM), Zoega 240. On a stele seen at a Cairo
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57-

Now in the British Museum.

[API n]Me6Y[e M

MNi^nA nxY[Ae m]

rjacjDp AqMT[oi\i mmom rjcoyx]

oyrcNOOYCc n 2rj]

5 OYeiPHNH [2XMHn

Paul and Hor are, among others, commemorated here(i),

but the 3d. sing, "he died" makes (1. 3) the real intention of the

stele doubtful (2).

AHA (x)noAACD AHA xrjoyn

xnA ecDM[AC

"Apa (A)pollo, Apa Anoup; Apa Thomas [
".

59-

Anx eCDMAC

AHA nerpe

AnA lU)CH<j>

AHA ANoyn

AnA nAMoyw

Api nM6oye [m]

nACON AHA tiOG

Mrm[AC]ON <f)OiBAMtDn

MnnAcon erjcux nKcur

dealer's pMniOM. Is it the Fayyum? In Fayyumic documents it is not so written,

the present form being found only around or S. of Ashmunain. "Man of Fay-

yum" is rare with pM- (Hyvernat, Actes lOO, cf. Ryl. 277). A curious man's

name twice at Saqqara is Paiom. But 1 can recall no parallel which would ex-

plain this as the possessive + place-name.

(1) Cf. 55- 56-

(2) One might of course read riACOJN 2CJDp "my brother H6r", who

would thus be the deceased.
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7. Copy ncDff.

8. Copy c|>iOB-.

g. Leg. ? nGKcuT.

"Apa Thomas, Apa Peter, Apa Joseph, Apa Anoup,
jsl Apa Pamoun, have mind of my brother Apa Nog' and my
brother Phoebaramon and my brother Enoch the builder (?)."

60.

-}- nnoyTe nXKAe

oc Anx ecuMXC

MNeqcMH[Y] nxe

C6 nx[corj xjnoAACu

5 npM^j'[ ]CD . .

.

MNnx[con] ICD2

a,im(h)c npMr^xee

.-f- qe 2XMHN

"Good God, Apa Thomas and his brethren, Paese(?). My
[brother A] polio |5[ of Ps[ ] and my [brother] John of

Hage. Amen, amen."

An ostracon.

61.

[-|- nNoyJTe nXr*.

e[oc xpi n]H66Y6

n[xnx nA]HC6 npM

HE .[. . . ah]mtom

MMO[H Fico]Y2COY

CUT M[nx(J9a)]NC

2NOY6l[pHNH]

2[XMHI\l]

Draft for or copy of an epitaph.

"Good God; [have] mind of [Apa Pa]ese of Pbe[shn?(i). He]

went |s| to rest [on] the 20th day of [Pash6]ns, in pe[ace.] A[men.]"

(i) Cf. 63. But the 3d letter is not like an 11
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62.

An ostracon.

-P nMOYT6 n\

Kxeoc \?i neey (sic)

6 Mnxcot) cipe

Similar to the preceding epitaphs, but without date.

"Good God, have mind of my brother Sire(i) the less.

Amen."

63.

nNOYT6 nivrAeoc

Api nMeeye n\n\ n^.

TepMoyre npMnBHcy

xhTTton mmoh FTcoy

5 xoycuT MnxpMoy

Copy of an epitaph, or a prayer, like the preceding.

"Good God, have mind of Apa Patermoute, of Pbeshen(2).

He went to rest on the 20 th of Parmoute. Amen."

An ostracon.

64.

nxjKxeoc xpi np . ne

n]TAy6p MXKXpiOC

nJXMoyN npa)MTepqt9a)[

] McoyMNTXHXe [

]ciMoee MTXB[

M]nxa(0[NC

(i) A name familiar in Middle Egypt, Peet, Cemet. Abydos III, 3g,

P. Lond. IV, no. 1538 (cf. there the Greek form SVpo;). Sometimes with Apa:

Krall, CCLII, Ryl. 227. Possibly a derivate of Osiris {osire, ousire in Coptic,

BencWe Leipzig. Akad., 26. Juli 1902, pp. 140, 141). The name Sirus {i Siirus)

at Esneh {Synax. ed. Forget 1, 333) is hardly the same.

(2) Recurs here 81 and Newberry, Beni Hasan II, 67. Now El-Feshn.
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Copy of an epitaph.

"Good [God], remember (i) [those?] that have become
blessed (2), [namely] Pamoun of Terfsh3[(3) who went to rest]

on the 14th [of ] Simothe(4), who [went to rest on the

] of Pashons (_?)["

65-

Now in the British Museum.

[AnX <j)OIB]X

MOIM Api n

Meeye mt

ivCojiMH s[e]

5 <|)XNe 6XCM

[ton mmoc

"... Apa Phoeb]amon (5), have mind of my sister Ste-

phane(6), who [went to rest ..."

66.

xnA. c[ ]-F6., neMGicuT MajycHC Anx gncdx ne-

rpA[MMA]T6YC, Anx lepHMixc, \n\ nxnozG, Anx

xnoA(A)a) NOff, xnx ANoyn, Anx ncyxi Ni'ep, aha riA-

MoyN npM[

(1) Looks like npeCEGy6; but could that be u.sed here?

(2) I. e. died; cf. [j.«zap[-c)]; yevloOai. A Coptic instance, Zoega 284, 34.

(3) Probably includes the word now written Turfah (Amelineau Geogr.

492, Abu Salih f. 74b; cf. also Patr. Or. V, 782). The 6 here is doubtful.

(4) This name (a saint invoked) at Abydos (Peet, Cemet. Ab. HI 39)

and Bawit (Cairo Catal. 8781).

(5) Unlikely with O, but this saint is constantly invoked and no other

reading suggests itself.

(6) ? An error for Stephanou(s). For "my sister'' cf. 3S.



8o TEXTS.

"Apa S[ J- re., our father Moses(i), Apa Enoch the

Scribe (2), Apa Jeremias, Apa Papohe (3), Apa Apollo the great,

Apa Anoup, Apa Pshai of Jer(emias) (4), Apa Pamoun of(5)["

67.

nrjoyre poeic

Gn6MMX ISiep 2CDE

Api nweeYe

AMorj N6CMHY n

5 nMTonoc [2A]mhm

4. Quite uncertain.

5. Copy nxn . . toc.

"God watch over our workshop (6). Have mind of us, the

brethren (?) of this -.67:0c. Amen."

68.

[-|- i]c xc poic enACOM
lepiiMiAc [ko]yi n^l'A.ni

The rest illegible.

"Jesus Christ, watch over my brother Jeremias the less,

the dealer in [ .

"

(1) Cf. 52.

(2) On the biblical Enoch thus invoked on stelae v. Thompson in
Quibell's Saqqara 1912, 48 and references; also Crum, Theolog. Texts, no. 3.

(3) Presumably Apollo's disciple [Ag. Z. XL, 61), though placed be-
fore him.

(4) L. c.

(5) Cf. 32. Not the local worthy, so often among Thomas's successors.
P. of Hoes is invoked Saqqara no. 266; another in D. el Gebrawi II, pi. XXIX
and a saint so named in Mel. d'Arch. II, 175, Baouit II (1916), 44, Saqq
nos. 176, 240. Cf. also the martyr, BM. 344, whose companion's name, Sa.--
mata, is often among those invoked at the Jeremias monastery (cf. ? the re-
ference to "Vandals" there in Itin. Theodos., Krall LXXXVI).

(6) Perhaps in the sense of Ipyaria "way of life, occupation" (often in
.yophth. Pat,:, V. HOPFNER in Vienna Denkschr. 62, II, p. 33), rather than
EpYaaTrjpfov.



TEXTS.

6g.

ic poeic

CXnOAAU)

npMMMAM

eujG XMHII

"Jesus, watch over Apollo,' of Mameshe(i). Amen."

70.

+ ic xc poic enACOD icd[

"Jesus Christ, watch over my brother Jo[hn? Joseph?"

71-

ic ecDMAC Koyi

MNn<|)AMOC

ncKCori 2AMHn

2. Copy M6N.

"Jesus. Thomas the less and Phanos(?)(2), his brother.

Amen."

72.

ic xc I'epHMiAc

MMAnOAACD nCH

COM 2AM [h]

ri eqeu)

5 cune

2. Copy mi.

"Jesus Christ. Jereraias and Apollo his brother. Amen.

So be it."

(i) Reading doubtful. Unidentified.

(2) For? Stephanus, among the modern Copts "Fanous".

Coptica. i;i. 6
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73-

Among rough drawings of 3 sailing boats.

-f ic o xrioc xnx

XNoyn Noe

poic <j)n . . o

5 C KO(y)| nNHt O

"Jesus, the holy Apa Anoup the great (i), watch over

Ph . . . us the less, the sailor (2)."

Beside one ship, xnx ecuMXC "Apa Thomas."

74-

riAXKiOC + Mt\l

6NCDX Koyi

neBCEOYi

"The master Elias, the mason, and Enoch the less, his

apprentice."

75-

nxMOYA.6 nAXrccDC

„Pamoute the mason" (3).

76.

(a) ^X2 AMtDisie neKCDT

"The master Ammonius, the builder."

(b) nMXK>.pioc ^^2 xnA XNOYn neKtDT

Copy TO MAKApiOC

"The blessed (= deceased) master Apa Anoup, the builder."

(i) Cf. 29.

(2) The O after N6q, if indeed it is to be so read, should = "great",

and mean vauxXr^po^, or the like.

(3) Another graffito has nXMOYTG, a name found in a Shenoute text,

Paris 131', 46 (= Ms. of BM. 175 etc.). The 2d word is Xa?o5.
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W Mnrooy Mnecenoze

"Of the hill of Pesgpohe(i)."

77-

ni^coN

nxHce

npMTANN

ATOy
3. Copy or tanai.

"My brother Paese of Tannatou(2).'

78.

nACON M

AKApe npM

TAABl[

"My brother Macarius of Talbi[(3)."

79-

+ nAnA nA

THp Koyi

Ke'^[

''Papa Pater, the less."

L. 3 repeats the name in cryptogram.

8o.

4- nAYA6

KAC6

"Paul, (the) tanner (?) (4)."

(i) Pshge-pohe, in the story of Paul of Tamma (Miss, franc. IV, 763),

apparently N. of Siut. Cf. the probable situation of Pohe (Bouha), opposite

Manfalut. In a Denderah graffito (copy N. de G. Davies) is invoked Moses of

necyceptye (leg.? neujeenoze), with John of Abot (Abydos).

(2) Unidentified.

(3) Reading doubtful. Unidentified.

(4) Cf. 29.

6*
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8i.

AnoAAcx) nsHtyn

"Apollo (of) Pbeshnfi)."

82.

] M^KXpe neecDcy

"] Macarius the Ethiopian."

83-

nGKeneriiCDT

nOAeriA n . . . enriT

n6T20CG

About 12 more lines whereof only a few letters visible.

"Our other father (2) Apa Paul [ ] the religious

life (-KiM-.dy) ..."

84.

neriicDT

AHA rGpMAric

Cf. next number.

"Our father Apa Germanus."

85-
An ostracon.

n]2Arioc

A]nA repM

q]e

Cf. the Germanus invoked in 48, where he seems to be

separated (though perhaps accidentally) from the local group,

Thomas etc. No such saint occurs in the Coptic calendar.

(i) V. 63.

(2) This peculiar use of KG- seems to show that "our father'' could be

regarded, when a title, as a single word, just as nACOM "my brother" was.

Cf, IJ^ n.



TEXTS. 85

Letters.

86,

-P |a)2ArjMiic nexcsxT

ueeYiix riAnoia xe
6nMA Mn2a)B Mne
cywe cn^Y eyNTooTH

5 Mnnxnx recopre

-|- MHTG "mmxxxg

NCOyO NAM 2XpOOY
MnpCCD OYtJ tJXT

TA*.Y oYXXi 2nn[

"John it is writes to Theona, of Poih(i), (saying,) As
regards the matter of the 2 nets that are in the hands is! of

the papa (2) George, give him 10 maaje of Corn for them. Do
not, then, delay giving them. Farewell in the [Lord]."

87.

-(- A,XNIHA 2Mnr)A' Mn[rjOYT6]

nApMxfi nq[C2]AT iiAn[A]

icDaAtniHC [M]nMA r)[.J

nxip X6Api [n]2CDH rjK.

5 M62 crixe n[AX]2H fJ3C.i[p]

rJKTi TiOY ri[2]6CT/ mxi[p1

eTAA2H [toy]a. eCTIII

MHT N[a6CT/

(i) Scarcely the half-legible place following the name of Theona in lOg.

One is tempted to read n20l, as in BM. ii3o, 11.

(2) This title, ubiquitous in Middle Egypt, the Fayyum and Nitria, un-

known in the south, appears to be borne by the various orders of clerics (a

deacon, Saqqara no. 3ig, priests BM. 1130), That it is not merely An*. -(- n-

is shown by such cases as BM. 1235; yet in ib. 529 it may be this. Note too

that in Saqqara no. 295, Hdr is invoked as nAnA, but in 26, 36, 76 as aha.

Cf. notes on BM. 544, li3o. In g3 here the title alone shows its use as? :=

priest. In W. Hengstenberg's Kopt. Papyri (Munich, J. Rosenthal, 1914), no. 2,

the same man is called nARA and (I. 4) jcp£((j°jT:po;). In P. Lond. II, 417,

p. 299 the word = priest of a village.



86 TEXTS.

"Daniel(i), by the mercy of God, archimandrite, writes

to Apa John of the pickle store (?) (2) (saying). Be so good and

(5) fill 2 laheXi) with pickle and give 5 xestes of pickle to the

lahe, that is (4) 10 xestes ..."

88.

^ ep TXrxnH ur-]- bto n

nX TCUaXMHC <|)6BeTCDF6

ne nxi KXTX oe ntak

5 XOOC XeMAIBCDK 6

BOA NXTOYnpHty X

xooc epoK xe(J9xpe

NeCNHY 20B6CK -P

noyTAxy nxe txxc

10 TinxcoM necDA zitn

GNCDX nOIKONO

HOC -P

„Be so kind and give 4 sacks of onions to papa John;

for he is the (5). As you ]s! said, I will not go forth

without a cloak (6), say to yourself, The brethren will cover you.

(So) now give them to him. Give it to |io| my brother Pg61,

from Enoch the steward."

(i) Cf. 161.

(2) Possibly tJ was the last letter in 3 (if so, MOyTe in I was abbre-

viated). Otherwise one might read U-\-, though this should be Il-|- XIP GBOX.

(3) On this measure v. General Introduction, Metrology.

(4) This Greek phrase recurs in BM. Iil3.

(5) 26BeTCDF6 recalls 26M6TOpe, 2MNTCDpe Rossi, Pap. II, 1,7 and

33. But this remains to be explained and to be distinguished from (or identified

with) EMriTcapn Crum, ST". 294, 3ii, or ZMNTCUp, ib. 33i.

(6) Might be read nXTOynpH ujx "ere the sun rise", were not oy-
a difficulty and did not the next phrase suggest the present version, ungramma-
tical though it be (XXOOC should be XXIC).



TEXTS, 87

89.

+
-)- 6NCDX nqcaxT t^n\

CON CT6(j>XNe noiK/ xe
6IC nxcoN 6NCDX xqei 62p

XT MXK MApeyTi

5 U|OMT6 MMXXXe
NXpUJIN NA.H MN

o'i'ne CNT6 NBNNe

mnoy4>opoc NHpri

[AC] 6C9[CDn]6 MN
10 ]Y CTEC

From Enoch to Stephen, who recurs in 188, 3^6 and

probably 184.

"Enoch it is writes to my brother Stephen, the steward,

(saying), Lo, my brother Enoch is come down (? up) to you.

Let him be given Is] 3 niaaje of lentils and 2 oipe(i) of dates

and a phoros of [old?] wine (2). If [. . "

90.

-j- A.pl TXrAnH . NTTl

CNT6 M<j)OpOC MN

MNTCNOOyC NAAKON

N6pn AC Nnxnx

5 XNA.pe*.c AYU)

XN^Y enujou^T

NCneNine mn-

TCNT6 NXCcJjX . .

MHAXACZOlp

10 NNXY

The text is continued apparently on pj, which was part

of the same pot.

(1) Cf. Bell in P. Lond. V, p. 158 ff.

(2) Cf. go etc.
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"Be so kind and give 2 phoros and i3 lakon of old wine(i)

to papa' \s\ x\ndrew. And see to the iron keys and the 2 . . .(21

of Plalehoire (3) . . . [

91.

-j- xycu MOY2 rey

(TAAire Tit)62 • tJAy

MFirJOYZQTC IJ6p.

n AC TXA.C iixnx

5 2CDp aiTNnACON

nxnNOYTe

This is the conclusion, it seems, of the text on po, though
written on the left of it.

"And fill their kolathe
(J) {\) with oil for them and their

hots with old wine. Give it to Apa H6r(5), from my brother

Papnoute."

92.

TAA.C tjn

[AnriJoyTe 21

rrmeMicuT

xey <|)OFMC aiT6 tin

5 epn ui'li mFico Fleoyrje

NeA.(se MtmAXKori iln

e2 MtJMIlT NBHp UCyTG

MeA2 Ky(X) M62 nxpcj^i tJrjG

pn unxicuT AycD xoycoy u\\

10 ijniu3.y AytD xey oy4)opHC iTta

pixG [iXM MTioycjiopiic TT26MX Tic

(1) Opposed to Mpic mustum, vXsuzo; in Kkall CCx'xXIV Rvl i;«
Cf. also CO. 235.

' / 3 •

(2) AaoaXi; could scarcely be treated as feminine.

(3) V. l3g. iiijAy presumably for [ixy; cf. 97,

(4) KdXXaOov is sometimes a measure of liquids (BM. 1129, ? 1041) but
our word scarcely looks like a form of it.

'

(5) Also addressed in other letters.



TEXTS. 89

YPOYTCDij i^yu) xey u^omht Tiiec

THC uxTp NAMOKpe uwi xyu)

X6Y BTO noine ucoyo nciKe
15 MAM GBOA

"Give it to Papnoute, from liis father. Send me 2 phoros

of [si wine and 6 bags of loaves and the jar of oil and 10 bas-

kets of salt- . . ; . . (i). And fill the (2) of wine for(3)

my father and send them me |io| at once. And send us & phoros

of salt-fish and a phoros of (3) vinegar. And send us

3 xestes of pickle of ... . .(4). And send us out 4 oipe of

corn for grinding (5)."

93-

nc[

MepiT.M[

2AeH M6M[

6tgkmmt'i'u)[t

5 TMOoy ujMoyrj [FicAMoyA mam]

TAMOTnOy tJCl[M API]

TAPAnH rirrey m[

uffAAse MAM Ayu) T[Mey oy]

COM CBOA MrTnACOM (|j|[

10 Mcoyep ZAToytui'i ann . [

MOM 6IC nACOM nAnMoyre ui[cu]

Me AyCD RKAlnAnA U)AB

ep oyKoyi mckot mgccdc

OM UlATCUOyM MCKAKA 6BOA

15 -)- Ayuj Bi npooyu9 mcj^ommt

FTcAMoyA TinpM mam zatm .

.

CMAMoy epoiANtjecAMoyM

(1) Cf. 16^, where this unknown word perhaps recurs.

(2) A measure? But the reading is uncertain. Perhaps Tl "five", and not

the article precedes it.

(3) Cf. 1S6.

(4) Looks like a foieign word; presumably indicates the kind of pickle.

(5) COKe night be read.



go TEXTS.

ei 62X1 eyoTn ucm xooyco[y]

NXN 6BOA TMJOT[nOY]

20 ue\ 62X1 4-

oyxxi 2Mnxo6ic

". . . ] it is [writes to his] dear [father J.
Before

[all things I ]
your fathership [ ] Isl send 8 [camels],

that we may (?) load them with fodder (?). [Be so] kind and

send(?)(i) [ ] loaves to us and [send?] out the(?) brother

and my brother Phi[. . .], l-oj that they may stay with us in

[ ]. For lo, my brother Papnoute is sick (?), and the jiapa (2)

too will pay (him) a little visit (?). And afterwards he (?) will

raise (3)

15I And provide 3 good camels (4) for wine for us ... . When

the camels come up (? down) loaded with fodder, send them

out (5) to us, that we may(?) load them (with the wine) for

coming down (?up). Farewell in the Lord."

94.

-P Txxc MnxTcuT xnx ToycTe

2ITrjN6CI\!HY Mn026

Apl TXrXnH X6Y NSXMOyA TH

poy NXN r\IC6C6K62 ruie'lBHT

5 6MMON (yXWeT 62pXT NT6yU)H

Mnujx

"Give it to my father, Apa Justus, from the brethren of

Pohe (6). Be so kind, send us all the camels, that they

(i) Tey? = TN6y. Cf. hereTX(p)N-, Me(MN)ca)c, 62(p)xi, c9x(k?)-.

(2) Cf. 86n. Here? "the priest".

(3) Quite uncertain. Since Mff- loolis like 2d sing., one might read

t9X(K)TU)OyN. But (JKAKA maybe a noun (? cf. U)KeAK6A BuDGE Misc. b).

(4) Or "camel (loads)", as in 20^ etc. Cf. Introduction, § Metrology

(5) "Out", with verbs of sending, going, coming, generally indicates motion

from the desert to the Nile valley.

(6) Recurs probably Ryl. 255. Pohe (n)nekam is a place in W. Hengsten-

BERG, Kopt. Papyri (Munich, J. Rosenthal, 1914), no. 4. Cf. ? Bfihe, near Man-

falut. On the northern side of Siut we find Peshgepohe (Zoega Soy, cf. y6 above). But



TEXTS. 9

1

may clear out (i) these palm-branches. For we will come up

(? down) on the night of the feast."

95-

-|- XI MBBGAXe NeMANCAMOYA
MnKYPic cxpAnicorj AycD eiMS

xeeyoy mak taxc mhacon
nAnNoyTe noiKONOMOC

. 5 aiTTjeNGix neqeicDT -|-

Ayu) oyA2oy enMA

NTAKXooc epoT

"Take the potsherds of the camelherds to master Sarapion

and learn what they are (worth) to you (2). Give it to my brother

Papnoute the steward, from Enoch, his father. And leave

them (3) in the place you told me of.

"

96.

Papyrus.

n]6qc2Ai MneqwepiT ncon aha eiktgjp nApxiMX[MA.piTHC

MnjTOoy eroyAAE awnxoeic xepe^e MnwA N6u|NH[yi'

]oy xe . n m[. .]tphmhc6n
[

CyOjMTei M06- NA*.2y NAK
[

verso

-\- TAAC eriACON BIKTCUP 2ITN [

more likely here than these is Buhe Ia^j in the neighbourhood of Kaw (Ame-

LiNEAu, Geogr. 584). According to Spiegelberg Pohe is also one of the names

of El-Hibeh, S. of Feshn {Ag. Z. LIII, 3).

(1) So far only known as Bohairic. This seems to be the absolute form.

(2) The ambiguity of prepositions makes the meaning of this sentence

doubtful.

(3) The potsherds, which doubtless bore receipts. Perhaps some of the

identical ostraca here edited, e. g. 205 ff.



92 TEXTS.

"... writes to his dear brother Apa Victor, the archiman-

drite (?j of the Holv Mount(i). Hail in the Lord. As regards

the nets tremis 3 (?) large lahi to you . .

Give it to my brother Victor, from . .
."

97-

+
-P 2HCMAC nCB

C2M Mneqcorj

tiMXitioyTe nxnx[

neiKotJOMOc xe[

5 M>kp6T6KMIl[TCOIJ

tiieXMOYAL

iicoYnnTOY[

"Esaias it is writes to his pious brother Papnoute, the

steward (2), (saying). Let your fraternity
[ ] the camels

[ ] their price [ .

"

98.

+
-j- nxniioyTe

noiK/ [nq]

C2XI . II6NCDX

[2ce]ViTNooY nxK xe
5 ] niCD MAI mTi [

]akt[iooy [• •]

"Papnoute, the steward [it is] writes to Enoch, (saying),

I sent to you, (saying), [Send?] the ass to me and [ ]

you sent[
"

(i) Is this the Holy Rock of Thomas? The letter being found at W.
Sarga makes this not improbable. But cf. Ryl. ijg.

(2) Cf. 181.



TEXTS.

99.

+ Anx 6Ma)X GHC2X[l M-]

nxcon encDx noi . .

.

MNBCIHY 3C6AFI TXrAnn
rirKX MKOYi iToji-ipG n .

5 2 riBA oy Gzoyri

•' ? oycuM

L. 5. Or KAATO\-.

93

"Apa Enoch writes to my brother Enoch, the steward (?)
of Nesiew(i), (saying), Be so kind and permit the boys [

"

100.

nXTupMoyrc nGqc2Ai TinAcoM nA.[

riiyiriG GpOK AycD MApenGKriA TA2ori[

TNOff MMAKAnn [Itecuk Gaoyti eniMA uu)U3n[e

NrBCUK e2oyN gt6k[kahci]a TirrjAy 6n6icyoycy[T

5 CA2HT MnMA MCi-iriAKe [nr. .]y ne\ugo[M]t]T Tiaac

ricinoy riAi MrinGrcync [ . . . a] c^g Gxfti . . . ]ht[

AycD nrcyiMG 6tkaaa[

riAi 2ia)CDC Mnncin6[

AyCJD Apt TAPAnH A[

10 GMnOTC ECDK e[

eneiKAG T\]i[

ntycDqx mai t[

Ayoj xooy MriTCGriooyc[
+ cnnAT[

cKee riAi enoyujAn p[

"Patermoute it is writes to my brother, the d[eacon.? . .

.J. We greet you and may your pity reach us. [Do] the

(i) This place, occurring 7 times, may be compared with 'Evasu, a vil-

lage of the Hermopolite nome (P. Fior. I, p. 12, III, 46, BGU. IV, 1089; cf.

NsoEu in P. Cairo, vol. II). Generally written neciey, sometimes however (3^6,

3^3) NeCIGC.



94 TEXTS.

great kindness and go in to the dwelling (i) [. . .] and go in

to the ch[urch] and look in the window (niche) [which is]

isl on the north side of the place of congregation (2) [and send

(?)] those 3 packets (?) of tow (3) to me and that net that

hangs (?) on [ J
. And [be so kind] as to ask about the ["

Other requests are made, the last |i3| being for" 12 [? baskets]

of loaves on loan."

lOI.

+
+ TeoyMOY exKMX

XI NTIBHAXe BCDK

eaoyN ennx NcycDne

XI niOYTA2 NiyecyoTe M[rj]

5 TMXcye MNnecioyp MNoy
K6AKOAe NKAn' TJabCD' NT6nAnA
ni2HY MNCCu cix iTcinnoN aaa/

xooycoY MAT iTcooyfri 6tcomt6
AAA/ nANTOC xooycoy NAi M^i^j'e^

10 6 NXexplA NUIXpenACON AnOAAtO xooc
xeioyAcyc -)-

"As soon as you shall receive this potsherd, go in to the
cell {lit. dwelling (4)), take the

(5) and \s\ the
balance and its ring and a ball of net cord, (belonging?) to
papa Pihew, and 6 "hands" of tow. (6) But send me them

(i) Cf, lor. Here it must comprise a group of monastic buildings, as it

seems to do at Saqqara and Bawit.

(2) A part of the church? ma ncyNAre in Rossi, Pap. I, m, 52 may
be "chapels".

(3) Cf. BM. 1 128.

(4) V. lOOn.

is) Both obscure words. With the second cf.? Rossi Pap 11 iii 44
cyntycuT-e, BM. 1090 cyiNcycure, the former perhaps "pillow, cushion".'

(6) That aiujimov is Bax-tow is clear from Paris 129" u (cf Zoega
239 n.): an Alexandrian trader buys all the cinnOM from the fields which (the
martyr) Paese had sown with flax (mA26). In Paris 44, 86b it is translated by
mishakah. But it is also a material for clothing, e. g. Mus. Guim. XVII, 218.
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forthwith, to the But by all means send me them, with
the remainder |io| of the things needful(i), whereof my brother
Apollo says he wishes them."

102.

TeY]U|H THPC 6M

[noY ]ei 6BOA 2Mn

JxnyAH 6MnoY
ew ]2ixcDC Ayuipuja)

5 [p TAiT]e ee NTxnToys
xooy epHC xcMxpen
oyA noyiC ecw aixNreq

nyAH AytD xooy 6boa m

T6NnGA nacDM MnefxoT

lo 6MON XN-j- TeWCIX N

KOyi CON 3C6NTN6[l]

Mnooy GNe-j- oyso

aokot/ txxc m

nMCDT An*. TcuyC

15 T6 aiTN'icuaxN

nequjHpe

".
.

.J
all the night, they being [unable ? to] come forth

from the [ ] the gate (2) (and) unable [to remain ?]

there; and they were disquiet[ed. [s] And Jso the dux (3) sent

them southward, (saying), Let each one remain at his gate.

And send out, so that we may arrange (4) the matter of the

ship; |io| for we have given our hand to the little brothers (5)

that we would come today and pay a solidus. Give it to my
father, Apa Justus, (isl from John, his son."

(1) Xpeia "property, belongings" similarly in Miss. IV, 729.

(2) Cf. ? a place to the north of Shmun, TnyAH N20BM, Ryl. 364 "•

Perhaps merely one of the town gates.

(3) At Antinoe presumably.

(4) Leg. ne\6.

(5) For -|- (Jix "promise" v. BM. Ii37, Ryl. 357. "Little brothers", as

contrasted with the "great brothers", the monastic magnates, dignitaries who

represent the community in two papyri from Balaiza.



96 TEXTS.

103.

-P xpi TXKXne tiTGY

Moy eKXX,i reiBAX

Mxpeoyx annecNHY

BCUK e2HT MBMOYTtl

neTACooyrG mom tgi

XpTXTe: TA.AC MX

n\ <|>omxMCuri

21TMXnX lOYCTG

nesTcDT +

From Justus, probably the 'recipient of p4, 102, ii3.

"Be so kind, so soon as you receive this sherd, let one of

the brethren go northward and let him satisfy (1) Isl
this.. . . (2);

for there is need (to do so). Give it to Apa Phoebammon, from

Apa Justus, his father."

104.

P Txxq M xnx cmcdx noi

XOMOMOC aiTMnxcoN

cncux Gic recup

re nnesB MnAiBGpMOC

XM6I nXK 62pxi xpi TX

rxriH BCUK cnMX mmcxm

cyBMMG riMMXH GMMorj xy

xooc xeGMoyeuj tmxujpt

MMnAGBXM MrinKOyi MXcypT

(i) Or "make terms with", v. Krall CLVII; or "pay'', v. Ryl. 343n.;

or possibly "summon", MOyT(6), cf. BAX(6).

(2) Title or name? If the former, cf. perhaps nexypG (Lemm, Bibelfr.

I, 267), though this may be but a descriptive epithet (cf. <yOOyp6 CSCO. ji,

46, 47 and (jxyxG ib. 59). One may however equally read XCOOyp GMOM (as

in 102, 106, lOy etc.) and see perhaps here a variant of 2X(JOp, in its original

meaning, "messenger" (v. Sethe in GOitinger Nadir. 1916, 118 fF.; also Ryl.

224 and BM. 1075, XCOp). The preceding demonstrative would make a name

unlikely; but nGI- TGI- is really, the article, as so often in these texts.
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• 10 Mncoyi' ^Y"^ + KexoycuTe n

AiTpA. Ncinne Nxy ^
oyxM zl^nxoeic P

"Give it to Apa Enoch, the steward, from my brother
Enoch. Lo, George, the sailor of the liberniis(i) (ship) |s| is

come up to you. Be so kind, go to the place of the palm-fibre
dealers (2) with him; for they say. We want the cable (3) and
the towing rope (4) and the small cable |ioI of the . . . . (5).
And give them other 20 litres of tow. (6) Farewell in the
Lord."

105.

-f xn[

CZVf MA[

ncA,Ti(j9Bi\iN[e

TNOOY CO NU)Ol

5 N6\MOY\ MXN en . [

IICOOYTN XyCD 6KU)XN

ffNTOY NKAM TNOOy
coy eyTHK -j-

"Ap[a it is] writes to [ ], the palm-fibre

worker, [(saying), be so kind,] send us 6 . . . [ |s| for (?) camels

for [ ] forthwith. And if you find as many (?) reeds, send

them, in good condition."

(1) In Greek texts neuter, Xi^upvov or fem., .Xipupvi;; but here and in

Quibei.l-Thompson, Saqqara no. 36/, masc. The liburnus should be a war-ship;

cf. Grosse, Rom. Militdrgesch., p. 77 f.

(2) Cf. Ryl. 217 n. for this material (aepEviov), whence monkish clothing

etc. was made. Rope of it, Hyvernat, Actes 166, P. Lond. IV, p. 139 n.

(3) V. P. Lond. IV, p. VI, It further occurs, as anchor cable, in Lagarde,

Catenae 54, 100. Here both genders are given (readings certain). The other

instances show none. Presumably it is masculine.

(4) Preserved by Zoega, 614. Survives in modern Egypt as libdn.

(5) Looks like a Greek word: ? zOpo;, ? zotc!;.

(6) Makers of palm-fibre rope perhaps made others of tow, armmov. Cf. lOi.

Coptica. III. 7



98 TEXTS.

io6.

-f-
2X611 Mri • ZUiB IMIM

'j-cyiMe epoKApi rs

TAne xooY zuKoyi

oiipn eEOA uetycDC : SMori

5 AU-j- TKOyi 20TC CeiMTG NXy

nexxy xenoyeiyoMTe mhimb

AHOY esoA NKniee Mooy : xycD

XI MAX6 ceNTe MBene nay

TAC rjAnA ericux 2iTMnA[nA]

lo iCAK : npeoj mat61 6[boa]

xeneYOYtucH

"Before all things I greet you. Be so kind, send a little

\s\ wine out to the shepherds. For we gave them the 2 small

hots and they said, We want 3 a day. Come out and satisfy

them(i). And bring 2 maje of dates for them. Give it to Apa

Enoch, from papa {2) |io| Isaac. Do not delay to come [out],

for they have been idle (3)."

107.

-P ARA encDX neMC2Ai m

nACON KCUCMA XGKA BTO

HpATpe CABOA 26NOYM->k

OY^AOY IJKTi OYK.OYI nicdt

5 NAY NT6neYCu>MA ep

o^AY epooy rjOYKoyi' en

ON eoyuoo) gtaay extye

Aeer MnnAKApxoc

nANTOc oyN Mnepccu

10 NAT6P <J)CDB

(1) Shepherds were considered troublesome people; criminals sometimes
(Budge, Apoc. 106, RP. no. 54), or merely illbehaved {Synax. i6th Kihak in

PO. Ill 470, ROC. 1912, 294, P. Lond.V 1682, Makrizi, Monast. no. 55, Churches
no. 65). Pachomius, seeing them neglected, buih them a church in the neigh-
bouring desert (Vita, ASS., § 20). Cf. also P. Cairo Masp. 67002.

(2) Or "brother", nA[cori]. (3) Or "lest they be".



TEXTS. 99

"Apa Enoch it is writes to my brother Cosma, (saying,)
set 4 sucking-pigs (i) apart, in a place by themselves, and give
them a little barley. Is] that their bodies may improve some-
what thereby. For it is desired to give them to the pagarch's
bride. By all means, therefore, do not leave !io| the matter
undone."

io8.

-)- AnAniMoy

T6 ei eqxo)

MMOC epo'i'

xeeKMMxrK

5 Aze NnKoyT
eye 6NOY2B

6<|)Ol' OYCDUJ I\l

npnApAre NnKoy
Teyc ujANToycDA

xo TCCDC96 X6KCO
oyN 3cenKAipoc Fi

TccDcyene nXi

"Papnoute has come, telling me that you are compelling

Is
I

the (2) to yoke (a beast to) the waterwheel (3). Please

do not molest (?) (4) the until they harvest |io| the field

;

for you know that this is the season for (harvesting) the field."

log.

+ _ _
•P -f-NOI rAp X6[ ] IJT6 TN2CD

CIO) iTxoeic Neicux ~i2\z NCon

(1) pAAp in Ryl. 158, 159 is an element promised by husbandmen in their

rent in kind. It recurs ib. 3gi. Fern, px^^pe appears thrice among gifts of farm

produce in Krall CCXLII; also obscurely in BM. nil. This probably is our word.

Its meaning is now assured by Wessely, Stud. XX 218, 29, where yoipiix holds

exactly the place of this in the identical fprmula.

(2) Recurs Rev. eg. IV, 9 KOYTHyc, and as K0YA.60C in BM. ii3o.

Meaning uncertain. For? zoupsu; or axuxeu;.

(3) This phrase occurs in Ryl. 340. Cf. perhaps BOJK niCU e<|>OI, CO. 229.

(4) Cf; CO. 61 n. for this use of napavEiv.

7*



1 00 TEXTS.

U6NBXpOC
^xeTNBi axNXtycDGJT MN -j-nxpA

KAAei NTeTNZcDCio) NeituT 2xni

5 KAI TerMXtDK nGTMnX 6BOA

npoc T6TMMOC rixKxne ereoyeii

THTNC e20YM exXMereAxxi

-}-rjoT rxp xetJTATroAMX aTczVi tirerrj

20cic5 NeiCDT BTTii n\fs nxenncyx

10 XAAX -]- cnrNCBMH (1X1 2i\iniKXi2a)B nxi

xycD TexriTiTXCKe nxi eneTeujtye

2Mri6TMCBOOY6 eT20A(?

eeyMX hxkxa

"Indeed I know that [I have importuned? (i)] your most

saintly (2) lord fathership many a time and you have borne

with my needs and our burdens. I entreat your most saintly

fathership regarding this js] also (and) that you would complete

your charity, in accordance with your great benevolence that

you have toward my humility. For I kno.w that I have been

bold in writing to your most saintly, revered fathership, beyond

my deserts. |io' But grant me indulgence (3) in this matter also

and instruct me what is fitting by your sweet teaching. (From) (4)

Theona, the . . .
."

no.

-P icucHcJ) nXMpe

riTXEl 2M(|)Oi

MnccDM xeMH xnx

nxnoYTG neKotJo

5 Moc X6TI cooy N2e

TTXKPXTHN X

MKXMXAITHC

(1) -[-2ice or the like.

(2) 'OaiMTOto; usually indicates a bishop, sometimes an abbot. Here gender

requires oaionj; v. Ryl. 289 n.

(3) As in RP. no. 11.

(4) Before the name a short, wavey line, possibly abbreviating 2ITN.
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Joseph the baker came from the vineyard meadow (i),
(saying,) Did not Apa (?) Papnoute the steward say, Give 6 . .

of pure (wine (2)) to the camelherds."

III.

[
P r^CMHY MHTOjOY NTAAxy eYC2xi

[MneneitDT ne]nicKonoc mmicxk

[nxpxHcyMjMxxoc xeMAeereeM
>rip acDB Kcooyn rxp xriMtT

5 TerinpocoToc TiMxy xerixcoMxa

Ap TAKxne oyri MxpereK
MNTXOeiC KGAGOye hlKCyXClJ

nMA THpM MrjNKe ?

Mepn oyN MOM Trip2a)q 2mk6
10 oyoiT ccdm[

"[The brethren (?) of the moun]t (?) of Talau (3) write [to

our father (?) the] bishop and Isak [the chief cou]rier(4), (saying,)

If(?) we neglect(?)(5) when working, for you (6) know that we
have not Isj income whence to live, be so kind, then, let your
lordship give order and render the whole place equal with the

other parts . . . us, for we work in other jio| ones (? places)
[

112.

+
-(- 2AeH MMntyA[xG]

TIXACnXCe nTGTM[NICDT

TITAHO T6TMNia)[T

2eMKepa)Me mam m[

5 TOK eqOA 2NeHXU)M[

(i) In specific place-names ecJDM occurs as Pgomenton' P. Lond. IV

1419, 223, Pkaum(h)et P. Cairo Masp. 67109, 25.

(2) Cf. 180 n.

(3) The monastery of Tarow at Aphrodito is sometimes written Talow;

V. P. Lond. IV p. 589.

(4) Cf. 206. Whether such is the right translation here may be doubted,

Cf. Bell in P. Lond. IV p. i63n., Ryl. 258n.

(5) An unlikely translation (supposing 6rjnAAe6T6l: cf. 1. 5).

(6) 2nd sing, is used throughout, clearly addressing the bishop.



102 TEXTS.

t9A.i\iep xpiA NfiOAen [

xiNBTne NqTOo[Y fJ

enKCDT GMOM 61C ne<D[

JMneNuen ey kcdt[

10 ]C K6TXIOY MH

Mn]p<ycDn6 tii.

"Before speech (of the matter), I salute your [father] ship

[....] I inform your fathership [....] other men to us [. . . .] js]

you out from his ...[.... if] we need to display [....] from

over 4 [....] for the building. For lo, the [....] %ve have not

found means (to) build_ [....] ]">\ other 50 and he [. . . .]

seize (?)•••[

113-

-P T^AC F^nxMepiT

rieicDT \ns. lOYcre 2iTNn>.[nnoYT6

>,pi TxrxnH MMMXY eujCcune

TNeine NxeKMcucCMxrAnH

5 [.]Al' eMMOM ujx[

]TP1K6T[

]rIo[

"Give it to my dear father, Apa Justus, from Pa[pnoute.]

Be so kind to me, if(?) [. . . .] we find(i) your great [....]
to me(?). For [I?] will [

114.

-J- (j)OIBXM[

n\ nxnMOY[Te
C2AI' F7cTec|>Ari [oc hax]

C9XM6 X6KXTX ee N[TXK6r|

5 eBOA • MCXH OyiDU) [

(1) "Meet with, experience."
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"Phoebam[mon Apa Papnoute(i) [. . .
.J write (?) to

Stephen [ the lajshane, (saying,) According as [you ?] de-

parted yesterday, please (2) [

"5-

-f- encjDX ne[HC2xi

CON ICDCH[<j>

ee NTAi2[

3C62MOO[C

5 KX..T[

"Enoch it is [writes to my] brother Joseph (3), (saying,)

according as I b[ade . . . .] (saying,) Remain [

116.

-P T>.AC>JnXMeFl[T

^|TM^HA^KAe [

2XeH Mrj2CDB ni[m

. .]C6 MT6KM6[

"Give it to my dear [ J,
from Heraclius(4) [.

Before all things [I salu]te(?) your [

117.

MepiT ricoN 3co[

ecDMAC xooy ri[

XeTH4)eA^KH 2[

oyM Mnooy mom[

MAXe MOyTAKC
' T6 xeei'u^AM'i eBo'[A

(1) Possibly Phoebammon's representative or scribe.

(2) Cf. eaTjaov.

(3) Cf. 1S4.

(4) With this perverted spelling cf. P. Lond.lVi549, Hylaklei, and Quibell-

Thompson, Saqqara 293, Helagre.
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-f TAXC iTnxMepiT [mcom

recEpre nupeMiTHC +[
BXC1A60C [

Part of a letter, addressed to "[my] dear brother George,

the hermit" (i), from Basil. The words visible are not con-

secutively intelligible. In 3 "the prison" is perhaps mentioned.

ii8.

]riHN6q rinxoi

2] ITFinXMA.lK.6Y

JncyrTnXTXp^

xxpJToyAxpHC

5 ]n'AnX BXCIAG

Fragment in which occur "the sailors of the ship", from

whom perhaps the letter emanates, though written by a "land-

agent" (2); also the addressee "the(?) son of Patarches"(3), the

title chartularius and "Apa Basilius".

119.

]cDri nu)X noM

n]GHC2Xi Mnn.

ia)2xri]MHC xexpi c|)Cde

Fragment of a letter, showing the name Psha(4), followed

probably by a title (5). The addressee's name is John.

(1) 'Epirj[j.in); seems to be used only here in Coptic texts, though found in

Greek from Mid. Egypt. Presumably it is equivalent to av(!()(copvjTri;, common

enough further south.

(2) V. P. Lond. IV 1529.

(3) We cannot read siyapx^'i "•'^^ pagarch's son".

(4) Cf. 153.

(3) ? no(ncD)MXpiTHC.
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120.

'' oyMATeM

? xVbcdk

cntyoYo^T TA-

Moyz MMOoy
oyx.xT ZMnxoeic

".
. . ] them I ?) to me [ J I went to the window to

fill them. Farewell in the Lord."

Accounts.

121. Account of Wine.

Seven fragments. The accounts I2i— 125 are apparently

all of the same character and probably all in the same hand.

The appearance of the clay in 121 and 122 is indeed so similar

that these fragments may all come from the same pot and per-

haps belong to the same account; 122 might, for example, be

part of col. 2 of 121, though, as the parts preserved are in any

case not continuous, it is impossible to be sure of this; the

moulding of the clay in two fragments of 122 is certainly rather

in favour of the supposition.

As we have no general heading to any of these accounts

and they are all extremely fragmentary, it is by no means easy

to discover their character and the principle of their arrange-

ment; and I must confess myself unable to put forward any

quite convincing explanation.

The arrangement of the various accounts seems to be the

same, except that in 121 each line begins with a./, whereas a./

does not occur in that position in I23. In 121 it is followed

by OMOi/, and that by a number denoting the day of the month.

Next comes the word c|>op/ preceded by a number, and followed

by A./ with a name, usually of a camel-driver, after which comes

an amount of wine. In i23 the day of the month (in 11. 1— 9

expressed by oi/;((w;), i. e. "ditto", referring to a previous number)

begins the lines, which for the rest are identical in arrangement

with those in 121. The first a./ in 121 no doubt refers to the
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person responsible for the payment (if, which seems very un-

likely, the wine is to be regarded as a rent in kind or other

due) or consignment (if it is bought from a merchant or wine-

grower); the second a./ indicates the camel-driver through whom
the wine is delivered; and .r c|>op/ clearly denotes the number

of the payment or delivery ("first", "second" ^oyj ). But what

is the meaning of <|>oP/ ?

If we take J25, which is clearer in its arrangement than

121, we find that 11. 1— 9 refer to the same day, while in 1. 10

00)0 16 seems to indicate the beginning of a new day. Now in

11. 4 and 5 we have e c|)Op/, in 11. 6—9 r ijjop/, and in 1. 10,

which, as we have seen, begins a new day, a <|)Op/. The c])Op( )

seem, then, to be arranged in order; the highest number in

these accounts is three; and all three <l)op( ) occur or may

occur each day.

This is on the whole borne out by 121, though there the ar-

rangement is more confusing, a./ omoi/ no doubt means "bv the

same", referring to the consignor. The ix which occurs in 11. i

and 2 is the day of the month. In 1. i we find the i st <;|)Op( ),

in 1. 2 the second. In 1. 3 instead of the day of the month and

X <])op/ we have x/ b , followed immediately by a./ with the name

of the camel-driver. In 1. 4, where also the day of the month

is omitted, occurs b 4>op/- Hence we may probably conclude that

the B (the letter, though marked as doubtful, is almost certain)

of 1, 3 also refers to the 4*oP( )> ^nd t/ may very possibly stand

for -Tfi auT^i; (sc. -^[Aspa;) or -vj au-rj; cf. P. Lond. IV 1433, 17 and

passim, where -^ has the same significance. Hence we are

probably justified in regarding 11. 2—4 as containing deliveries

of the second <})Op( ) on the 1 1 th day of the month. In 11. 5

and 6 occurs the third ^o^{ ) for the same day, but in 1. 7

we return to the first <[>op(
) (the a, though marked as doubtful,

is again almost certain). In 1. 8 omoi/ is followed by a word
TOY- . which is obscure. It may possibly be an attempt at Thoth,
although in 11. g and 10 the word is correctly written, but is

perhaps the name of a village (not impossibly TOyoY = Touho

;

cf. 14^, 1 3, note), the person for whom delivery is made being

the same as in the previous lines but the estate different. This
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too refers to the nth day; the c|>op( ) is the third. In 11. 9

and 10 respectively we have the first and the second <;|)op( ).

It will be seen that the arrangement is not so regular as

in 123, but apparently here too the intention is to enter the

deliveries according to the order of the <|>op( ); the exceptions

are probably due to accidental omission at the proper place.

Since all the <|)op( ) occur in a single day and with each

new day the series begins afresh, we can hardly explain the

word as signifying payments by instalments of an annual" due,

like, e. g., the three annual tax-payments. It should rather denote

successive daily deliveries; and perhaps the likeliest explanation

is that there were regular convoys (normally three each day,

though higher numbers occur occasionally; e. g., in 368 we have

apparently a fifth <^Ofl), and that wine received was entered in

the day-book according to the convoy by which it came, ^^^e

mav then translate ({'OPC ) ^^ either "convoy" or "delivery".

That this explanation, though not free from difficulties

(see below), is the correct one, and that cl>op( ) is probably to

be extended sopa;, is strongly suggested by parallel instances.

Thus in Crum's Short Texts, we find, in no. 128: "The account

(/vivo;) of corn brought (on camel): The first <[)Opx by our own
camels, 16 artabae; the second ditto, 24; the third, 16; the

fourth . .
." So too in Turaieff, Materiale, 1902, no. 29 (from

Achmim): "17 Epip, for(?) Pgalashire, t))OYF>> of corn, 24 artabae,

for the monastery of. . ."; no. 3o, "<)>oypa of corn, 16 thallia(?)

. . ."; Thompson ap. Quibell, Saqqara, The Mon. of Apa Jeremias,

1912, pp. 118— 119, Ostr. 375 and following, where x <|jop/

occurs, followed by a number of camels, and a quantity of

wine or other article. Again, in the present volume, 36^—368

also specify the oopa, and so 3jo, where (jjoypx is written in

full; and in the ostraca from Oxyrhynchus published by Gren-

FELL and Hunt in Arch. Report, 1905— 6, p. 14 f., the same

phrase occurs; for in nos. 5, 6, 7 (Preisigke, S.-B., 1966—8)

s <|>op/ is to be read, not a (etou:?) (psp( ), but (^pwTY;c) a;ip(a;).

A very close analogy to the present accounts is, further, to be

found in PSI. IV 807, an account from Hermopolis headed

Ai(Yoc) -cu £V£/_0(£VToc) oivsu £t; TY)v T^zhvi S'.a -M'l 7.0!|j/(;)>[wv], where
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the entries are arranged by sopai. In 1. 4 we have the 1 st 5opa

(ist Pharmouthi), in 6 the second (2nd Pharmouthi), in 8 and 9

the third and fourth (no date specified, unless na/tov (0 in 1. 10

refers to these entries); and in 11. i3— 15, under the heading

avaA(o)|ji.a-i;) the items are again arranged by a-opai; the only

date is ist Pharmouthi, with the second sipa (1. 14). Yet an-

other parallel is B. M. 1091 : "On account (behalf) of Gregory's

camelherd: for the second day, 16 ascaloiiia — for the and

<l>op2s asc. 8, for the 3rd <|>opA, asc. 8 — for the . . . man, for

(of?) the ist turn (? round), asc. 16."

It must, however, be noted that, even if the translation

"convoy" correctly represents the sense, it is perhaps not the

literal meaning. In Byzantine Greek ispa regularly meant "time"

(see DucANGE, s. p.), so that here too it is possible that the literal

translation should be "first (second, etc.) time"; and B. M. 1091,

where "the ist turn" may be a Coptic rendering of aopa, sup-

ports this. It may even be that in P. Lond. II 468, 5, p. 81,

tl>° B, we have an instance of the phrase meaning "second time"

(i. e., of payment of camel-tax), though perhaps Wilcken's ren-

dering, "zwei Raten", is the more likely.

This mav perhaps suggest that the explanation adopted

above is mistaken: that the reference is not to convoys but to

"times" of making payment or delivery, instalments or "Raten".

If, however, the convoy theory offers difficulties, the other is

also not free from them; and the occurrence of the phrase x sopa

in different localities and in different connexions certainly sug-

gests that the reference is to a general system of convoys or

relays. This too is perhaps favoured by Turaieff's document,

"<|)OYP-^ of corn, 24 artabae", which one might translate: "carriage

of corn, 24 artabae"; and finally it is significant that in all cases

where lopx occurs it is in connexion with the conveyance of

articles on camel-back. Very likely, indeed, the meaning "time"

arose from the earlier sense of "carriage" by a camel-convov.

As already remarked, the explanation "convoy" is not free

from difficulties; but the varying quantity of wine delivered bv

the various camel-drivers is not, as it might at first sight appear,

an objection to it. For in both 121 and i23, where alone the
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beginnings of the lines are preserved, all the entries are credited

to the same person (a./ omoi/ in 121 must mean this, and in 128

no person is named, which seems to imply that the same wine-

grower is concerned throughout; so too in 125 11. i and 2 may
well be a heading, 1. i giving the personal name or names, I. 2

that of the estate, while the remaining lines specify the single

deliveries); the inference being that these accounts were arranged

under personal rubrics. Hence the single items do not necessarily

specify the total amount of wine carried by the camel-driver

concerned but only the amount brought by him from the estate

to which the rubric refers; one camel-driver might bring wine

from several consignors.

A more serious objection is perhaps the fact that in 121

Phoebammon seems to occur for both the second (1. 3) and the

first (1. 7) cspa; but this is not decisive. In 1. 7 x, though

almost, is not quite certain; there may conceivably have been

two camel-drivers named Phoebammon; and as we do not know

the distance from which in this case the wine was brought, we

cannot say for certain that it was impossible for the same camel-

driver to take part in two convoys on the same day.

It will be seen that, imperfect as they are, th.ese accounts

have yet a certain value as illustrating the daily routine of supply

in a monastic settlement. They are also of interest by reason

of the measures which occur in them (for this subject see the

section Metrology in the General Introduction).

Col. I,]

[A./ 0]MOl/ W A (|>Op/ A./ K[. .] KAMIAl[TOY] 0\j ^j VM

[a/ o]m[o]i/ IX E <})Of/ a./ iCDKul nxpooy 01/ c|>op/ i? x"

[a/] omoi/ t/ b a./ c|>om/ kxmiaitoy [01/] <l^op/ a x

A./ omoi/ B cl>Op/ [A.;?MX]KXP KAMIA1T[0Y OI/ 4>Op/ .] X

5 A./ OMOI/ IX r [<]>Op/ A./ . .]<!>. HCT . . Ol/ cj>[op/ . . ]

A./ omoi/ IX r 4)Of/ a./ recDpn/ kxmia/ o[i/ 4>op/ J

A./ omoi/ IX X c|>Op/ A./ <|>OI[b/] KXMI[A/] •
...

A./ omoi/ toy-'ix' r <j>op/ a.;' k[. . .]

A./ omoi/ ecue ix x cj)op/ a./ [ ] 4*

10 A./ omoi/ ecue ix b ^oyj a.[/

[
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Col. 2.]

A-/[

A./ 0[m0|/

A./ OMOl/ [

A./ OMOl ' -\ (|>/ [

(11. I—4.) "By the same, nth, ist convoy, by C . ., camel-

driver, 28 phorai of wine. By the same, nth, 2nd convoy, by

John of Paroou, 16 phorai of wine. By the same, same day,

2nd (convoy), by Phoebammon, camel-driver, 3o phorai of wine.

By the same, 2nd convoy, by Macarius (?), camel-driver, .. pho-

rai of wine."

1. The four dots following kh are in the original. Whether

the traces before the break are really writing is uncertain, and

they may in any case not be part of this column.

2. ia)XN(NOY) n^pooY : the name occurs also in 122, 18,

and 38s, ^nd is perhaps the same as nepA in 3$! and nepo" in

3^4; see too 355, 3 note. The cross at the end of this and

the following lines is a mark of revision.

3. A./ : not certain.

4. MX]Kxp : very doubtful.

122. Account of Wine.

Five fragments. This account being identical in arrange-

ment with the preceding, though the beginnings of the lines

are lost, it is unnecessary to add a translation. The measures
which occur are the opyov, ospa and y.vi'Bssv, for which see the

General Introduction.

• <|>Op/ ] XG S KIJIA./ -^12 s [

] A./ recDp/ kxmia/ k c|>op/ 01/ [

] A./ <l)Oi/ v.\mK\ opr/ IX s <|)/ e s kijia./ . >:

] <\Of\ A./ ZMXXP/ KAMI/ opr/ E s <1>/ IX
5 ] A <])Of/ a./ recDp/ KXMiA/ <j,op/ ia. x
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1

] . <))Op/ ^1 ICD^ KXMIA/ Opr[/] H S KNIA./ B X
]<l>op/ [A./] n[. .]oo opr/ z s <1>/ B x

] (|); A. S KtllA./

] opr/ s s <!>/ R x
10 A./] recup/ KAMiA/ opr/ g s i|>/ a. x

A.]/ recup/ kxmia/ oi/ (|>op/ mct s knia./ b x
? a/ nXMoJY'] KXMrA/ oi/ opr/ ic s i))/ h s kmia./ x x

J . . / kxmia/ oi/ <|)Of/ ha. s kmia./ a x
] . a./ reGjpn/ kami/ oi/ <j)/ m? s kijia./ b x

15 A./] nAM'o'yn -s Tcu^ kamia/ 01/ c|)/ mb s knia./ a x

] A./ zAXAp/ s etJCDx kamia/ 01/ <)>/ MA. X

] A <|)/ A./ recup/ kamia/ oi| <|)/ Mg s kiiia/ e x

A.]/ ICD*' nApooy oi[/] <|)[/] k x

1. This Is the top line of the column.

S : the regular abbreviation for •/.«(.

2. A <jjop/: this position is unusual; perhaps the clerk forgot

to insert the number of the convoy at the right place.

3. KMIA./ : very doubtful, but y.viiia usually follow ospai.

6. At the beginning a is perhaps rather more likely than b.

7. n[. .]oo: hardly n[Ap]oo (1. 18), as that seems to be a

place-name.

10. recDp/: very doubtful.

12. nAMoJY^i : cf. 1. 15.

i3. . ./ : or . X ( zjAx ?).

123. Account of Wine.

Four fragments.

0[M0l/ ] KNIA./ . X

CM [OI/ 01/] 4)Op/ K X

OMOl/[ 01/] (|>/ M S KtllA./ E X

OMOI/ B <{)[op]/ [ ] 01/
<t>/

MA S KIJ/ A X'

5 OMOl/ B 4>Op/ A/ [ ] 01/ 4)/ AH X

OMOl/ r <|.Op/ A/ ICD[A ] 01/ 4>/ M? Kill/ B X
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OMOi/ r <}jof/ a./ ana-p/ k[xm]ia' 01/ c{>/ \? X
OMOi/ r (j)Op/ A. cep/ s KYP/ K[i»M]i/ 01/ <!>/ Hr X
OMOl/ r <|)Op/ a/ zxxap/ kamia[/ o]i/ <})/ K X

10 ecue le a <|)Op/ a/ aijap^/ 01/ <j>/ iz s Me/ xs x
ka[. . . .] •

>^

. .] KAACM*- 01 lj>/ ? S Me/ B S KNtA/ g S Cl[nA/

] <|>Op/ TAA S Me' [

] I s ciha/ thh s knia/ k[

15 ] . s opr/ tJA s knia/ . [

] . s opr/ OA s k[nia/

] s crnA[/

8. Mr : r, which is doubtful, is a correction.

10. Me/ As X : if this is right, the meaning is "1^/2 iJisyaAa",

the cross being the usual sign of revision; but it is equally

possible to read p-ij y. s(^ "/.at) .[, another measure following s-

In any case it is a difficulty that [xrca, which in i6y ^ ?op«i

is here and in 1. 12 distinct from it; see the General Introduction.

11. ka[. . . .]. : perhaps ka[acm-''], as in 1. 12.

12. KAACM*" : probably a fractional payment of some kind,

though with so fragmentary a context it is impossible to explain

/,Xas;xa with confidence. The word occurs also in P. Lond. IV

1431, 26, etc. (see introduction there); 1435, 158 (see note);

1443, 65; B. M. 605, p. 288; Ryl. Copt. 226; but in none of

these cases is the meaning quite clear. Cf. P. Cairo Masp. Ill

67340 verso, 49, i!s tou; 7.Aac|;.ou; vr^z G!y.ovs|j,iac.

ci[nA/: see 11. 14 and 17. There cannot be much doubt

about the reading, and cf. 16^, g. The word occurs in a The-

ban ostracon copied by Mr. R. Engelbach, and is explained by

M. C. KuENTZ (quoted by Engelbach, Ann. du Sen'., XXI 124)

as the Lat. simpulum. It will be noticed that in 1. 14 ciha/

precedes, whereas here it follows, the number of y.vic'.x; but

cr[nA/ nevertheless seems the obvious reading.
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124. Account of Wine.

]20T 01/ KtJIA.[/

]NApic 01/ <|)Op/ r s k[nia./

?AM]n6A/ 01/ t|)Op/ M s KN[IA/

]xH cEear 01/ 4>oF/ s s knia.[/

5 ]jir 6!ioinirp/ nxnw/ oikouo <|>o[p]/[

]eic n^nx AnoA/ omoi/ 01/ <l)Op/[

]/ t|joiB/ s CTe<j)/ 01/ <|)Op/ B[

1. ]20T: these words at the beginning are place-names,

probably those of the estates from which the wine came.

2. ]tixpic: or ]tiApir-.

3. ?XM]neA/: see 125, 2.

4. ]xii: qu. n\rAp]xH? Esbeht= ApoUinopolis, which was

a pagarchy.

5. ]Af exoinirp/: the character at the beginning looks more
like 4^ (^ u::£p) than either 1/ (or p/) or x; but bTzip is difficult

to reconcile with what follows, for esoinirp/ is naturally inter-

preted as sH s-'.-'pasYJc. For £K;Ypa5''j see Preisigke, Fachworttr,

s. v.; P. Oxy. XII 1445, 8 note; Edgar, Ann. du Service, XIX,

p. 85. "Assessment", the commonest meaning in the Roman
period, is likely enough here, especially as Papnuthius is an

oiy.5vi[/s? ; but the phrase may conceivably mean "by commission

from"; see ixiYpasw, 3, in Preisigke, Facluuorter. It is possible

to divide t^ ez omi rp/, taking gx as i; and orni as the measure

so called; but this does not seem to give much sense.

oiKONO : no doubt a monastic o!/.Gvi;j.s; ; see P. van Cauwen-

BERGH, Moines d'Eg., p. 115 '; Breccia, Bull. Soc. Arch. d'Alex.,

IV, S. IV, p. 75 f. (19 18), and Crum, C. O., p. XIX. The iiy.-yiiii.oc

Papnoute often appears in these texts as writer or recipient; so

too Stephen (1. 7).

6. eic : perhaps ilc, "to the account of". 6;Ai(((i)?) ("ditto")

may refer to oiKorjo in the previous line.

Coptica. lit. 8
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125. Account of Wine.

]/ oiKorioMoc nAnt\io[Y©/

] opr/ AMn6Ao[Y] not[in

] 01/ KNIA./ IX

] 01/ KU\^I K

5 ] 01/ ^Ofl A. S KNIA./ . .

] 01/ 4>Op/ H [

01/] KNIA,/ [

1. It is uncertain whether this was the top line of the

column.

2. opr/: SpYOV or opYavev in the common sense of "field";

see Bell on P. Lond. V, 1741, 5.

126. Account of Wine.

This account is somewhat obscure in character. If the ex-

planation on which the translation is based is correct, it spe-

cifies issues or sales of wine, according to the jars (y.aSo'.) from

which the wine was taken. But a difficulty on this view is

constituted by 11. 5, 6 (see notes), and it is to be remarked that

7 in 1. 4 might be merely the sum of 3 (1. 2), 2 (1. 3) and 2

(1. 4); hence it is possible that ^nO kaa./ is to be explained in

some other way. In any case it is worthy of note that big and

little cnidia occur; see the General Introduction.

-f- rNcuci/ 01/

M^ KM^l XnO KAA./ A. r

m"" KIJ^/ AnO KXA./ V E

AnO KAA./ B £

5 mI^ KN-^/ AnO KXA./ X
mK s mt Ke<})'^/ OA.

"Account of wine. Large cnidia from jar 4, 3. Large

cnidia from jar 3, 2; from jar 2, 7. Small cnidia from jar i.

Small and large, of the original stock (?), 74."
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3. b; a correction.

5. If the explanation given above is correct, a figure ought
to follow X, but there is no trace of one. Perhaps it was acci-

dentally omitted (note that the clerk at first omitted r in 1. 3);

or it may just possibly have been lost; a. in 1. 6 seems to have
lost part of its downstroke.

6. The translation supposes that Ke^'^l is -/.Boodaiou, i. e.

the original stock of wine from which the amounts noted above

were taken. Thus this line gives the remainder still in hand.

But it is curious that |j.;y.pa and i^.i^oiXa are lumped together.

127. Account of Wine.

The left side of this ostracon is very dark, and 01/ is

guessed at rather than read; but it is probable that wine is in

question, mgkf/ = \v.7.^d.

] 01/ MGKp/ o*.

01/] M6KF/ : pie

] 01/ HCKp/ pfe

01/ MeK]p/ TKE

5 ] 01/ MeKp/ : T2:

128. Tax(?)-List.

Papyrus.
OL

y S nACOtJ MJA.[peAC

X tp 26NCNHY UTe MKoyi rjpnwYG |3[j. «

, - 6

recupre c|>x^k ricBuzT cxoaac av «

AAyeiA. ncyMM [

On other side (I'ecto), end of a i^paai;.

From a list of dates, names and perhaps taxes (cf. av-

3pi(j|AS? ? in 3). In 2 "brethren of the small temples" implies

perhaps a monastic settlement among ancient ruins (i). In 3

(l) Ibn Dukmak V, 17 mentions 2 villages in middle Egypt named El-Birba

el Kabir and el-Sughair respectively, "the great" and "the small temples". Monks

as well as peasants doubtless utilised the ruins: vi^itness the Christian remains in

the temples of Denderah and Medinet Habii.

8*
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TEXTS.

George (i), a n-/o'Aa.Qxiy,6z, (?) of Esbehet (ApoUinopolis), is men-

tioned; in 4 David, a cujj.fji.axoc.

129. Account of Corn (?).

OYnc9MHT =

-\- TCcuNG Tcye mc|>mj6- oyoine- aepESKKe reczi .

FTaxy^'-^" ome CNTe= TseKKe oYoine Mtjoyxcu

[.]AMX Tcye MAnx EiKTcups oyMXXxe oyiJOC

»

[mx]fi2xm eiM6 Mnuje nrecDpre ncye maxxhaoc

5 ]tic ncA[ri]N62 oyncyMHT* tanactg Tcye

neJKCDTs -j-puNH -j-iooyne oyMAAxe
]pe cl>AOKAAioc epenuoyre

] MAKpOBG

"Tsone, the daughter of Phane, i oipe (and) a half-tenth (2).

Rebecca, the wife of David, 2 oipe. Tbekke i oipe and a

[ Jama, the daughter of Apa Victor, i maaje and a half.

Mariham, the wife of the son of George, the son of Lachelos (3),

Isl [ J, the oil dealer, a half-tenth. Tanaste, the daughter

[of the] builder. Tirene, the (4), i maaje. [ j

. . . Philocalios (5), [may?] God [(6) forgive him] — Macro-

bius . . .
."

130. List of Names.

A]nOAACD TCy • KB

]Ap Tcy • Kg

A]nA MAKApe TCH • A

]t6 nnATpeMGjN . b

(1) 2AAK may be a title (trade name), v. Jcme 7b, 32, BM. i6g. The
first A is liardly doubtful.

(2) See Introd., Metrology, under oine.

(3) Pshenlachelos might of course be a place-name, without intervening

genetive, as in 757.

(4) Can this be the fem. of eiooyn? V. Ryl. 226n. In Saqqara i33

perhaps neiooti.

(5) This name apparently in BM. 1082.

(6) Recalls the phrase common in later Fayyumic texts: BM. 582 (i),

Krall CCXXVII etc., though its use in a list is unexpected.



Texts.
'

tty

5 A]nx encDTc TA2poYx. . ix

\]n\ <|>iB znic . r

An]A ANoyn cyAzoypiin • kh

]2MIC • KA

A list of proper-names, each followed by a place-name

and a number. The persons are: Apollo, [Wano]br (?), Apa
Macarius, [ ]te, Apa Enoch, Apa Phib, Apa Anoup, [ ].

The places: Tse(i), Pepatrem6n (2), Tahrouj (3), Hnis {bis)(^),

Shahouren(?) (5).

131. Account of Corn Shipments.

-)- 2MnoYtDt9 F7nrio[YT6

MTXNTAAOOy 62p[XI

]nujMBppe . en oip (i>.r)[

_^^^ sic

Jniyopn m200Y 2Itom<J50[

5 ]nM62200Y CNXY 2iTen<|>[

]ai ap pv[

„By the will of God, [ J which we have loaded (or

shipped) [ J Pshenberre(6), corn^ artabae 238 [ J

The ist day, by Pho[ebammon, . . . .]. Th^ 2nd day, by Ph[. .

. . makes] corn, artabae i^o\_-\-l

132. Account of Supplies.

+ tIAAKiOC CO MAAXe

]EAHK :Mk6CO MAAX[e

]<j)GB CO MAAXe

]A MnCDpB CO

5 bQktcdp

]?

(i) Presumably Etsa, between Samalut and Minyah, which would be the

TCH where dwelt the hermit Pamin (for it is to him that Amelineau, Geogr. 586

inf., relates). Cf. also P. Lond. IV 1460, 44, Cledat, Baouit I 115.

(2) Rather Eppatremon. Cf. Krall CCLV etc. Now El-Badraman, SW.

of Dalga.

(3) Cf. ? Dahrout, v. 218.

(4) Ahnas. Ehnis in Ryl. 347.

(5) First letter, if not cy, may be two smaller ones.'

(6) V. 36on.
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"The masons, 6 maaje . [ J . ., other 6 maaje . [ . .
.

.].., 6 7naaje [. The place name P6rb(i) and the name

Victor are visible.''

133. Account of Wine.

-[- nAOroc NM

Hpn MTANTA

Aooy anroYztD

MNTG nexx.

5 MNCOOY MCH

MHHA 6TG

MXTN6 C\U)

tyATGOYGI

"The list of the wine which we transported (2) from

Touh6(3): 10 'hands' (4) and 6 (5), making 770, save i."

134. Account of Dates.

-P n\orl t-mBu

(yooyG M<|30T

MnpHC : Tz •

"The account of the dried dates (6) from the southern

meadow: 307."

(0 cf. 379.

(2) Probably by water, seeing that the verb TXAO is used.

(3) On the confusion of places and their spellings involved in this name

V. Ryl. 069 n. This is the most frequent place in our texts. If it is Taha al-

Madinah (now disappeared), we must seek it close to Minyah; for we gather

from Synax., nth Kihak (Ptolemy), that it lay a little SE. of the still extant

Tukh (TtDSC) al-Khail (Amelineau, Geogr. 524). It may be noted that Thallou,

the place next in frequency here, is perhaps identical with Tallah, 2 m. \\'. of

Minyah. (Cf. 211 n.)

(4) (JIX as a liquid measure seems improbable. It is used of grain, e. g.

in Ezek. XIII. 19 (opa^); cloth Miss. IV, 723, BM. 1066. Cf. also lOl.

(5) Presumably a Greek word beginning cyM- and indicating a measure

less than the "hand"; or possibly CinAOyr-l (v. 123 n.) miswritten.

(6) This construct form of BriMG seems new. Cf. GAGAtyooyG. The

preposition following is probably "of"; hence ("the product) of".
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135- List of Wine Jars.

-P HAOroc riecyotyoY

NHpn tiTiAOx nujopn

Mxoi TAioY MFioyer

MMoe MCKeye tk

"The list of the wine jars of (? for) Tiloi(i) The first

ship, 51 (jars); large vessels 320(2)."

136. List of Vessels,

MOpKM[

NroAxee[

U)OMT6 m[

riAXroM . . . u)[
sic

5 oYKOYi rioAAe[e

OyOTC NC[

OY2A . [

A list of vessels, presumably containing wine. The num-
ber preceding each is (except in 3) lost. The sorts named are:

opvavov (or opvov), -/.oXXaeov, Xay.y.sv, small /.oAXaOov, ots (for hots).

137. List of Vessels.

AHA MHflA

rioff ncKeoYG

: lA. - OMGOC

t9Mxe[. . . .]KA

M6[

<|>oib[

"Apa Mena (3) : large vessels, 14. Likewise 3oo["

(i) V. Amelineau, Geogr. i3j. The identification with Nilopolis is con-

firmed by ZOEGA 326, where Tiloj ^ NeiXotoXi; ROC. I9i3, iSg.

(2) If TK were not a numeral, the words might be divided otherwise.

(3) Probably the recipient of Enoch's 6 orders for delivery of wine.
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138. Account of Corn.

nooiG

-J-
ic ffAMOyA 2HFXKY*--

MCDN O^OMer MepTOH NCO

ncoyo r (|>TBXMa)N nooie 11

a-SpxKyxMCDN oY<JOii6 ti

5 coyo I'CDZANHC nezcs^z

"Jesus (i). The camel (of) Heraclamon (2), the husbandman,

3 artabae of corn, 3. Phibamon, the husbandman, to (?) Hera-

clamon, a sack of corn. John, the .... (3)."

139. Account of Fodder.

-f- ICDAM.' HMXeXMOyA

2A.MCIM cyMpyri -j- neooyri

6 MriTXce riepTOM

fTciM 2xrjiipn nnAXA

5 rr20ipG erpxcl>M 6nei<l>

KX ItlA./ G

"John, the camelherd, for fodder (for?) Shmoun: 5 sacks (4),

16 artabae of fodder (in exchange) for the wine of Plalenhoire (5).

Written 21st of Epeiph, gth Indiction." After 1. 6 are 2 lines,

wherein only erp/ is legible.

140. Account of Supplies.

riTAGiTAxy ti

eiKcuB nuiii2a>p

-P nAoroc MNecKeyoyc

xoycDTG MMXxe Ti

(1) CO. 466 is a list similarly headed by this name.

(2) Here written both times clearly Herakyamon (r -wamon). The 11 (in

1. 4) if indeed it be that letter, has a very strange form.

, (3) A mistake for ncX2 appears unlikely. Possibly one of the many

place-names formed with Pah-, Peh-, modern Bah-. An illegible line follows this.

(4) Of corn?

(5) This place recurs in QO.
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1

coyo
: MNcooY ~iiecre

5 IJNH2 : MtJUJOMTG

MNoeine i7ec9a}[ne]

OY<?ooYNe 7ie[

|a)2A,MHC[

MOICHC[

lo NCOY[0

ncH[

nu)M[

tyoM[

MriHT[0

15 [. . .]6p[

"The list of the chattels that I gave to Jacob, the son of
H6r(i): — 25 maaje of corn and 6 xestes '5 of oil and 3 oipe

of cucumbers (2), a bag of [ J John [ J Moses [. . .
]

|.oi of corn (?)[... .] 3 [ ] and 4 [
"

141. List of Articles.

+
+ KGAAxpe criXY TirieBicD cr)X\- TiCTArMA.

OYCCDpOTOM MHpn OYMOC nKXtllCKG MTCDPG

OYMAXX6 MBTIMe fiCCDTn- HTOOY FTffpOMnG

MMOYKXrilCKG iTctDpff

"2 pots of honey. 2 (pots) of stagma (3). A (4)

of wine. A large basket of wicker work (?) (5). A maaje of se-

lected dates. 4 doves and a basket of mixed contents (6)."

(i) In 16^ Psenhor is in itself a man's name.

(2) So spelt in Krall GCXLV.

(3) Cf. BM, 1041.

(4) Cf. 186.

(5) Merely suggested bv the meaning "willow" given to Tcupe, which

must however be the name also of another plant; cf. Mels. Or. Beirout VI,

514, where Christ's crown is of U)e necupi. Here however one expects the

contents of the basket, not its material. Cf. perhaps Tcopc in Hall, p. 57,

though there it may be "handfuls" (of reeds).

(6) This meaning is confirmed by Wessely, Stud. XX, 218, 3i, Siazapiov

|JS<iTov oi«?optov |5p(oijLaTu)v, with which cf. Ryl. 158, iy, ib. 240, and such biblical

uses as in Lev. XVI, 12, Num. IV, 16; also Ezek. XXIII, 41.
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142. Account of Expenses.

] nAoroc nreiyC

np]oc4)Op> nt[

]Mxeixc 4>am[

]
(erasure) 2ATAr[AnH

5 ]nHpn NCO[

2XnACO [ri

2XM[

An account of expenses, including offerings on behalf of

the dead (1. 2 ^pocsspa) and alms (1. 4 aTai:?;). In 1. 5 perhaps

copoyTOM, as an epithet of wine (i).

143. List of Articles.

Papyrus. _
OyNOff MMOXAOC M . [

oyMXjce Mnenine

oyeiN6 Mneriine [

cyoMMT NkeAeBi[n

5 cooy Mneriine

(J90m(nt) 7iKxe[6T]iic

a line lost here

OMOi/ oyDoe Mn6nin[6

oyKxeeTHC ntA2t[

"A large bar of (2) [ ], a ma/e-measure (3) of iron,

a chain of iron [ ], 3 axes [ ], 'M 6 irons (4), 3 plumb-

lines (5) [ 1
Likewise, a large iron [ ], a plumb-line of

lead [ ]."

(i) Cf. jS6.

(2) Though, a qualifying word followed here, several at least of the follow-

ing lines appear complete.

(3) The measuring vessel of this capacity is not, I think, met with

elsewhere.

(4) Here and in 7 "irons" may mean chains, as Ryl. 32i, Pap. Codex

p. 46, BIF. XV, 242 etc.; or iron tools, as Eccli. XLVIII, 21, Deut. XIX, 5.

n. M20MNT Rossi, .Y. Cod. 83, "bronze irons (chains)", is notable.

(5) Probably -/.oSi-mi, which Stephanus quotes from a glossary in the

sense of zkOeto;.
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144. List of Articles.

Papyrus, 2 fragments.

a) JOYP02T6 (JOpTG f COYPC Z

OYO]YA2Te OYOYoe cook b oy2[

b) OYJCCDMAPC TMA.UJ[

]. cy mM6 B TC9[

"... a cauldron, 3 knives, 7 needles [ , a] mould (?)

(i), a cup(2), 2 sacks, a[
, a] ladle(3), the(4) . .[

. .], 2 nets ..."

145. List of Articles.

]ci)OI

]e riCAAen

]e MEHtl 6BOA OYMA
]t . MTO AOriX-6 : UJOM

5 n] pi icy OYMTnc'ic ggmia

[thpg oy2b]b6 eqffopec oyzoT eqeopcu

]6 CHriTG OY<yNe xArr

List in which the Arabic (Christian) name "Salib" perhaps

occurs (5); also "4 lances (6), 3 [ J, [ J cloaks, a wash-

basin, [. .
.J

censers (7), a plough provided (? with its. appurte-

nances (8)), a water-wheel provided (? likewise), 2 [ ], a

net, lead [

(1) Assuming a connexion with OYto'r2.

(2) KuaOo; in Num. IV, 17.

(3) Cf. Ryl. 208 ca)MXpiCTO(c), where ftou-aparpo; is suggested, and

P. Load, y, 1657, 10, (jcojjLapiaTpa.

(4) The gender of MACyepT "cable" is unknown, otherwise it might be

read here.

(5) This assumes n to end the word, whereas it may be the article of

that following.

(6) Hunting weapons perhaps; scarcely military. The Copts (according to

A. J. Butler. Churches II, 44) use no such instrument at the Sacrament.

(7) 0u[jLiai:TJpiov, as in P. Lond. W, i63i, Ryl. 238.

(8) Or perhaps "ready" for use.
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146. List of Articles.

]_B[

]:r: Bip

]oYXMoq rioy

PO) XAKy E^AOT : B

5 eYMe2 : COOK :'b :

MMneTSitDoy

oYMoypciKG ncY

riAre :

". . .] a basket of white beans (i), 2 bags full, 2 sacks

with what is on them, a (2) for the communion."

147. Account of Vegetables (?).

Account of a vegetable garden for a large part of a month

(i ith — 28th, omitting two days). For the reckoning of vegetables by

Sljj.aTa see, e. g., P. Lond. IV, 1375, 20; but as the first of the two

headings specifies "palm-branches", the bundles mav be of them, not

vegetables.
+ Aor/ BxeiH 6rpAc{> nxxcoN h ia

AOr/ AAXAtllA BtupA
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"Account of palm branches (?), written Pachon 8th, nth
(indiction). Account of vegetable garden of Bora (?). nth day,

6 bundles, 12th day, 8 bundles", etc. "Total, 89 bundles."

1. Kxeiii: more probably, as translated, palm-branches (bxi)

than a name.

\s: though 1-^/ is not added, there can be little doubt

the indiction is meant.

2. II : = TiiJ.ipxi.

RCDp^ : if the reading is correct (and though doubtful it

is fairly probable), this may very likely = Bsspot, i. e. "the

Northern vegetable garden".

II. The figures Reje and in 11. 12, 14— 16, and probably

the e of the total are corrections. Before -\- \orj k.t.\. some-

thing, perhaps Kg, has been deleted.

nKCDM^p: probably nKcuMXpiTHC, "the gardener". What
follows is obscure; Tl tuog seems certain, but the letters xng^G

are doubtful in the extreme, though u) seems to be right.

1 3. ToPY: doubtful; perhaps an attempt at -.ffi auT^c

{q<j.ip<xz), but more probably (especially as omoi/ sufficiently

expresses the date) the place-name, Touho.

148. List of "Bundles".

t]ioy MjOYP m b «

]na mmmht mo[\p
sic o

]MH2 MOyP N A[

MX]XB Moyp "[

5 ]" ^i

List of "bundles" (i), 50, 10, 4o(?), 3o respectively, with

a sum of money, in •ii\j.b\i.oi-:7., opposite each.

(1) MOyP is found in Krall GCXLVII, and in a Balaiza fragment

(bundles of palm-branches).
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149. List of Provisions.

](i)i NBpe HTOoy' MXoy

]Y M6FTO[M

3c]oyxom[t

5 XplUj'l'M IM[

". . .Jmeasure[s?] of seed-corn. 4 [ , J of old

beans (i). 4 (?) artabae. 23 [ J of lentils [

150. Account of Uncertain .Character.

Three fragments (the first two continuous) from the ex-

treme left of an account, only the beginnings of lines being

preserved. In 1. i is a heading, perhaps + a [or/. The lines all

begin a./ xip/ (= oia /tipos); only in 1. 12 is anything more
preserved (a.' xip/ nXT[6pMOY® ?). Probably the names preceded

by A./ xip/ are those of agents through whom payments or deli-

veries were made.

151. Account of Uncertain Character.

This fragment contains little but a list of totals. L. i is

apparently the end of a section of the account, but is obscure.

In 1. 2 is the heading a6(yoc) y.aTa (7£X(i5a;), i. e. "account by

pages" (or perhaps, if the reference is to something contained

on this potsherd, not to the pages of a book, "by columns").

In 11. 3 and 4 come the totals for pages i and 2,. in 1. 5 the

grand total. A similar arrangement bv cca!o£; appears in B. M.

1075) P- 447) where -m-k ceXi'Sa; seems a likelier extension than

•/.a-aG£A!c. In the accounts in P. Lond. IV we find the curious

form GAic [i'dcl); cf. Bell's note on 1420, 146.

(i) Last season's beans. Gf. the use of AC for wine.
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^ A K/ A[
O •

-|- A KXTA CeA/ [
O

A ceA/ <l>op[/

B C6A/ tJ>[OP/

5 ri/ ^o[p/

I. K/ A[ : •/.«-:« a[; but a is doubtful; x is equally likely.

The reading does not appear to be k/ c[6a/.

5. 0: = 6|j.sij.

152. List of Uncertain Character.

-}- nATne[

6n^A2 mhim[a

ennMAN

[

CNAY ep[TOH

5 2ATM
.

[

cye.C

A.[

Perhaps a list, beginning "This is the [list . . . , and na-

ming 'the master Mena' and, possibly, in 3 'the [camel] herd'."

153. Account of Uncertain Character.

+ [

enei(|> k[

[

"^

Tuoe rjujrJH .
[

2ATe(J9H NTAapoyCx

2ATpl MHAnA nUjA [

Account naming „the big garden", "the garden of Tah-

rouj" (i) and "the cell of papa Psha".

(l) For the first of these v. Hengstenberg's papyri, no, 4, I; for the

second 218.
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154. Account of Uncertain Character.

-)- coY'4''C M6neicj> 2^<})Oi

bxm/ nKX2CiooYT m[. . .]

riAC nMAIJffAM [oyA

ei eMt\iTCF[

5 JTeeccl'O [

KOY'I c[

G.[

"The 9 th of Epeiph : for Phoebammon, (of) the district

of Siut(i), and(?) [Asa]rias, the camelherd,

155. Account of Uncertain Character.

In its present state this fragment is obscure. Perhaps in-

deed it is nearly complete, as xMr suggests the beginning of

the account, 1. 8 gives a total, and of 11. 4—7 the beginnings

may be preserved ; but on the other hand it is possible (though

less likely) that the fragment contains only the ends of lines.

The occurrence of '/J.- (pai) rules out wine or other liquid sub-

stance. The figures at the beginning of the lines may be either

days of the month or pages of the daybook.

jnieTAO) -

r>] A.; wtI g "

B A./ ait/ a. -

S I- A./ ait/ 5 \j_
-

A, A./ ait; a. I^
=

G A,/ ait/ Z - -

ri/ KH »

2. jiiieTAO) » : presumably a place-name.

5. A,/ : hardly iia here; perhaps the substance measured,

but no likely word suggests itself.

(1) Also in/57. '' '""y ^^ questioned whether the prefixed nKA2 connects

this, as a place-name, with those beginning with TKA2 (v. 3j n.).
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156. Text of Uncertain Character.

Though quite obscure, this list seems worth including,

owing to the possibility that it may mention big and little Spya

(the measure) ? But opr may also be SpYov or opvavov in the

sense of "field" ; cf. 125, 2 note. The ostracon, though a blank

space follows each line, may be incomplete on the right (or

on the left).

O MIK/

opr Msr/

Opr MlK/

Msr/ ck/

I. o : doubtful, perhaps only s (= /.al) or possibly for

opY( ). It is uncertain whether this was the first line.

4. ck/ : c is probable. Most likely a-A&uoc.

157. List of Persons.

[. .]i2Nic nMANTXce

MXKxpe nepTOE — ixkcue ti

ICD2ANNHC XITC — BIKTCUp A.BX

ecDMAC nujeMnooYo^ — xiioYn .

.

5 icxK neKasAB — nTxypoc Koyi

TCD2ANH nMXrJECDKe — BIKTCUp 2CJL)plK6N/

[<|)]mAMCuM NK2CIOOYT — 2u>P cT4>epe

[. .]2Nic nANixiTC — nAnNoyre TANHtie

A list of proper names, some of them at least followed

apparently by place-names, but without an intervening geni-

tive particle, (i) ". .
.J

John (?) (of) Pma ngase. (2) Macarius (of)

Pertob. (3) Jacob (son) of John (of) Jits. (4) Victor' (of) Ab.

(1) As also in l3o.

(2) Cf. Makusah, just above Minyah. Is this the Pma nkas of P. Flor.

I 70, 7.

(3) Cf. Burtubat (? Pertob het), opposite Sharuna. Cf. nepT/ mentioned

on p. i;.

(4) Cf. Nijits (possibly Pa'nijits) below.

Coptica. III.
^
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Thomas (of) Pshempowsh (i). Anoup (of) . . . . Isl Isaac (of)

Peksele (2). Ptauros the little. John (of) Pmanhoke. Victor (son

of) Origenes (3). Phoebammon (of) Pkeh-Siut (4). H6r (of?)

Siphere (5). John (?) (of) Panijits. Papnoute (of) Tanene" (6).

158. List of Husbandmen.

-f nAo"" rirjOYoei[

eeoA.a>poc n6[

TU)2XMrjH[C

nAyA[oc

5 <|>oB[

"The list of the husbandmen [ ]. Theodore, the

[ ], John [. . . .], Paul [ J, Phoeb[amm6n."

159. List of Persons.

This list of names is so imperfect as to be hardly worth

publishing, but it is given because of its (apparently) mis-

cellaneous character, including as it does a nun, perhaps a

monk, a v:|/i-/.o;, and someone described as v.upcoc.

]4> s Kyp/ K[

J . T MONXX[
]c nomik/ x[no?

]i s ONNCD(j>/ A [no "r

5 ] . MONXXH [

] e[n]iMA'\- A [no ?

(1) Perhaps contains the name Bush. Cf. Qombush, SW. of Beni Suef,

and Biish N. of it. More suitable perhaps is Munyah (or Meit) Bush, near Ash-

munain (Amelineau, Geogr. 365). On the other hand it may = Pshenpous of

Ryl. 181.

(2) The use of 5 might indicate a Greek name deformed.

(3) It may be noted that the large fresco (Cosmas and Damianus, Joiirn.

Eg. Arch. Ill, 35) commemorates a Hourkene.

(4) Cf. 1S4. (5) Cf. ? Scpuy,; P. Oxy. 1 141.

(6) Tanna'nah, near Abutig, seems unlikely.
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1

I. Perhaps deleted by a line drawn through it; but this

is doubtful.

6. 6[n]iMxx-: very doubtful.

1 60. List of Names.

Two fragments. The purpose of this list, as of the pre-

ceding, is uncertain. Most of the persons mentioned are ap-

parently clerics
;
perhaps therefore the list is intended for com-

memoration or invocation.

-\- Anx

eicup n'x'Hce

\n\ MA.KA.p6

AnA ICD2ANriHC

AnA KACTCJDp

AnA ZHpAKAecun

AHA lAKCDB

rjeri . [

n[

I f. AHA eicup : 6SCJDP is doubtful, and seems, in any case,

an unlikely name, but 2(x>p is not possible. There has very

possibly been an alteration, and perhaps only one letter (i) is

to be read before cnp.

5. Castor is a rare name. Perhaps reminiscent of an

obscure saint of this neighbourhood, martyred at Bardanuhah

and named sometimes in the litany (v. the Cairo Absaliyat

1629 (igiS), p. <[>N2 ; cf. also Abu Salih f. 74 a, reading Kastur).

8. New . [: here again there may have been an alteration
;

a character seems to be written above the second n. Probably

the word is a Coptic plural possessive, n6h[.
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Contracts.

i6i. Contract for Work.

+
-f-

A.M11HA 2[Mnri]>. MnNoyre nApMA[riA.p/]

nMC2Xi NAn[x nl^y^o^ naxMuie [xsti]

eniTpene nak expeKp axMcye 6t[. . .]

[2NTpo]Mne TXl twa-skT/ ina./

MnMOMXs/ fJrep neKacuq xojprc kata

5 <J)poN6i 2NAAXY mam tmti neKse

K6 NAK exenAine xoyrH riepTOM m

c[oYo] wjiTNTCNOOYce naash rjupn mn

.... NC]iM MnqrooY wepTOM n

TCPT [MnC]NAY NKAA.OYC NHpn KA

MNOY'5'OOYNe MNOYT
10 TA MA NXCUCDAS MNOYACJDBITCDM

MI\10YCANTAA6 enSKCJUpX OYN AlC

MN niCYMcJxJDNON NAK GICTOI

epoq \i. e">/ •/.;/ 5°/ la +
Contract for work and wages between a monastery and

a carpenter.

"Daniel (i) it is, by God's mercy archima[ndrite], (2) writes

to Apa Paul, the carpenter, (saying,) [IJ appoint thee to do

carpenter's work for [ ] of the monastery, in this year of

the 1 2th Indiction (3) ; and that you do your work without

I
si neglect in anything. And [I undertake] that we will pay

your wages, namely 25 artabae of corn and 12 laM of wine (4)

and [ of] fodder (?) and 4 artabae of barley [and] 2 jars of

(i) This Daniel recurs in 8j and 775.

(2) Contracts (likewise called aup^cuvov) witli carpenters : BM. 1064, 1065,

Krall CLIV.

(3) This phrase inserted afterwards.

(4) Cf. 16^.
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wine |ioj, according to the vintage (i), and a cloak (2) and a
sackcloth (garment) and a [ ] and a (pair of) sandals.

For your assurance, then, I have drawn up this agreement for

you and I consent thereto. Thoth 26th, 12th Indiction."

162. Contract for Service.

xiNcoJYMriTcxujBe ne

nenHn
[ujACOyMjNTCiktyBe NTKG

]6C9CCD2t\i6 epooY
]X6 NHCCDTM NCCD'f

5 AXNKA]TA<j)pOIMWCIC

JNTsqpoMne exeMxTMe

]lMCXeH MHT6 MM\S7Ze

JMIsJTOYe I\120TC NHpn

]CMNTM rjMMAH

10 ]iNA,/ X recupre

From a contract with a servant or workman (3).

". . . from the] 17th of E[pep till the i]7th of Epep of

the next [year ] be able to add to (?) them (4) [ J

he obey me [without] neglect [ ] of his year, namely

[ ] henceforth, 10 maaje [of and] 11 hots of wine,

[according as I] arranged it with him. [ ] Indiction.

George (5) [, I consent].

(1) Or? the vineyard. I do not find HA NX. elsewhere.

(2) For the form acjdeitcdn cf. Turaief, Materiale, no. 4, AOyBITOy.
With the latter ending (-tu) it is fern, in Mingarelli 338, Giron, Legendes 64,

Mus. Guini. XXV, 418 and Kircher 120; but masc. in CSCO. 41, 49. Also

fem. with ending -CDN, Budge, Misc. 491, Budge, Apocr. 125 ; and fem. as

AOBHTS, Budge, Mart. 217, which = aSBITON masc. in Rec. VI l83 ; cf.

AXBIT6 Lepsius, Denkm. VI, 102, 21. Perhaps joined here with sackcloth (as

Budge, Mart. 161) shows the carpenter to be a monlf.

(3) Similar documents: Ryl. 140— 143.

(4) CA2Ne in Exod. XIX, 4, 15 means "approach". But is this the same

word ? A survival perhaps of the demotic use, "dispose of" ?

(5) A fresh hand here.
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163. Contract for Work,

+ ncYM4>u^'^oN [

MOM nTIFOMn[6

MXK 2^n6KE[6K6

xoYT3>qT6 np[Toq

5 MeiCDT MNO[Y

oypToq NBH [nnb

MNMrrrXM [Te ri

From a contract for work.

"The agreement [ J
this year [. . . give] you as your

wage [. . . .] 24 ar[tabae of corn and ] |s| of barley

and a [ and] an artaba of dates and 14 [.

164. Contract for Work.

-R nA.IKXIOri MnMOMXCTHplON 6TOYA[A.B NAnX]

ecDMXC 2itFj nMXiMOYTe NeiojT Kns 6[ ne]

np/ eqczxi m'^y'^^cdp ncxM2MOY X6aa[xy n6]

qoT eqxxq eqeiNS MiyoMre nbxTk[

5 MA2 HMHN6 GNX-J- neMEGKe NXM [STGnXl]

ne KXTX 6[qo]T ujommt wepoH m[ mx]

XX6 fTciM OYAXKOOT6 fTlMMpn cy[

iTT6NTMMOOY MXM OYMXX[X6

cmAOYM rJxip oya6bitoy • [

10 MnSAMX NOY<JUT flTOK ZCDCJDK ON MT

P neK2a)B MXTAXXY6 NKXTXcl)P0NlClC

rjTepoMne Tupc [erasure] XMON 2a)CDN NTri

Ti neKBSKe NXK -|- erpx<l)H mgnoc nxYfii

KG n/ ri x/ -\-

Contract for work and wages, between a monastery and

a salt-dealer (i).

(i) Salt may have been for use in preserving corpses. Burials of the

Christian period show large quantities of it. Or for pickling fish etc., as in

Keall CCXLIII, 14.
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"The council of the holy monastery [of Apa] Thomas (i),

through the pious father, Apa £[(2) J, the agent (3), writes to

Psynh6r (4), the salt-dealer, (5) (saying,) [Every] month which
he passes bringing 3 (6) [of . .] . . (7) |^| daily, we will

pay him his wage, [namejly, each month, 3 artabae of [

ma]aje of fodder, a lakoote (8) of wine [ ] we will feed

him therewith, a Tnaa[je
] (9) of pickle, a cloak

[ ] |io| a single (shoe) sole (10). You (11) too, for your,

part, shall do your work without any neglect, throughout the

year; and we, for ours, will pay you your wage. Written
month Payni 25th. (Wages) making i solidiis."

165, Contract for Cultivation (?).

]C2xT Mnujup

]Me xeiMeiMO

]rjTATO IMTCD26

JTOtyoy excui mn-

5 ]xqTi Te<iTO e

[tJhto NBTine

]TN06

(1) V. Introduction.

(2) One is tempted to read Enoch.

(3) Reading TcpovojjTr];, V. 3^^ n. (4) Recurs Ryl. 232.

(5) A salt-dealer so named at Baouit (II, p. 100). Cf. Quibell-Thompson,

Saqqara, no. 8g ; also virpoTctiXri? Ann. du Serv. 1 909, 281.

(6) If BX1KX2, cf. BM. 449, 450, where it might mean a certain portion

of land. But in a Balaiza fragt. (Bodl. copt. e. 54) oyBAIKXa is in a list of

articles. In BM. 450 it is fem., as here.

(7) U)TeMeA2 recurs in p2, carried in baskets. Clearly something in

which salt is an element. Perhaps nitrate manure {sabakh) ; cf. ma2 in CSCO,

73, 186 (i. e. Jer. XVII 6).

(8) A common wine measure in middle Egypt ; cf. BM. 1064, Baouit

I, 8 etc. It = -/.viSiov, on which v. Bell in P. Lond. IV i375. Krall,

CCXXXIV shows that AA2H also = zviSiov. From 161 it appears however

that AA2H is a smaller measure. (9) Cf. I23 n.

(10) Presumably designating the quality of shoe to be provided. Cf. 161,

where the parallel word is cavSaXiov.

(11) Though now in the 2d pers., we must suppose the same workman

addressed as in the 3d pers. hitherto.
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•Contract, perhaps regarding land cultivation.

". . . we] write to the son [of ]
(saying,) we are

[ready (?) to ] my portion of field [ shall] appoint

for me, with [..'.. .] Isl has given {or sold) his portion for (?)

the 4 (il palm-trees [

1 66. Promise of Repayment.

Papyrus.

4- i^noK nxcoN repMXMe

c|>AMU|6 NTnerpA exoY

AXB rno

Aic .... [eiC2Xi] NnxcoM

5 nA.IXK/ nMONOXOC

MniMONCxc^/] MOYOJT ZMnirou)

MoytuT xeeneiA-H AinxpAKX

ASi MMOK XKXirei NoyzoAOK'^/

en . eixpix mntaxnapkh

10 xexinnooy Nzooy erecoY

MNTClJMHnne NTCDBe NTI

pOMne TAI TGKXTHC INA.°/

lyxcoyMNTcyMMN Mnxp

Moyre NTiponne Noycox thc

i3 xyxHC INA.7 erpATi nak 2a

TeqMOTNGc NoyaoTC n2a

ACWM NAi oyn 2Mnoya>cy m

[nNoyre

Undertaking to repay a money loan in cheese. Text ef-

faced and very illegible.

"I, brother (2) Germanus, the carpenter of the Holy Rock

(TTSTpa) the city ... ., (3) [I write] to brother Isl the

deacon , the monk of this same monastery, in this same

(1) Perhaps nothing lost before MTO.

(2) Lit. "my brother", as in 1. 4.

(3) One expects either "the Rock of Apa Thomas (for which there is

space), of the city Siut" (not space for a longer name) ; or "in the nome of

the city S.". Our 3yg makes "the Rock of Sbeht" not impossible.
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nome, (saying,) When I entreated you, you asked (i) a solidus

need (2) and my necessity, |.o| namely (?) from today,

which is the i8th day of T6be of this year of the loth In-

diction, until the i8th day of Parmoute of this same year of

the |is| same Indiction, (I said ?) that I would give you for its

satisfaction (3) a (4) of cheese. These (things), then, by
the will of [God . . .

Orders for Payment.

(Cf. also several of the Letters, 86, 8j, 8p, po, gi, which
might be classed here.)

167.

-P TAXC

NXnA MINX

ZlTTIXnX 6NCDX

xpi TxrARH Fir-

Tl MMTCNOOyCe

nKOY'i nAX2H NHpn mn-

cyMoy^e m<|)Ophc NAMoyn

nMANffXMOYA AYtD Ti Ke-

CNTe NKoyi MAX2H nupTi nahx

10 Arewe noyAicD -J- n/ 01/ mik/ ia

[. . .] M6r/ H -|- XeN6KAM<})IBAAe

[Ai2ynorp]A<j>H FTtasix -|- £Ypa?/

[-f- BNCDX CTOl]'^ -f-

"Give it to Apa Mina (Mena), from Apa Enoch. Be so

kind and \s\ give (5) 12 small lahi of wine and 8 phores to

(1) A reading difficult to justify or understand, but the usual AKTl (or

-j~) NAI, "you gave to me", cannot be read.

(2) "My need", the usual phrase, cannot be read.

(3) Only in a Balaiza fragt. (an aa^aXiJi) does MOTMeC thus occur:

JmGT NZOAOKOTTN NOyf 2ATeyMOTNHC[. Elsewhere its Greek equi-

valent is avOTOcuai;. (4) 20TC measures cheese in IC)8.

(5) The equations phores ^= [iEyaXa, small lake = [ir/.pa, are confirmed

by 168, III. Comparing 770 with these shows lahe to = small lahe. Similarly

in Thompson's Saqqara no. 226.
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Anoup, the camelherd ; and give other 2 small lake of wine

to Apa |io| Agene(i), the head husbandman (2).

Makes (total), wine, small 11 (sic), large 8.

Lest you should be contentious, [I have sub] scribed with

my hand. Written (3) [ Enoch, I consen]t."

168.

-P TX^C NXnX MIN6

2iTNxnx erjcDX xpi

TAPAnH rJTTl -KOyCDT

NKOY' HAA2H NMHpn

5 MeipHHH TMONAXH -|-

erpA(|>H M6COPH K +
ri/ 01/ HIK/ K -}- X6M6K

AM<1)IBAA6 A12YnOrpA(|>H

iiTAeix -|-

10 -\- ericjux- CTOix/

-(- A,eMO (jjOIBAMMtUM

erp/ 4-

"Give it to Apa Mine (Mena), from Apa Enoch. Be so

kind and give 20 small lake of wine to Irene, the nun. Written

20th Mesore.

Makes (total), wine, small 20.

Lest you should be contentious, I have subscribed with

my hand. Enoch, 1 consent. Written by me, Phoebam-

mon" (4).

(1) An alternative to the etymology suggested Ryl. lyS is i-^iiEioc, per-

haps originally the epithet of some saint, presumably the martyr of Tehne

(cf. 779).

(2) Properly "the big husbandman", if final a> has its usual meaning.

(3) In an unskilled hand.

(4) Scribe of i6(), 772.
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, 169.

fTxnx

Mine 2iTn

GNtDX n6M

5 eiCUT Xpl TA

rAnn NTTi mTi

Toye riKOYT nAX2n

MMHpri nxnA nerpe

[. . . .]nAprAMOC TApeq

10 [qiTOY]enMA tiaha mak

Ap[e -|- n/] 01/ MrK/ ia -)- xe

neKA[Mc[>lB]AA6 AI2YnOrpAcl>H

tlTAelX + 6rpA<|)H MGCOPH K

-)- GNCUX CTOl

"Give it to Apa Mine (Mena), from Enoch his
I5I father.

Be so kind and give 11 small lake of wine to Apa Peter [son

of?] Pargamos (i\ that he may [|io| take them ?] to the dwelling

of Apa Macarius.

Makes (total), wine, small 11.

Lest you should [be] contentious, I have subscribed with

my hand.

Written 20th Mesore. Enoch, I consent (2).

Written by me, Phoebammon" (3).

(i) Recurs BM. 1166. ? nEpyafiio;.

(2) An unskilled hand.

(3) Scribe of 168, ij2.
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170.

-j- TAXC nxnx MiMe

2iTFi6Na>x neqeicoT

xpi TXrAnn Mm
MrrrA.ce naxzh n-

5 NHpn NxnA nccDA

NMHITOY IMMMONX-

XH NAXB0Y20T +
n/ 01/ MiK/ IS [+] 6rpA<j)H

eCDe A INA.°/ TpiTHC

-)- eNCDX CT

[o]ix/

"Give it to Apa Mine (Mena), from Enoch, his father.

Be so kind and give 16 lahi Is] of wine to Apa Pg61 and let

him take them to the nuns of Labouhot(i).

Makes (total), wine, small 16.

Written ist Thoth, 3rd Indiction.

Enoch (2), I consent."

171.

-(- TAXC NXnA M[lN]e + 2ITMA.nA.

eNCDx neqeicjDT xpi TArAnH

NTTI OJOMTG N<)>OpHC NNHpn

MMMrTrH NKoyV nax2h NNHpn

5 MnXCON I'CDaXMNHC n2XMXKH

ri/ 01/ Mer/ r mik/ Te -(- erpA<}>H

eCDG A INA,°/ TPITHC -\-

-\- eNCDX CTOIX/

+ 3/ £pio cpO'.|3a[ji|j,(i)vo; ypa/

(i) Perhaps cf. npMNAAXB(X)e2AT, P. Alexandr., Sphinx X 2, where

the reading differs from mine. Kremer, Agypten II 108, gives El-Lewahet

as a markaz of Siut ; but I cannot find it. A village near Siut is now
named Nag' Labu.

(2) An unsliilled hand.
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"Give it to Apa Mine (Mena), from Apa Enoch, his father.

Be so kind and give 3 phores of wine and 15 small lahi of

wine jsl to my brother John, the ... . smith (i).

Makes (total), wine, large 3, small 15.

Written ist Thoth, 3rd Indiction.

Enoch (2), I consent.

Written by me, Phoebammon" (3).

172.

-P Txxc Mxnx MiNe zitTi

Anx eNCUX Api TArA.ni 1

epujAM recwprG nMxTT(jAM[OYA ti]

nATine ei nak -|- ujm[oym6]

5 N^OPHC NNHpTT Mn[MMTCriOOY]

[c]e NKoyi n[AA2H

]rjAq [

"Give it to Apa Mine (Mena), from Apa Enoch. Be so

kind, when George, the camelherd [of?] Patine (4), comes to

you, give 8 phores of wine and [12] small [lake of wine?] to

him [

173-

+ 6NCJDX- [

MHACON ea)M[AC

XGApi c|>a>B Mm [oy]

<j>OpOC rJHpn HNOAA

5 2H MnCA2 n6[

[.]cD2ei + Y'/ °'/ ?^P/ * '"'°/ '^ V- ^^^ *

]'v3/ V|3 ap/ +
-\- 6]NCDX

ct]oix/

(1) The same word is probably written (or printed) SAtlAKe, Baouit

II, p. 130. If AKH = AKeC, which sometimes = azi;, we may have here an

iron tool maker ; cf. 2AMKAA6, ZAMUje. The word in this sense, Berlin. Kopt.

Urk. no. 26 ^ 38 6KHC, Jnadon 592 AKGC (k.^Uo\ quid ?), Peyron 249 b.

AK6C, P. Lond. IV, l63l, col. 2, 10, AKeiC. (2) Unskilled hand.

(3) Scribe of 168 etc. (4) Or (omitting prefixed tl-) "ofTine"-

Neither word appears elsewhere as a place name, unless perhaps in 3o.
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"Enoch [it is writes] to my brother Thomas (i), (saying,)

Be so obliging (2) and give [a] phoros of wine and a lahi to

master Pe[ J (3)

Makes, wine, i phoros.

1st Indiction, month Thoth i, [. . .] 12th Indiction,

beginning (4).

Enoch (5), I consent."

174.

This papyrus, bought by Dr. F. W. Kelsey in 1920, is

assumed, on internal evidence, to be from Wadi Sarga ; though

the author, Cyrus, is not a person met with in other of our

documents (unless perhaps in 188).

+ neneicDT n6TC2Xi tjqtyupe

[lecNHy Nnxn' xeeic <Tto rjc-o

oyne nt6 ri[. . .] -^Aa cooyDe

Ayei TOOT ZAneExTi xornon

5 Ti nsBeriTi^rTJ tiAq xyoj ecu

zixcDoy THpoy ncoyCMNToy
npoc HTO neooyrje axTnxtye

ri20A0K/ jl Saffl Vy; i3^ (a -\- Y^wpyt/

-(- KHpi

"Our father (6) it is writes (to) his sons, the brethren,

regarding (?) the poll-tax (7), (saying,) Lo, (here are) 4 sacks

(1) Perhaps the oioizTjTrj; of 3j^,

(2) This phrase is used in 7/p. Cf Ryl. 36on.

(3) The 1st word in 1. 6 is presumably a place name. Perhaps no gap
before CD.

(4) apx^- (5) Unskilled hand.

(6) Thus the writer styles himself in 775, He is presumably the abbot.
Cf. S3.

(7) On «Spta(io; v. P. Lond. IV i338, Introd. and here 2^S. The n-
here prefixed is not clear in meaning, but can hardly be a simple genitive.
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of [ J
the sack-weaver (?) (i); they have been received by

me in respect of his poll-tax. So [sj give him his receipt and

see to them (2) all and let them be made at the rate of (3)

4 sacks to the half solidus. Month Phaophi 18, Indiction 11.

George. Cyrus" (4).

175-

Papyrus.

-)- n6NeicjD[T neTC2Xi

nXTA,IX[KOMIA

NHpn Nt9[

71/ otv 7.0/ a |j.'[

5 + A,XNIHA CTOIX/[

Probably an order to supply wine. The writer, presum-

ably Daniel the archimandrite (5), who in his own hand signs

below, calls himself "our father", just as a monk refers to him-

self as "I, my brother So-and-so". He addresses the brother

(in charge) of the Sianovia. (6)

Papyrus.

176.

M . . . [

nAptyiN BFpe -j- [

1

-)- eucDX ct[oix-/]

(i) Cf. Crum, Copic Manuscr. no. XXII. This 'meaning involves how-

ever CA2T- for CX2- (the T absorbed by following 6).

(2) 6iX> 21XN- as in Budge, Misc. 224, Ryl. 323, Miss. IV 534.

(3) /. e. let those made be at the rate of . . .

(4) In a diflFerent, clumsy hand, doubtless the author's, while George

is scribe. (5) Cf. 161.

(6) As in Saqqara no. 3i4. The use in CSCO 73, 44, 45, 98, etc. in-

dicates the place, not those on duty there.
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An order to supply "fresh lentils", or a receipt on their

delivery. Enoch, doubtless the oft recurring steward, signs in

his own, clumsy hand, as in 167 ff., 182 etc.

177.

-)- Tl lyOMTe N20TC NGtS

fire nMA MnoyAi xycD 6m

_ _ Al
neKffiMG wre nMX mhoy

_ - - "^
TAXy "Xy "TG TXKOyT"

5 TAXC rjxnx 2CDP

ziTrinxnrioyre

neKONOM/

"Give 3 hots{\) of of Pmampouli (2); and if you

do not find (any) of Pmampouli, give them (some) of Ta-

koutes (3). Give it to Apa Hor, from Papnoute, the steward."

178.

-(- Tl UJOMT6 Mc|>OFHC NHpn

FTtc necjDM • Mnpnc nxT

CGKCUT TAA.C NXnX ZCDp

2iTNnxyrjoyTe noiKOuo

Moyc -|-

"Give 3 phoros of wine of the southern vineyard to (?) the

potters. (4) Give it to Apa Hor, from Papnoute, the steward."

(1) Cf. 186 n. We must presumably read NriGT-. After 2 perhaps one

or two letters. But we remain in doubt as to tlie material in question.

(2) Perhaps the place in 3o3. A village Mimb&l, near Samalut, is a

possible equivalent. (3) V. 2/5 n.

(4) C6K.CDT, lit. "potter's place", his oven, or workshop, BM. 695, CO.

3o6, Is. XXX 14 (zEpajJ.ioii) ; its plur. Nl CIKCDTG, CeKXT6 perhaps in 3yj

here and (as place name) P. Lond. IV, p. XLVIII. The potter is nXTCBKCDT,
Wessely, Stud. IX, 145 ; its plur. MnXTCeKCDT, Zoega 505. In our text

perhaps read nriAT-, a better plur. than the preceding. It may be added that

Krall CLXXXII, CGXXIII has another, presumably related word GKOT for

potter (eKCDT in P. Lond. V 1674 vc).
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179.

+ Tl CMTe

N20TC Mil

pn NAnx

cepN6

5 AHA 2a)p

nxno

"Give 2 hots of wine to Apa Serne(i). (From) Apa H6r,
the

" w V y F

180.

+ Tl MnTCNOO[YC
MAMKpATa)[

ia)2AMNH[C

2ITMAn[A

"Give 12 [ J of unmixed (2) (wine) [to Apa] Jolin [.

. .
.J,

from Apa["

181.

-P TXAC NAnA MHMA
ziTHMAnA nAnNoyxe
nilKONOMOC Api

TArAHH epUfAN

S nAHA 1CD2ANHC

I NAK -^ oyxi

(i) Found thus BM. 688, Baouit I Ii3, P. Lond. V, 1748, Amelineau,

Geog. 12 11. {= "Aba Sirne"). Doubtless = Serenus, a name peculiar, in

Christian times, to Middle Egypt and reminiscent perhaps of the martyr named

with Isaac of Tiphre (TSBA. IX loi ; cf. Archiv II 3i8, BGU. Ill 954), and

a native of Tehneh (Hall, p. 1 32, the only Coptic mention so far of this place,

= either El-Hibeh or Akoris ; cf. Spiegelberg, Ag. Zeitschr. LIII i, 2). He is

invoked on an Oxyrhynchite amulet (P. Oxyrh. 1151).

(2) "Azp«To? is variously deformed in Coptic : AKpATCup (to which the

Virgin's breasts are compared) Bodl. g i ; ArJKpATCup Cairo medical pap., ed.

Chassinat, 1. 388; ArKpATCup Budge Misc. 10, Apoc. 46, Turaief Mater.

no. 9 ; AMKpATOn Comptes Rend. 18S7, 376, and AKpATllM in uo here.

Coplica. III. 10
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i'crso riHz MHnoYKoyi

Nxq oyxxT 2Mnxo

6IC

From Papnoute, writer of p8, ijj^ 178 and probably of

114, and recipient of gs, gj and perhaps g2, 186, i8j.

"Give it to Apa Mena, from Apa Papnoute, the steward.

Be so kind, when Papa John comes to you, give (him) a can (i)

[of] oil and a little meat. Farewell in the Lord."

182.

-f- cricDX neqcsxi' rjnA

con rGCDprc xgti

MMT npTOq r)20CM

MXMX MApeA -\- Eyp/

5 9«P1J- '« 'vS i|3/ -)-

+ GMCDX CTOIX/

"Enoch it is writes to my brother George, (saying,) Give

10 artabae of nitre to Ama (2) Martha.

Written nth Phamenoth, 12th Indiction.

Enoch, I consent (3)."

183.

-|- TAAC MnXCOM[

ami encux neH[icjDT

TAPAnn firTi [

[prjoq nBMNG tT[

5 J . . 6nM[

"Give it to my brother [ J, from Enoch, his [father.

Be so] kind and give [ J artabae of dates to [
"

(i) X.I is the name of a bronze vessel (?) in a Theban text Hall, Klio
XIII, 173 = Crum, ST. 439.

(2) Not necessarily a nun; sometimes a mere courtesy, e. g. Leontius
Neap,, Gelzer 22, also Peet, Cemet. Abydos III, 39.

(3) Tlie same unskilled hand as in 767 etc.
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184.

+
-P CTe<|>>vrje

neqcax'i u

nACON TCDCHcf)

3CeTI MHTe
NMXipe NKXM

]nxn

147

"Stephen it is writes to my brother Joseph (i), (saying,)

Give 10 bundles (2) of reeds [
"

185.

-)- \n\ CNCox

cqc2Ai Nnxnx

KOAee XGNnTn
FTu^Ape cXNoy ri

5 nAnx n[

T[

"Apa Enoch writes to papa Kolthe, (saying,) the

wine (3), set it to the account of papa P[ . . .
"

186.

+
Anx loycTG

nGTCZXT rinxn

'" nnoyTe xexey cooy
riMoixz noiK Mxn mno[y]

2OTC M26MX MMOYZOTC TJX

(1) Cf. perhaps 7/5.

(2) Besides Peyron's example, Ryl. 291. Cf. MHpe in Theban texts, CO.

180, 341 etc. Possibly the reeds were for use in a vineyard (c/. P. Oxy. XJV,

1 63 1, 9 n.), or for mat making.

(3) ujxpe appears to be the word in Krall XXIX, 4, where it can

hardly be "rent". Cf. perhaps Ryl. 20;, 210. The reading of the verb here is

uncertain.
t

10*
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ip HFi<|)Opec CMTG riepn n

nxicDT ncopoYTOM xytu

2CeY KMM6TH i\ic|)opec

riGMpTC NAM i^Y'" "f"' '^"

10 T rJil6CT6 N6pn MXT

x'rri GTOYSi

"Apa Justus [it] is writes to Papnoute, (saying,) Send us

6 (i) of bread and a |s| hots (2) of vinegar and a hots

of pickle and 2 phoros of sorouton (3) wine for my father (4).

And send us other 10 phoros of new wine. And add 10 xestes

of (5) wine to each one."

Invoices,

187.

-1- GNtuxne eicExT Mn>.coM

nxnNOYTe xeeic maetacg ncooyng

FTcoYo xitnooycoy mm< eapxT epe

[qT]ooY rTxoYtuT riproM mFTtioy aicDCDOY

5 M "a^/] ^^ 51/ apt/ 7CE Eyp/ [J.-n/

i]v8 I -f-

(i) M01X2 is a measure (or receptacle) for grain, BM. 1055, for straw

Ryl. 319. In Keall CCXLVII MOeiZ is among vessels, to judge by CXAO

next it (cf. P. Lond. !V, ]6l0, 41 CXpo). In BM. 1066 its use is obscure. It

is presumably the origin of (j.ouEi(ov?), Wessely, Stud. Ill, 280, and of the

earlier p-ojiov, Reil, Bcitrdge 44. One or other of these forms in P. Oxy. 1 46,

1734, P. Grenf. I, XI\', Peeisigke, SB. 1964. In these it appears as a hay or

fodder measure.

(2) V. CO. 348 n. An ostracon BP. 4949 shows its article fem. In 166,

ig8, it contains cheese, in 3.^ wine; therefore a jar or pot.

(3) This word is CCJDpOTOrj in i^i, CYPOYTCDtl in p2, CiptDTON in

Kra-LL CCXLIU (where it holds yXuzuv) and aipti)(Tov) in Eg. Expl. Fund's Re-

port 1904—5, 16 (= Pkeisigke, SB. i960). Except in the present instance and

in p2, it is clearly the vessel holding the wine or vinegar. Apparently unknown

otherwise unless cjsip/iTixo';, an epithet of oil, P. Oxy. 1070, be the same word.

(4) Cf. 92. Presumably the abbot. Possibly however genitive, instead of

dative, indicating a special quality of wine. Cf. 777, Ij8.

(5) "Un . . . wine"; but what the privative KT- qualifies is uncertain.
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"Enoch it is writes to my brother Papnoute, (saying,) Lo,
I have sent up (? down) 36 sacks of corn to you, mailing a
total of four score and five artabae : [makes sacks] 36, 85 ar-
tabae of corn. Written, month

[ j, loth Indiction."

188.

AMOK nxcon Kipe

nnczxT NnxcoN

CT6<|>>.N neKOIMOMOC

XeC 2MH MKXC FT

2Cip MNMXxq iTex
AA.OC

AA2T NNXIP AITNO

OYCOY NAK

[j.r]vo5 5- aOr)p ij3

"I, brother (i) Cyrus, it is write to my brother Stephen,

the steward (2), (saying,) Lo, 40 carats (3) of pickle and 3o pots

of pickle (4) have I sent you. Month of Athyr 12."

i8g.

+ ec xoyrxHTe tJcoYuc

Ncoyo AiTiMOYCOY Nerrj

r\j B\W KA. INA./ ir c|>XM .

Hcxixc CToi -f- nrenffA.

5 MoyA NcyNnxpec

"Lo, 24 sacks of corn have I sent you. Makes (total),

bags .24 (5). i3th Indiction, [. . .j Pham[enoth.J Esaias, I con-

sent. By (?) the camels of Shenpares (6) (?)."

(1) Lit. "my brother". For Cyrus v. perhaps IJ^.

(2) This steward recurs in 8g, 3j6.

(3) I cannot find this coin used elsewhere as a measure.

(4) Perhaps riAXnC MXIP- Cf. XIPAX'^, in a list of victuals in a Theban

ostracon, BP. 402.

(5) (JOOyMG and SAAAIC thus appear to be identical quantities.

(6) This sentence, added by a different hand and apparently complete, is

difficult. The preposition riTtl- is improbable and the last word might be "of

(the) sons of Pares", wherewith one might compare the place-name in 225.
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igo.

-f KX 61C UjG ZMG (J9M0[YN]

tjeproq coyo xTrMoCycoy]

IMXK 2lfNN6CNHy [

nerpG + n/ fm[h

(space)

5 -)- exAA/ aH

"21(1). Lo, 148 artabae of corn have I sent you, by the

brother [ and] Peter. Total (2), makes artabae i4[8].

68 bags (3)."

191.

+
eiC MHT

^I'lc Neproq

NCIM CyXTNO

ymine mnmmt

5 •^I'lC M6FTOM Nl

CUT cyxTNome

cnre AiTNoycoy

epHC -(- sypipa

"Lo, 19 artabae of fodder, less i oipe, and 19 artabae

of barley, less 2 oipe, have I sent southward. Written loth of

Mesore, 6th Indiction."

192.

na)6[

2CToye [...].. 6

Aycu exTXMiiwe ncooyHe

xiTNOoycoy nak 21

5 TOM Nia>2XnHC Mxri

NSAMOyA TAG Nxnx

NX2FOy nGIKCDMOMOC

2IT6N1<D2ANHC

(i) KA remains to be explained. Possibly a numeral, showing this to be

the 2 1 St invoice sent; or perhaps the day of the month.

(2) 0, though made like an ordinary e, is probably the symbol for opu.

(3) Do the 68 bags contain the corn sent?
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"-
. .] |3| and lo (?) (i), I have sent you 28 sacks (2) by John,

the camelherd. Give it (3) to Apa Nahrow, the steward, from

John."

193-

-P XOIAK K6

8/ TepHM/ MN

iMeqcNHY 21T0

OTH NAOYKAC

5 01/ mik/ pqn mO/

KOAAOYeOC
erpA^j'/ +

"Choiak 25th (?). From Jeremias and his brethren (4),

through Luke (5): wine, small. ig8 and no more.

CoUuthus wrote it."

194.

The character of the following ostraca is not so certain

as that of the preceding, owing to their brevity. They may con-

ceivably be receipts without a date; but it seems unlikely that

receipts, except by an accident, would be issued without a date,

and on the whole it is most probable that they were notes of

the destination and, in most cases, nature and amount, of con-

signments, sent with them as a check on full delivery.

-P TKGMXN :

2TNAOYKAC

nMANCAMOYA

MNKA/ : M :

(i) Reading ecxoYTcyniirje.

(2) Contains fodder, onions or corn in these texts; most often tlie last.

(3) TAG thus in 106. Perhaps by the same scribe.

(4) This phrase is used on stelae (3{). 3o etc.) for Thomas, founder of

our monastery, and his group (v. Introduction, p. 7). Should it here be taken

to refer to another community, possibly that near Antinoe, Krall LXXXVI ?

(5) Cf. 24s ft-.
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"Tkeman(i), through Luke the camelherd, with 40 camels."

195-

This ostracon is probably complete, but the ink on the

left side is so faint as to be illegible. It is therefore not cer-

tain that it is an invoice and not (e. g.) a receipt, beginning

with a date, but it is placed here because it mentions the

same place as ip^.

. ]TKeMAM

:

. ] AH :

[a/ nA]Hce kxmaa/

I. TKeMAN : there can be little doubt that the place is

Tkeman, but the last letter but one looks more like o than

X, and o may have been (incorrectly) written.

3. nx]nc6: see 32o—32^.

196.

The ostraca ip6—ipp all begin with the name of Apa

Elias. He may be either the consignee or the camel-driver,

perhaps more probably the former; but see 200 and 201.

APIA 2HAIXC

OprON 2XACDM . Tg

ACKAACUne 2AACDM :
"g

:

(i) Presumably the Tkemen of CSCO. 43, 150 and Crum, Copt. MSS.

p. 78 (a Fayyumic text). This seems to be near Heracleopolis. It looks unlike a

native name and we may perhaps identify it with A.eKIMMlll, near Bilgai

(Rossi, Nuovo Cod. 87, cf. Synax., 25th Tiibah) and this possibly with

"Tiihmun"', leg. Tagamiin (Synax., loth Baiinah), remembering that our name

is in 255 written Tgeman. The village near Tkemen, Phwoh enniamew, suggests

(translated) Barut al-Baqqar, opposite Beni Suef, though phonetically it resembles

the neighbouring Bahnamuh.
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Apa Elias. 16 orgon (i) of cheese, 6 askalone (2) of

197.

XnX 2HAIXC :

KOAXee 2^ACDM : H

Mip eMMHZ : A. :

"Apa Elias, 8 kolathe of cheese, 4 baskets (3) full.'

198.

AHA 2HAIXC

2XACJDM ACKAAtDtie

OprON : H : Ig

OYNOS N20TC 2AA<DM

"Apa Elias. Cheese, 16 askalone, 8 orgon, a large hots of

cheese."

199.

AnA 2HAl/

01/ Mer/ : H :

"Apa Elias. Wine, 90 large measures."

(i) In Budge, Apoc. 97, 99 oprANON is clearly a vessel holding water

and corresponds to AAKON in the Boh. of this text {MIE. II, 400). Similarly

in Budge, Misc. 387 aakcdn = oprANOn in the Boh., KOY<|>ON in Sa.

parallel texts (v. BM. 305). In CSCO. 43, 178 it is a vessel (or machine?) into

which a martyr is to be cast, before burning. I assume that this and oprotl
are identical, since the latter is used equally for containing victuals: lentils and

cheese RE. 46, olives Bodl. Copt, b 9, pickle P. Lond, IV, i63i, c. 5. In Hall

p. 129 cuprCDn appears in a list of wine vessels. In a Theban pap. (Tu-

EAIEFF in Mem. Russian Archeol. Soc. XVIII, 026) oprON is found in an

unilUiminating context.

(2) In /p5 and 203 this holds cheese, in 35/, 275 perhaps wine (c/.

Leontius, Gelzer, p. 37). Other instances, BM. 1044 n. Note that ACKOAOtJH
in the Scalae is translated ^ks:"-^ "cloth or napkin, wherein things are laid or

wrapt" (so H. Almkvist, Kleine Beitrdge 285, though Kircher, p. 119 has

it for "face veil").

(3) The use of this in 2J^ shows that the Bip normally contained the

same article, presumably (as often elsewhere) bread.
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200.

As Mathias and Hor are both known as camel-drivers, it

seems likely that they are the persons named here, the con-

signee not being mentioned; cf. too 201, where the camel-driver

is named at the beginning. In ig6— igg, on the contrary, Apa

Elias, not known elsewhere as a camel-driver, is perhaps more

likely to be the consignee. The ostracon is a palimpsest, traces

(two lines) of an earlier text, written before this piece of pot

was broken off, being visible at the top.

-|- MXeiXC s CDpoc

<|)0IMIK/ Q2s.\KJ AE

"Mathias and Horus. Dates, 32 thallia."

201.

+ eYc[Txeioc?]

kxma[a/]

CITOY Ap[TAEa)]

n eiKoci[

"Eustathius (?j, camel-driver. Wheat, 20 artabas."

4f. AF[TXEa>]|n: the division is not, in the case of these

ostraca, a fatal objection to the reading, but it is of course
possible that we ought to read neiKoci, part of a place-name;
qu. Er/.ocTCiviapoJpwv ?

202.

+ K

AFAK6 riitii

III

APXK6 = apx/.oc, "arak" (as in BM. 11 32, Fayyumic ^pxKi,
Krall CCXXVII, or arxka, Crum, Copt. MSS., p. 78).

Of thrice repeated iii I can make nothing.
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203.

ACKXACDMe

2AAU)M : IB ;

"12 askalone of cheese."

204.

CNAY OY<yoc

MUAMoyA nco

OyO TCD2XNHC

"2 and a half camels (loads) (i) of corn. John."

Receipts.

The receipts, to which class the great majority of the

Greek ostraca belong, fall, for the most part, into certain clearly

marked types, and they have been arranged accordingly. The
first receipt of each type is furnished with an introduction deal-

ing with all the documents of its class. The measures which
occur are discussed not in the notes to the individual receipts

but in the section of the general inttoduction devoted to the

metrology of these ostraca. As the receipts are so uniform in

type it seems useless to give translations of all, and only a few

are translated to serve as specimens of the various classes.

205.

First are placed those receipts which begin with a date.

The majority of these [218—33gi) are arranged on the plan

:

Date; place-name; amount of wine; name of camel-driver without

o(ia); no signature by the clerk. This class is dealt with in the

introduction to 2i3. But first are placed some receipts which

begin indeed with a date but in other respects follow a different

arrangement. Nos. 205—208 show the scheme: Date; number

of ()a'/JJ.a and amount of corn in artabas; 5(ia) with a personal

(1) V. Introduction, § IV Metrology.
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name; signature of the clerk issuing the receipt. These offer no

difficulty, except as regards the question as to the purpose of

the receipt, which is more conveniently dealt with in connexion

with the section 2i3—33g below, and the meaning of ()auJ.a..

The figures following this word show that it is here used as

a measure (see the general introduction); but it is curious that

no article is specified. An analogy is furnished by some of the

ostraca (already referred to in a previous section) published by

Grenfell and Hunt in the Archaelogical Report of the Eg.

Expl. Fund for 1905— 6 and 1906— 7 and now included in

Preisigke's Saminelbuch, viz. SB. 1966, 9/ ^ («?"•) '«; 1967,

6//.p(ap-.) ve; 1968, OaX'^a
( ) iS [so edd., but probably 6aA(/a'a) •<;

!ji(T. apt.) <.l or 0aA(/a'a) -q d{',.) ap(T.) is to be read]; 1978, SaA-

(^kiix) t£ (ap-.) A. In 3o6 and 3i6 GaAAiov occurs as a measure of

dates, in 36j of barley, and in 3yo of vegetable seed ; it is

nowhere used as a measure of wine. As cTto; in Byzantine times

was regularly used as "wheat", not as "corn"' in general, and
OaAAi'iv once occurs as a measure of barley, it is possible that

barley is to be understood here. There are however some ob-

jections to this.

In the first place, since wheat was far the commoner crop
it is strange that barley, not it, should be the one to be un-
named; one would expect the more usual produce, if either, to

be understood, the less usual to be named. Secondly, since bar-
ley was regularly reckoned by artabas, there seems no reason
why it should here be reckoned by eocAXia, wheat, as usual,
by artabas. In the third place it is significant that in all cases
(except 36o; see the introduction there) the number of artabas
is just double that of ecX/aa. This is not, indeed, the case with
Grenfell and Hunt's ostraca. In 1978, 15 SaAAta are half the
number of artabas (3o); but in the other cases the proportion
is different. In 1966 the figures are '(, and r.:; and here we may
suspect that la is really to be read cS, which gives the required
ratio, 7 : 14. In 1967 a|3 and v£, and in 1968 6a"A7j(:t( ) iS, are
less tractable. It is perhaps possible that in 1967 ve may be a
misreading, though it seems hardly likely that ?S, the double
of "Ag, could be read as ve; nor do r, and iS, the reading sug-
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gested above for 1968, lend themselves easily to correction

(ti : cc or 'C : ;5). Nevertheless the evidence of the present collec-

tion and the fact that one and very likely two of the Arch.

Report ostraca show the sarrie ratio make it at least possible

that a revision of the others also might reveal it; and in any

case it is not unlikely that OaAAtov in the Wadi Sarga receipts

(with the possible exception of 56o)(i) is to be taken as simply

an alternative way of expressing the amount stated in artabas;

i. e. that a 6aAAisv was 2 artabas. It is strange that it here

comes first and that c((':gu) is placed with (apToc^ac), not with

it; but the combination oi ap'' or cl|V was so common that

it may have become well-nigh inseparable, the clerks writing it

without any consciousness of the gI-zu.

The receipts 20^—208, which, as has been said, show the

same arrangement, were all issued bv a clerk named Horus.

Only in 20$ is the person whose name follows s(ia) described

as a camel-driver; in 206 we have an apxtau[A[Aa/o;, and in the

other two cases there is no description; but it can hardly be

doubted that in each case S(ia) indicates the person who brought

the consignment.

-)-/ Mecop/ le

eXAA/ AH ci|o 05

A./ UCDte KCUCTAMTING

KAMAa/ MSPCBM C6BHTM

5 -\- CDPOC CTOIXH

"Mesore 19. 38 thallia, 76 artabas of wheat by Nohe son

of Constantine, camel-driver of the men of Sebetef (?). Horus

:

correct."

3. NCD26 : the n, though doubtful, is probable.

4. nepcuM cgbhth: Coptic; see translation. The name could

equally well be read cesuT^, but that seems an impossible

name.

(l) See however 187 and igo. In igo, 68 thallia correspond with 148

artabas; in iSj, 36 Ithallial correspond with 85 artabas. Even at Wadi Sarga,

therefore, the rule, if rule it is, does not hold good throughout.
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206.

-P/ M6COp/ K6

Q\A\I MH

Cl|~piC A./ MXKXp/

AXpiCYMX'XOC

5 -P CDPOC CTOIX/

"Mesore 25. 58 thallia, 116 artabas of wheat, by Maca-

rius, chief courier. Horus: correct."

4. xxpicyMAXQc: sic. Cf. 11 1.

207.

-)-/ MGCOp/ K?

oaaa/ M

CIpn A./ GMCDX

nKoyp + cupoc

5 CTOixe Moy

"Mesore 26. 40 thallia, 80 artabas of wheat, by Enoch

the deaf man. Horus : correct."

4. nKoyp : Koyp occurs once or twice in late Sa'idic texts,

e. g. BIF. XIV, 114.

5. CTOixG Moy: quite possibly the characters which follow

CTOIX are merely flourishes. This is rather supported by 208, 5;

see note there.

208.

+ / MGCOp/

K2 QXAA/ M

ci|o n A./ nA

CON lepuMixc

' 5 + cupoc CTOIX . .

"Mesore 27. 40 thallia, 80 artabas of wheat, by brother

Jeremias. Horus : correct."

5. CTOIX is probably followed by nothing more than

flourishes.
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2og.

This receipt is for wine, but its arrangement agrees with

that of the preceding ones. The clerk is mino, who occurs also

in the series 5^5

—

854, all in the same hand as the present

receipt. The name is naturally taken as a miswriting of Manas,

though this seems difficult to reconcile with the fact that in 845,

346, 352 and 3^3 the name Menas, correctly spelled, also occurs,

which suggests the form Minus (Mtvoc) for this name; but no

such name seems to occur elsewhere, and cf. i6j, 2, Minx, and

1^2, I, Mirjc, as compared with 181, i, mmna.

-|- ecDG

enxr/ r a <]>/

A./ ia)CH(|)/ kxmxa/

01/ MCr/ eXIIKOMTA

5 OKTCD n/ 01/ Mer/ 5h m/

A./ MiMo" erpx/

"Thoth, 3rd intercalary day, ist convoy, by Joseph, camel-

driver: wine, sixty-eight large measures= wine, 68 large, only.

Written by Menas."

210.

This receipt is for s'i'oiJ.a (boiled wine) and is issued by

.Phibius. In other respects it agrees with the foregoing.

+ M6COFH // Kr[//]

OMOI/ A./ ICDAriNp']

Y^j'MMXT <|>Op/ KA.

KXA./ M?

5 -h A./ GMoY <]>IBIOY

erp/ +

"Mesore 23. Ditto, by John, boiled wine, 24 phorai, 96

jars. Written by me Phibius."

I. Though the edge of the pot is broken immediately after

Kr, it is unlikely that anything is lost except the two strokes
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following the numeral. Hence the cij.o((a);) of 1. 2 cannot refer

to anything preceding (1. i, though near the top edge of the

ostracon, was probably the first line) and was presumably inserted

mechanically by a clerk accustomed to writing omoi/ in his day-

book. So too in 1. 2 nothing beyond the m is likely to be lost.

3. Yi''""^^^- the T is very doubtful, but there can be little

question that kirfiij-a-oq is meant. For this see index to P. Lond.

IV, where it is very common.

4. KXA./ M5 : perhaps y.aoci; q?, "in 96 jars"? y.aSo; does

not elsewhere occur as a definite measure, and cf. 126, where

various amounts of wine are perhaps noted as taken from num-

bered y.aSoi.

211.

The two following receipts are both issued by a clerk

named CoUuthus. They agree in arrangement with the fore-

going except that the date is followed by the name of the estate

or settlement from which the wine came and that they specify

the (iopd.

-P ecoe Iff 01/ exAAOY
A. <|>OYP/ A./ XeAMACG

KAm/ 01/ KNIA./ piG

6KATON A.eKAne

5 MT6 KOAAOYeOC
erp*'/ + omoi/ kam/ en

01/ KfJIA./ KA. • eiKO

CI TGCCepA +

"Thoth 16, wine from Thallou, 4th convoy, by Athana-
sius, camel-driver: wine, 115 = one hundred and fifteen cnidia.

Written by Colluthus. Similarly, one camel-load, wine, 24 =
twenty-four cnidia.

I. OAAAOY: in 212 a place-name occurs in this position, and
QaWou is frequently found {e. g., in 216 and 21 y) in a position

implying that it is the name of a village or an estate; otherwise
we might take c"(vsu) Osc'aaoO as = "a present" {i. e., a "custo-
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1

mary payment") "of wine". For estates named in this way,
after common nouns, see index ^(b) to P. Lond. IV, e. g., '\|j.-

^tsXsupvou, Baoswc, Aayaiu; and in the present volume ipvavsv

A[j.r.iks\j in 855 and 856. But 212, 4. is a difficulty; see note there.

GaXAsO occurs as a place-name in Krall 242, 23, Ryl. 256, 3. Cf.

also P. Flor. I 50, 17, 60, 84 (a -/.wij,-^ ; Hermopolite nome),

Wessely Stiidien, X, no. 2o3, 3 (/.ojpiov; Heracleopolite nome);
190', 3 (Hermopolite nome). There is a Tallah now, opposite

Minyah, also a Tala N. W. of Feshn.

2. A. is much more likely than a, and if it is correct this

is an exception to the rule that 3 is the highest number of

sopai in these ostraca (see introduction to 121). Cf. 3ss, 4; 368, 2.

6. kxm/ : no doubt (in view of the h) = /.Oi\i:r^/M-t ; cf. 3yo, 5

and note, and see General Introduction, § Metrology.

212.

-P AGYP 9' KCUM

nxeBicuoY

A./ Mxeixc s nKOY
e/ s. tl^oyp/ 01/ Mer/

5 M M°/ reccepxK/

KOAAoye/ erpx'^l'/

"Hathyr 6, village of PlebiQw, by Mathias and Pkou. Thal-

lou (?), I St convoy : wine, 40 large measures only = forty. Writ-

ten by CoUuthus."

2. nAGBicDoy : Plebiow recurs in P. Alex. XIII [Sphinx X 4,

collated), a thoroughly Fayyiimic text; also at Bawit (Cledat,

Baouit, II 3o) and as nAGBCDoy [ib. I i37). In the first of these

Feshn is mentioned, seemingly as further South.

4. e' : e/ naturally suggests OaAAou or (iaX'/da. The second

is unlikely, as OaA/Ja do not elsewhere occur along with de-

liveries of wine, and only, when unaccompanied by the name

of an article (except in 260), in conjunction with an amount

of wheat; moreover OaX/aa would hardly be placed before the

Coptica in. II
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specification of the ©opa. Hence Ocxaaiu is the probable extension,

and the fact that a place-name has already been given suggests

that the word is here a common noun and means "present",

"customary payment," as suggested in the note on 211, i. But

Plebiow is a village, not an estate, and 0aXAsu may well have

been an estate situated there; or the meaning may be "of Thal-

lou", referring to the two carriers. Hence there is no need to

adopt the alternative explanation.

213.

The great majority of the receipts belong to the series

beginning with the present one. With a few unimportant indi-

vidual variations all these receipts follow a uniform scheme,

which is as follows: Date; place-name; amount of wine ; name

of camel-driver, without S(ia). In a few cases the name of the

camel-driver has been omitted ; fairly often consignments are

noted from more than one place, and occasionally a second

payment is inserted, no doubt by an afterthought, after the

name of the camel-driver. These receipts are here arranged

according to the names of the camel-drivers, and, in each section,

by the nam,es of the towns or villages; at the end are given

those in which the name of the camel-driver is not inserted or

has been lost.

As the type is so uniform, the interest of most of these

receipts lies mainly in the place-names and the measures used.

There is however a general problem to be settled in regard to

them. To whom and by whom were they given, and what is

their purpose? The only personal name which occurs in each

is that of the camel-driver; did he issue the receipt, or was he

the recipient? And, in the latter case, where was the receipt

given him?

That the camel-drivers whose names occur on these receipts

were not the persons who issued them is proved conclusively

by the hands, which do not vary with the camel-drivers. The
great majority of the receipts are in a single hand; nor do the

other hands which occur correspond with the occurrences of
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any one camel-driver. Clearly, then, the camel-driver is merely
the carrier of the wine; the receipts were issued by a clerk who
did not sign his name.

We may conclude that the receipts were given to the
camel-driver either when he received the wine for conveyance
or when he delivered it at its destination; in the first case these
ostraca are of course not to be regarded as receipts at all but
a sort of way-bill or tally, which he delivered up to the reci-

pients of the wine as a check on proper delivery. In favour
of this hypothesis is the fact that the ostraca were all found
on a single site, whereas we might expect the camel-drivers to

come from various places; indeed some of them are described

as "of so-and-so" (e. g., 205, 4). But the hands again seem a

conclusive objection ; for on this theory we should have to sup-

pose that the ostraca were written in many different places and
therefore by different clerks, whereas only a very few hands
are found in them, whose occurrences do not correspond with

the occurrences of any particular place-name. Hence it seems

clear that the ostraca are receipts given to the camel-drivers on

delivery of the wine. From this two conclusions follow : first,

as the ostraca were all found at Wadi Sarga, the camel-drivers

must have lived there, at least part of their time, and second,

it seems probable that the receipts were meant for the camel-

drivers only, to clear them of responsibility for the wine, not

for the consignors. Receipts to the latter would hardly have been

found at Wadi Sarga; and moreover they would almost cer-

tainly bear the names of the consignor and of the recipient

or his representative.

The case may, however, be different with the preceding

ostraca. 205—208 are not only all issued by the same clerk

but they have no place-name. It seems quite likely therefore

that they are in the nature of a way-bill, given to the camel-

driver with the wine and handed over by him on making de-

livery; and 2og—212 may be of the same class.

First are placed the receipts issued to Hor.
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-(- nxone a :

TXKoyoYTC •

01/ Mer/ : A : MIK/ A

MM2XT6 :

01/ M6r/ : 2

Mea : a*.k/ a

2U)p KAMAA/

"Phaophi I. Takwutes : wine, 3o large measures, i small.

Nemhate: wine, 7 large; oil, i lakkon. Hor, camel-driver."

2. TAKoyoYTC ; the forms which occur are the foregoing

(four times), TAKoyTC (twice), and txkoythc (twice). There-

fore it = Takwutes or Takoutes ; the termination (as in Tjites)

not representing x (ts). Ta/.j-:[,u.° in P. Lond. IV 14.60, 150 seems

scarcely worth comparing here, and the place remains to be

identified.

4. nM2AT(3 : this occurs in Hyvernat's Actes 287 as m6M2x-|-.

Our text supports Hyvernat's reading (cf. Amelineau, Geogr.

2740.). Presumably in the Heracleopolite neighbourhood, since

of the other places named with it, leblil is near Bana, Naui in

the Heracl. nome and Shbenti (Eshment) not much farther north.

214.

^ nAone a :

TAKoyoyTC
01, M6r/ : All

2U)p kamaa/

215.

-P ecue : KA :

TXITC

Oi/ M6r/ • A^ :

2a)p KA

5 MAA/

2. Txifc: not found elsewhere.
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216.

-P ecue : Kx

TXITC

01/ M6r/ : Z :

acup kxmxa/

r AA.KOM : A. :

exAAOY •

MIK/ : X

"Thoth 21. Tjites : wine, 4 large measures. Hor, camel-

driver. 4 lakka. Thallou : i small measure.''

5. AAKorj : A. : it is to be noticed that the number is the

same as in 1. 3 ; and in 1. 7 the wine from Thallou is measured

by the [j.apiv. This may suggest that here aakoii = iJ-i'(y; not

j^.iy.pov as in i6y, where see the note. See the metrological sec-

tion of the introduction.

217.

^ ecDe : Kr :

exAAoy •

01/ M6r/ ; KA. :

2a)p KXMAA/

3 MIK/ Me

218.

-P eiue : K6 :

TA2POYX :

01/ M6r/ : fJH

zwp kamaa/

2. TAapoyx: this name occurs in Ryl. 325, 5. Cf. (?) Dah-

rut, opposite Sharona; also Tap;09i? (P. Oxy. 998, Wessely Stud.,

X, no. 3g, 8); but cf. TxpoYxecjuc in 254. A name similarly

formed is Tapouds^T (P. Oxy., /. c.)
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2ig.

eCDG • KB •

TCYNZtUp

01/ Mer/ • AB

2CDP KAM^a/

2. Sanhur is the name of several places, one in the NA\'.

of the Fayyum; vet that, though distant from most of the

places named, mav be ours : Tiloj and Hnes are not much
less distant.

220.

-P etue : KA. :

TcyfjacDp • MGr/ -. h ;

01/ mik/ . rjA •

2CDP KAMAA/

221.

-P <l)AU><j>l : 16 :

TCYN2a>p

01/ mik/ : 02

acup KAMAA

3. oz : z corr. from c.

222.

-P ecue : K : TO\2(X)

01/ M6r/ : 5Z :

2CDp KAMAA/

I. TOY2CD : see i33, 3 note.

223.

4^ OtDO : K •

TOY2CD

01/ M6r/ Ig

2(1>\> KAMAA/
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224.

-P ecjDG : le ;

TMoynciM

01/ : M6r/ • A :

2a)p KXM
5 *.A/

2. TMO\-t)ciM : not found elsewhere; = "Grass Island'
1

225.

In this and the following receipts the camel-driver is

named John. It is however doubtful whether the same person

is concerned throughout. In 22J the name is iGjaAMriHC koy'i

("John the younger"), in 228 iCDaxNMC hoc ("John the elder"),

and we also have a John nepx iS^i) or xno nepo (Sj^), a John

no . . 6XC {3jo), and a John nxpooy {121, 2; 122, 18; 385).

These may conceivably all be the same, but the name was a

very common one, and it is more likely that there were several

camel-drivers called John.

-P ecue : KB •

TCYfJ2tup

01/ Mer/ • Kz

iU)2*.NNHC

5 kamxa/

226.

-P ecDB : KB :

TCYN2CJDP

01/ Mer/ : AB

ia)2XNHC

kxmaa/
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227.

-P (|>XG}<j)l : IG

TCY'JZCJDP '

01/ mik/ : n ^
itozxriNHC KoyT

3. n : apparently a corr.

228.

-|J <|>ACJU)e|)l : IC; :

TCY'izcup 01/ M6r/ Ka:

TCD2ANHC NOG KAMXa/

Ke mik/ : ie :

2. k5 : 2 corr., probably from e.

4. KG : = /.ai? or perhaps more likely the Coptic kg,

"other". Cf. 2p4, 4.

229.

-P OCDG : IB •

TMOYNCIM

01/ M6r/ • S.A.

TCDZAIJNHC

5 KXMi^A/

MIK/ : >k :

230.

-P ecDe : 16 :

TMoynciM •

01/ : Mer/ : AH

|a)2XNr\IHC KX

mxa/
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231.

-V- GCUO : 111 : TOY2tU

01/ M6r/ : A :

Ta)2ANNIIC KAMXA/

232.

This receipt is probably complete, as nothing more is

required at the beginning; but 1. i is close to the upper edge

of the potsherd, and something may therefore be lost.

nAone ?

TCJDOy . MCrj H :

ICD2ANHC KAMAA/

2. tcuoy: TQw occurs twice in these ostraca and twice

in Krall (CXXXVII, CCXXXII), both times as in the Hera-

cleopolite nome. Presumably Wessely Studien, X, no. 44, 7

(Heracl. nome) is another instance of the same place as in Krall;

but in P. Lips, gg, ig; P. Ryl. (Gr.) 11 gg, 2 we have Tooi in

the Hermopolite nome, while in P. Oxy. 1746 the /.u[j,r; Tooi is

placed in that of Aphroditopolis. The Tsou of P. Oxy. VII 1068,

17 cannot be localized; Hunt refers for the Hermopolite nome

to BGU. 8g2, P. Lips, gg, ig, but as there is mention of the

Arsinoite nome the Heracleopolite Twoj is perhaps equally likely.

233-

ecue e TKenAM

Msr/ : KA • mik/ ae .

|a)2ANNHC KAMAA/

nAHpoy : <|jOYhy '

5 M6r/ : KH :

"Thoth g. Tkeman: 21 large, 6g small measures. John,

camel-driver; complete. Phoueu : 28 large."

1. TKeMArj : see ig^, i note.

2. KA : A is a correction.
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4. nAnpoy : probably for -/.Yipr,;, as an afterthought; it does

not seem likely to be a place-name ('"camel-driver from Plerou");

cf. 255, 3.

<|JOY•H^| : possiblv the same as the <Pr,0 of P. Lond. \ 1866

(Hermopolite nome), where the correct reading is <i>'ifi (see

Aegjytus III 100).

234-

GtDG W
(|>OYHY :

Mer/ • rjA. :

ltU2Arjl\IHC

? kxm^a/

235-

-P AOtOp K2 O . TATH

01/ MIK/ • -j.

niOM : Mer/ #.?

MIK/

'r Ta)2ANHC KXMX/

I. o TATH: smudged and hardly legible, o is verv un-

certain; e is possible. The name is not riMaAre {2i3) nor 26ah-

2GAH (23y).

3. niOM cf. 56, 6 note. Considering some of the other

localities whence wine comes, it seems likely that this is Medinet
el-Fayyum.

4. No figure has been inserted.

236.

-?- xoiXK r niOM

01/ MIK/ CM

riM-2ATe : K0 •

ICD2AnnC KAMA'

3. iiM'2ATe: cf. 2i3, 4 notc.
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237-

4i <|)2ka)(|)i : Jb

26AI-l2eAH

01, mik/ nn :

ACKXACDN6 : iT

5 ia)2ArJHC KAMA/

2. aeAHzeAii : cf. 'AAiAat; (Heracleopolite nome), P. Hib. I,

p. 8, or T2eA26Aei, P. Lond. IV 1419, 1241, 1243, 1259; but
neither is very likely.

238.

I- ecDe ; KH •

nASRICDOY

01/ Mer/ : Mil •

I'CUJAMriHC kamxa/

2. nAGEiu)OY' cf. 212, 2 note.

239-

-^ nAone z

TICYMOyAOT

01/ Mer/ ; I'

ItDZANHC KAMA/

2. TicyMoyAOT : this (an abnormal form) rather than

ncyMOYAOT, seems to be the reading; and cf. 3io and 323.

No doubt Samalut, 15 miles N. of Minyah. On a stele tcsmoyaot
(Tdraieff Christ. Yost. I 48). Cf. P. Lips. 99, 16, Wessely Stud.

Ill, no. 3oo, '^o\i.o'kS) (Hermopolite nome). V. also the note on

the Cosmas-Damianus fresco, in the Introduction, p. i3.

240.

^ ecue lA eAAA/

01/ M6r/ ng

mik'

space

VCUANMHC KAM[AA/]

3. mik/ : no number has been inserted.
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241.

-1^ eiue : 111 :

eXAAOy :

01/ M6r/ • All :

ICU2AlirillC :

5 kxmaa/

242.

-|2 GCUe : III :

GAAAOy

01/ m6k/ n .

|a)2Xr4WC KAMXA

3. mgk/: so written; 1. i/iy.(pa).

243-

-P ecue : Kr

eAAAoy

01/ MIK/ : PAB

Ta)2AnNHC KAMAA/

2 A letter has possibly been deleted after oxaao\- :

244.

-P XOIXK : X

01/ MIK/ Tn

kxm/
icjl)2xi1hc

245-

The next section consists of receipts addressed to Luke,

who in 2^8 and 2^9 is described as AoyKXc nMXiieXMOYA/ (or

moa/).

-P ecue • KM

KoyAiiY

01/ M6r/ AH :

AOyKXC KXMXA
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2. This recalls the Hermopolite village liaYvou/.ssto'j (pro-

bably nominative, P. Oxy. 998, 1147 etc.), the first part of which,

llayva, enters into other names thereabouts [ib. 899 etc.) Cf. per-

haps El-Kulei'a, near Feshn. Nazlet Kuleib, near Beirut, seems

too far south. It may be here noted that the martyr, Epime,

whose Acta give us the Coptic form, Pankoleus, was really

named Epimachos; cf. P. Lond. Ill p. 279 'Emjj.ays; xa'; Axq/a.

246.

P ecUG : KB : KOYAIiy

01/ Mer/ : iX: —
riMZXTG : MP :

AOyKAC KXMXA/

247.

-P OtDG : KG :

nM2XTG 01/ M6r7 : I :

TA.KOYTC : 01/ M6r/ KH •

AOyKXC kamaa/

I. kg: the cross-stroke of e has been omitted, so that the

letter looks like o.

2—3. These places occur together in 2i3 also.

248.

-P etDQ niAMA./

TMOYfCM : MGK/ . n

AoyKXC nMAncAMoyA

I. mXNA./: or NIX riA./; cf. 288, i, where the word precedes

Toy2CD, and 2p3, i, where it goes with TMoyNCiM. This suggests

(as it is no necessary part of the names) that in all cases it may

stand for riiAMA.pec, "the men of" (or riiAriA-FiCMOC ?
) ; but this

combination of Greek and Coptic would be a very strange one.

In ly^ however the same abbreviation appears to = dvsp!(;t/,o;.
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249.

-P ecoe : ie :

TMOYMCIM •

01/ : MCr/ [[KA.]]

KA.

5 AOYKXC
nMAncx

MOA

3. KA.: not KA, apparently. It is therefore not clear why

the clerk deleted it; but perhaps he accidentally repeated the

number and discovered his mistake later.

6 f. (JXMOA : sic.

250.

P ecue I?

TMOYflClM

ot/ Merj AK :

AOyKAC

5 KAMAA/

I. 15: ? is a corr., probably from r.

251-

eCUG : IZ TMOYMCIM

01 mik/ 7

aoykac kamaa'

252.

ecue : r —
TKGMArJ

M6r/ M?

AOYKAC nKA

MAAITHC

3. Mg-
:

apparently in different ink from the rest, and pro-

bably added later; there does not seem to have been a deletion.
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253-

ecue : A. : TI-GMXn •

M6r/ : MH :

[[mAK]] AOyKXC nKXMXA/

3. MAK : for Macarius see 261— ijS.

254-

This differs slightly in arrangement from the usual type.

The name of the camel-driver comes immediately after the date

and is accompanied by S(ia), while the place-name is inserted

at the end. The different arrangement may be due simply to

the difference of clerk ; the hand is not the usual one.

P eCDG : KZ A./ AOyK^

01/ mik/ n

TxpoyxGCDC

3. Tarouchis is not known, but cf. TAapoyx in 218^ etc.

255-

-P eCDG : KA.

TCYfiaCUp 01/ MIK/ K :

riAHpoyi

OMOicjDC TA2poyx •

5 01 mik/ n :

AOyKXC K>vMAA/

3. HAHpoyi : m-, apparently (for TrAY^pr,;); but possibly the

stroke at the end is meant merely as part of the punctuation

mark (1—). Cf. 233, 4.

256.

-?- etue : Kz

TAzpoyx:

01/ M6r/ 1

OMOICJDC :

01/ mik/ : oe •

AOyKXC kxmaa/
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257-

# ecus : kZ : eXAAOY :

01/ MIK . P :

AOyKXC KAMA.A/

2. MIK/ : I looks as if it were written over a deletion. The

clerk mav have begun to write Mer/.

258.

-P ecue iT : Toyatu

01/ MGr/ • M •

AOYKAC KXMAa/

259-

ecue : 7 : <J)Oyhy

MGr/ : M :

AOYKAC

kxmaa/

260.

This receipt is exceptional in being not for wine but for

fj3!X/.('!a), no article being specified. It mav probably be for

wheat; see introd. to 20$, and cf. iSp.

+ ASYF lA
*

AOYKAC
eAAA/ KB

261.

The receipts of this section are addressed to Macarius.

-I- ecue Ke ia/

TAKOYTItC

M\rl KA.

MAKApO

5 KAMOYA
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I. Ke lA/: it is not possible to read ko i-^/, /. e. "20, gth
indiction", but the nth indiction may be intended; d. 28$, i.

3. Myr/ : = |j,£YaXa.

5. KAMoyA
: probably = •/.o![ji.r,"/arr,c rather than exMoyA.

262.

-Ps nxone : a •

. TAKOyOYTic

01/ M6r/ : kZ :

MAKXpe ka,maa/

263.

-P nxone : k -.

TXKoyrc :

01/ Mer/ : lA. : hah/

KOyAHy : 01/ mik/ nz-

5 TAKOyrC : Ol/ MIK/

5r :

MAKApe KA

maa/

"Phaophi I. Takoutes: wine, 14 large measures in full.

Kouleu : wine, 57 small measures. Takoutes: wine, 63 small

measures. Macarius, camel-driver."

3—4. So written in the original.

5. No doubt these p-iy-pa were accidentally omitted above

and inserted here when the mistake was discovered.

264.

-P nAone : g :

TAKoyoyrc :

mik/ : K : nAHpOy :

TCDOy mik/ : AH :

5 MAKApe KAMAa/
Coptica. III.
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265.

ecue : ix

TOY2LD :

Mer/ • "o

MAKXpe

5 kxmxa/

266.

-P ecue : iH •

TOY2U) : 01/ Mer/ . ab

267.

•P ecue : K\

TOY2a>

01/ M6r/ : KA, :

nAHpoy :
—

5 TXITC

01/ M6r/ • lA.

MXKApe

kxmxa/

5 TXITC : see 215, 2 note.

268.

-P ecue Kr . exAAoy

01/ MCr/ : AB :

MAKApe KAMAA/

269.

-P ecue : KA. :

GAAAoy 01/ mik/ ha : nAHpOY
MAKApe KAMAA/

TCYM2CDP : mik/ F :

5 01/ M6r/ : IK.
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270.

The ink of this receipt is extremely faint, and at the ends
of lines decipherment is difficult.

-P ecoe : KX

TCYN2U)[p]

or/ M6r/ z

OMOICDC mik/ [.]

5 MXKApe kxmx[a/]

4. mik/[.]: the figure is quite obliterated.

271.

-P ecus : KZ : [

01/ mik/ . pn6 [

MXKApe kx[mxa/]

nAGBicuoy : m[

2. pn6[: perhaps only the usual: is lost. In 1. i a place-

name is required.

4. m[: a mere trace only remains, but mik/ or Mer/ is the

likely reading. For PlebiSw see 2/2, 2 note.

272.

-P ecoe : KH

nAGBicDOY

01/ M6r/ : AH :

MAKXpe kam/

273-

]: KH : nA6BICDOY

[01/ M]6r/ : F : MiK/ F' :

[MjAKApe kamaa/
12*
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274.

-)- xecup Kg eioyoTH

01 MIK/ [[PO?:]]

mik/ pis

MAKApe kamaa/

I. eioyoTH: the name contains the word for "herbs",

"greens".

275-

This ostracon may be compared with ip6—igS, 2o3 ; but

its form, which, as with the other ostraca beginning with a date,

suggests a receipt, makes the present position the more appropriate.

-|- TyBI : A-

01/ M6r/ : K

sCKWOne : ug

5 CKeye m2Aaom : e

qfp : le

MXKXpe

"Tybi 4th. Hage(i). Wine, large 20. Askalone (jars) 56.

Pots of cheese 5. Baskets (2) 19. Macarius."

276.

-?- xecDp K niOM [

01/ mik/ ah [

MAKApe KA[MAa/]

(1) Amelineau, Geogr. 191 was not able to locate this. Munier, Ann.

du Serv. 1917, l63, suggests the neighbourhood of Zawiet al-Amwat, 4 m. SE. of

Minyah, where a gravestone naming it was found. Paris 129'', 24 calls it "a large

village in the nome of Shmun" (c/. Lemm, Kopt. Misc. no. XXXIII). In Krall,

CCXLII Tcuscu M2A6-e suggests Lj^i^s^k Tahanshaha (so Ibn Duljmalj and Al-

Tuhfa) now Tahnasha, 5 m. SW. of Minyah, assuming metathesis of h and sh = e.

(Such equivalents as S. 2A(JII1 = B. Aujltl support this suggestion.) Hage occurs

in several of our stelae. [Axi;,] Axeoj; in the Hermopol. nome, Wessely X,

190 etc., seems in Krall LII to correspond to z\6\e (doubtless 2A6'6); while

Nfjoos Axcto; (Wessely XX, 147) should be the TMOYN2A<je, Ryl. i32n. ©jxoii-

va)(% Heracleop. nome, is presumably different (P. Hibeh I, p. 8).

(2) Cf. igy. Baskets elsewhere contain bread.
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1. nioM [: the name is niOM (cf. 285, 3 note) and probably
nothing is lost either here or in 1. 2 except perhaps the punc-
tuation mark :

.

277.

-P 4)XtDc|>l ! IB •

26AH26A1I :

01/ MIK/ IMH :

MXKApe KXMXA/

2. 26AH2eAH : see 23;^, 2 note.

278.

-f M6COFH

A . A./ MXK/

01/ Mer/ A

3. A: after this there is a smudge. Probably a letter (e?)

was written and then washed out.

279.

The following receipts are addressed to a camel-driver

whose name, KOAee, KoyAee, or koagh, is a common form of

CoUuthus. He is frequently described as KOAee nAnoyooTe;
sometimes the second name is omitted, and twice it is replaced

by KAMOYA. If that represents camoya a different person may
be meant, but more probably it is for the more usual kamaa/,

i. e. na|j,-/)Ai-:-^c ; cf. 261.

erne : r :

TreMAN

M6r/ H :

KOAee nxnoY

5 OOT6 OMOICDC

MIK/ A-

4 f. nAnoyooTe : "the vegetable gardener", presumably the

monk so employed, as in Vita Sinuth. (CSCO. 41,63; cf. ib. 73, 44).
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280.

ecue : A.

TK6MXN

:

Mer/ : H .

Ko[[A]]Aee nxnoYoore

OMOICDC MIK/ • X

at the other end, in the opposite direction and in a different

hand :
—

ea)[e

AnA, 2 . [

281.

ecue : <;

TKeMXn • —
Mer/ : M :

KOAse nxnoyooTe

5 OMOl/ MIK/ : \ :

282.

eCDe : H :

TKeMXN

M6r/ : H

KOAee nxnoY

5 oore :

283.

-P ecue : IH : IIIXIIA.,'

TOYZtD : Myr/ 1 1 :

KOyAOG KA.MO

I. iiiMiA./: the It is written over the :, and probably the

whole word is a later addition. This f^ives some support to the
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explanation as = "the men of" suggested in the note on 248, i

;

the word was not absolutely necessary and might have been
omitted without much affecting the sense. This explanation
would show that the scribe thought in Coptic, not in Greek.

2. Myr/ : = i^.s^aXa.

3f. kamoya: see the introduction to 2^^.

284.

-P ecue le :

TOY2CD :

01/ MSr/ H : :

KOAee nAnoyooTG •

285.

-Ps ecDe Ke Tx

TXKOyTHC
Myr/ g

KoyAee : KXMoyA

I. The potsherd is broken after Ta, but probably nothing

is lost, ix would appear to be the number of the indiction

;

cf. 261^ I.

286.

-(- ecue lA-

TMOy :

M6r/ H

KOAGH

2. TMoy : not rcuoy. Probably to be equated with the

TMoy of Krall, CCXLVI, 7, which occurs along with Th6ne

(Hermopolite nome). But cf. Edmu, 5 miles N. of Minyah, and

perhaps Ryl. 401, Arab. I. 3. Several places named N^ao; (the

translation of TMoy) are recorded, e. g. in Ryl. 223. TMoy might

however be but an abbreviated form of a compound name, such

as Tmounsim.
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287.

ea>o : \g

TMoynciM •

01/ Mer/ : H

KOAee nxn

5 [o]yoot6

288.

-R ecue : k •

TApoyx

MyKJ K^

KOYAse

2. TApoyx : no doubt == TX2poY2c; cf. 218, 2 and note.

3. MyK/ : K is perhaps a correction, as there is a character

(like 2 in form) before and partly covered by it. Perhaps pisya/^a,

rather than (xty.pa, is meant (MYr/).

289.

ecue e •

c|)OYHY

Mer/ • H .

KOAee nxn

5 OYOOT6 :
—

290.

The following section consists of receipts addressed to a

camel-driver called Joseph.

ecue . Tk :

<j>OYHY :

M6r/ : ie : HAH

|'a)CH<|) KAMA/

5 TOY2CU :

M6r/ : AT :
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"Thoth II. Phoueu: 19 large measures in full. Joseph,

camel-driver. Touho : 33 large measures."

3. le: e corrected from x.

• 291.

This ostracon is a palimpsest (if the word can properly

be used in this connection), an earlier text having been washed

out. Many individual letters are still visible, but no consecutive

sense can be made out. The last line visible perhaps reads

e>.A/ M noooyeic . . .

-P ecDe : IH :

TOyzca : 01/ M6r/ : a? :

TCDCH(|> KXMXA/

292.

ecuG : Ke TA2POYX •

01/ M6r/ MH :

ICDCH<|) KSMWJ :

MHNA TXiTC : Mer/ : T mik/ t :

2. After Mer/ something has been washed out, mh being

written further on, with a space between it and Mer/.

4. MHtJA TXiTc: apparently the consignor of this wine;

"Menas of Tjites."

293-

-P ecue : niAMA./

TMOYNCIM : Mer/ og :

Ta)CHc|> kamaa/

I. NiANA,/: cf. 248, I note.

294.

-P c|>ACDcj)l : ir :

noAAOoycN

•

01/ M6r/ : MH :

Ke mik/ AA. :

5 Ta)CH<j> kamaa/
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2. noxAOOYcn ' i letter after n would give a more reaso-

nable form to the name but nothing more has been written. A
place in P. Flor. I 2, 5, 19, begins with nox-

;
perhaps = noy^^,

which may be for noY^z-. "settlement", found in some place-

names.

4. KG : Ke, "other" ? or for v.ai ? Cf. 228, 4.

295-

-P etoe Kr .

exAAoy

01/ mik/ mh

iCDCH*]) KAMAa/

296.

-P Gcue r opr/

MRCieY A./ A ICD

H<|) KAMAA/

01/ M6r/ MB.

I f. opr/ MecTey ; see 345—854 and pp note.

2. A./ A: perhaps this is_ another way of indicating the

1st copai; or just possibly it = Sia alone.

i(r)H<|> : sic.

297.

The hand of this receipt is very bad, and the ink has
run; hence some of the readings are doubtful.

MGCOp Ke

ICDC6<|> TAMAA/

TAMIa/ I A

4)Op/ eoypoyp

S PE M°/

3. r-AMlA/.- 1. /.a,u.r,A(i3:); cf. 56/, 2.

Ta: probably T= 10, going with pamia/, a= ist, going
with (?c;p(a(;) ; but see below.
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4. eoypoYP : as it is followed by a number this should

be a measure, not a name ; unless c|>op/ is the measure, separated

for some reason from the number. In that case we must read

Tx (11) in 1. 3. The nearest name is kapoyf. But possibly we

may translate: "Joseph, camel-driver, 10 camel-loads; ist con-

voy, Gourour, 102 only."

298.

The following series consists of receipts addressed to a

camel-driver calle'd Mathias.

Gcue : IX :

TOY2CD

M6r/ AH •

MXeiXC KAMA/

299.

-P eCJDG K •

TOY2U3 :

01/ Mer/ : Mg

MABIAC KAMAa/

300.

-P eCJDG : KA

TOYZUJ

01/ M6r/ : i •

MAelAC

5 kamaa/

301.

-P AetDp KH niOM

01/ mik/ png A.

MAeiAC KAMAA

2. pnFX: presumably 186V4, but the last character is

much more like a than a., and just possibly the ist cpopa is meant.
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302.

-)- XOIXK B nlOM

01/ MIK/ : p :

Mxeixc kamxa/

303-

ecue : Kg :

mik/

nOYAI pn AC : lA. .

01/ MSr/ : ne :

MxeiAC kxmaa/

2. noYAi pn AC : For noyAi cf. ijj ; also perhaps nooA,

P. Lend. IV 1420, 50, niA2 noYZOA, P. Lond. 1419, 1270— 2.

pn AC is Coptic, "old wine" (cf. gi). The occurrence of 01/ ner/

in 1. 3 suggests that mik/ ia. here was an afterthought, mik/ being

written above for want of space in the line, but there is

nothing in the ink or handwriting to confirm this.

304-

-P ecue : KA. : GAAAOY :

01/ mik/ : pig •

MAGIXC KAMAA/

305-

-P ecue : KA .

TX1TC

01/ MCr/ : MA, :

MAeiAC KAMAA/

306.

This receipt is exceptional in having 3(ia) before the name
of the camel-driver and being for dates, not wine.

-)- AGYF '-HA./

MAGIAC KAMAA/

(jjoiniK/ gaaa/

MA
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307.

The following series consists of receipts addressed to a
camel-driver named Enoch.

ecue : IX : ToyzcD

ner/ : rjs :

6MCDX

kxmxa/

308.

-P ecue : Kr : Toyzcu :
—

01/ Mer/ : H : :—

OMorcuc exAAGY :

01/ M6r/ : Ag :

5 erjcjDx kamaa/

309-

-P eCDB : IH

eXAAOY :

01/ mik/ ah •

GMCD'X: kamxa/

310.

-P nAone • h : TcyMoyAOT
' 01/ mik/ <ha.

•

6NCDX KAMAA/
s

exAAOY : mik/ g :

I. TcyMoyAOT- the 2nd y is here made like x but pro-

bably this is an accident, as y is the reading in 23g and 323
;

see the note on the former.

311-

-P ecDe : Kz

nAGEICDOy

01/ M6r/ • NH

GNCDX KAMAa/
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312.

•P etue : KH : KoyAHY
01/ M6r/ MA. : MIK/ a. :

6NCDX KXMAa/

I. KoyAHY : see 2^5, 1 note.

3. ma: a correction.

313-

^ ecue • Kz TAapoyx

01/ M6r/ . K :

GNCJDX KXMAA/

314-

The next three receipts are addressed to a camel-driver

called Serenus.

-P ecDe : lA TMoyNciM

01/ Mer/ : M :

cepHtie K.XMA.A/

3. : M : the traces before m perhaps suggest a letter rather

than : , but 140 ^.v\£ko. (the minimum number we could then

suppose) is more than would be expected, and for • Fi : see 3i^.

315-

-P GCDe [

nABBicuoY

01/ Mer/ : M

C6PHM6 KAMXa/

316.

A receipt for dates, not for wine.

+ xeyp • H

cepHNOc

<|>omiK/

B\KK\ KB
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317-

The next three receipts are addressed to a camel-driver
called Pamoun, who in 3ig appears as nxMMOyn nMXNffAMOYA.

•J2 ecD0 : H :

TKenXM •

Mer/ : KB :

nXMOyN RK

5 MHAITHC

318.

eCDG : e : ([>OYHY i

Mer/ ; H :

nXMOyN KKMi^AJ

319-

-|- ecue !0

4>OYeY : nxM

MOYn nMArj

CAMOYA .:_

5 Mer/ : H

I. le : or less probably : e, the ink of : having run.

4. _:_ : sic.

320.

The next five receipts are addressed to a camel-driver

named Paese.

-P eCDS : Ke : KOYAHY
01/ mik/ m • 01/ Mer/ iA.

nAHce kamaa/

321.

-P eCDS : KZ •

TA2POYX :

01/ mik/ [

nxHce k[amaa/]
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322.

-P ecue . K

TOYZtW :

01/ Mer/ A

nAHce kamaa/

3. Mer/ : so written.

323-

TSICyMOYNe MOff nt[

(and hand) -P nxone : I

:

TCYMOyAOT :

01/ M6r/ : MH

5 nxHce kxmxa/

I. It may be doubted whether this has any connexion

with the rest. The meaning is "These eight big . . .
".

3. TCYMOYAOT : see 23g, 2 note.

324-

•P <|)ACD<|)1 le

TCYMZtOP

01/ mik/ og :

nAHce kamaa/

325-

The next three receipts are addressed to a camel-driver

called Cyriacus.

[-f e]u)e K

GXAOY
01/ mik/ p

M6r/

5 KYPIAKCUC kamaa'

Mer/
: the quantity has not been inserted.
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326,

-P etoe KT :

exAAOY
01/ Mer/ : IB :

KYP>,KOC

327.

GCDG : KT •

OXAAOy :

01/ M6r/ : ii

KYPAKOC KAMXA/

328.

This receipt is addressed to Pmatoi (which should be
"the soldier", but it is a proper name here, and nMi^Toi does
not seem to occur elsewhere).

-P ecue : re :

TMOyNCIM •

01/ : Mer/ NH

nMATOl

s kamaa/

329.

This receipt is addressed to a camel-driver named Andrew.

GCDG KG

A./ ANA,peAC

KXMAAiToy . ./ oinOY

KNIA. :> Or» <|)Op IB

330.

This receipt is addressed to Moses, ^who is not described

as a camel-driver but very likely was one — unless MCDycHC

is to be taken as the name of an estate or of the consignor,

as another quantity follows it.

Coptica Iir, 1

3
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-P ecue • KA •

TX2POY3C

01/ MIK,' MX :

Mtt>YCHC mik/ g •

3. MX ; or ma.; the second letter is not exactly like either

the A. in 1. I or the a in 1. 2.

331-

In this fragmentary receipt the date is immediately followed

by a personal name preceded by S('.a), but probably it belongs

to the present series, and the name is to be taken as that of

a camel-driver.

-P ecue I A./ Ka)n[CTXMTitiG

M6r/ MH • mik/ [

blank

]K[

332.

The series of receipts commencing with a date concludes

with several in which the name of the camel-driver has either

been lost or not been inserted. In the present case the name
is lost.

+ ecue • Ke

[IM2XT6

[01/] Mer/ Kz

I. It is doubtful whether the cross was actually made at all.

333-

-P ecue KB :

TcyNacup :

01/ Mer/ : MH :
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334-

TCYN [2CDP]

Ol/ m[

3. M[ : /. e., M[er/ or m[ik/.

335-

-P ecue -. Kz :

TAapoyx •

Ol/ mik/ : pE

3. FB : B is probably a correction, and the traces of two
dots above it suggest T as the original figure.

336.

-P nxone • b

T^KoyoyTC :

01/ mik/ : KB •

337.

-P nAone : z Tcuoy

01/ mik/ . HE : nAHpoy

01/ M6r/ ; H

3. The pot is broken immediately below this, and a line

giving the name of the camel^driver may well be lost.

338.

-P ecoe : K6

TApoyx
[o]l/ MBK/ piA.

jKXMoy
A

3. P5A. : probably a correction, _ and so perhaps 1. 4.

i3*
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4. Probably for kxmaa/ = •/,a|j.if]At-y)c, but perhaps the name

(jxMOYA. No camel-driver of this name is found in any of the

other receipts, but in 5/p nxMMoyf' nMATTcAMOYA occurs.

339-

-P ecue : KA [

TXITC : [

o[r/

340-

<|)2^a)<}>/ A A./[

e\\\ K? s . [

TGKO [riTA

3. t6ko[ntx: n6N]|TeKO[t\iTA, i. e. '7i£VTr,xov-ca

?

341-

This receipt, though placed in this series because it be-

gins with the date, is really of a quite different type, and, as

it includes at least two ipopai, was probably intended not for

a camel-driver but for the consignor. The name in 1. 2 must

be that of the latter; the camel-drivers were named in 11. 6—7.

In 1. 8 the clerk probably signed.

4- ea)e[

A./ NCJDH nAT[

B cjjoyp/ 2/ n[

r 4>oyf/ o[i/?

5 _ n/ 0[

I\|MXM6'Am[OYA

kam/[

KO. [

2. MCDH nAi"[: if H is correctly read, perhaps dcdh nAT[cuT,

"Noah my father", or ncdh nXi[OM, "Noah of the Fayyum";
but II can be read equally with h and is perhaps favoured by
the line above the letter.
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3. x/: presumably Hg-m, the article not being specified.

5. 0: = o(j.ou.

6. nmxn(?xm[oya : plural, "the camelherds".

' 342-

-t-

-P 6ni(|>/ 2- n[

[t] 6TPXKOCI [

'! 01/] M|[k/

2. [t] 6TPAKOCI [ : this is suggested by the complete letter

in the middle and by the traces at each end of the preserved

portion, but if 01/] mi[k./ (a doubtful reading) is correct, a number
is hardly wanted here, and in any case the number is not

usually written out.

343-

This receipt is again of a divergent type. It includes pay-

ments on two successive days and was therefore perhaps not

intended for the camel-driver. It is in a minuscule hand. The

ink is very faint.

-f-
M6COpH Kr KN-^/ N Kp[

MGCOpH KA. A^kO/ IB [

KN^/ le Koypi Me [

I. Kp[ : or Bp[; not ko[ypi-

344-

The following receipt is exceptional, being a tax-receipt,

with the date inserted, as usual in such documents, at the end

of the body of the receipt, and, following it, a signature. It is

a receipt for wine paid as tax by the monastery through its

prior, or agent. A tax-receipt of different form is 36().
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MMriei . . . (faded) . . tiGBio) eyczAi

NnA.iKxior) MnMOM/ uxriA ecuMXC

siTNxnx repMArie nenp"/ xeeic MrjTOYii

iTaxTC Tinpn adxitoy iitootk 2xnA.n

5 MOCioN NrleicDse nTAaoMOJ' sxnKxp/ m

npcuTHC IMA,/ eytupx oyn fJ*.K. xTCMn nieti

TArioM' eeiCTOixer epon erpA<|) ecuo e

I'lJA./ X + c[)OmAMMCDn' SA"^/ np°/ CTOIX MOI

Tcu' eriTxr/ cue npoK/ +
"... and the honey (i), they (?) write (2) to the

council of the monastery of Apa Thomas, though Apa Ger-

manus, the agent (3), (saying,) Lo, 15 hats of wine we have

received from you, on account of the tax \s\ of the fields of

Tahom6(4), for the crop of the ist Indiction. For an assurance

therefore to you I have drawn up this deed and assent thereto.

Written Thoth 9, Indiction i. Phoebammon, humble agent(5),

I assent to the deed, as it is set forth."

345-

The next section consists of receipts which begin with

the name of an op^avsv, i. e., a field or estate. For this use of

the word and of the similar \i:r(fp'ir„ see P. Lond. V 1690,

9, note; 1741, 5, note. Nos. 5^5

—

3S4 form a series by them-

selves, being all in the same hand, namely that of Menas, for

whom see the introduction to 209. It is a rough, inelegant

hand, and the Greek is bad. The receipts all follow the same

(i) ? CAneBICD "honey dealers", though one expects here a tax official.

(2) The plur. in 4 suggests it here. Perhaps 6N- "we (write)"-

(3) This abbreviation in 16^. Wr^rjirsxix,; is supported by 5/5 and by a

papyrus fragt. in this collection: nA.lKAIo]n MnMOIlXCT[Hp]lOIl GTOyAXB
[iiamc Je nenpoeCTCDC XICMHI '|-A.IX[AYCIC ? ; but zpovorjir;? by Krall
cm, BM. 1055 and Uyl. 125, and by various Greek texts: P. Oxy. 143, Ii34,

P. Lond. Ill, 1072, IV, 1410, V, 1782 etc. For this Germanus v. perhaps Ryl. 289.

(4) Hardly the female name Tahom -\- 6 (not yet found as fem.), so

presumably a place name.

(5) V. note 3. If we read "prior'
,
we must assume this a transaction

between two monasteries.
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general scheme, though there are minor variations; e. g. the

(Dopi is not always mentioned and when mentioned varies in

position. In some cases the only personal name (except that of

the clerk Menas) which occurs is followed by kxmxa/; hence

we may conclude that the name is always that of the camel-

driver or other person who carried the wine. The place is al-

ways the same, Nesieu, so that Menas seems to have had a

special connexion with that estate; and since we have already

seen (introduction to 2i3) that there is some reason for re-

garding 20p, also written by Menas, as a way-bill rather than

a receipt, it may be conjectured that the ostraca of the present

series are of the same character.

-\- oprxno necey ecoe \ b 4)Of/ [[a . . 10]]

A./ AHA MHUX AnO TOytDMGAtllC

01/ 4>Op/ GKATOM eiKOCI TGCGpA

n/ 01/ <})/ PKA. M° A./ MINO

5 BAAAX/ erp^/

"Field of Nesieu. Thoth i, and convoy; by Apa Menas

from Touo Neaniskon : wine, a hundred and twenty-four phorai

= wine, 124 ph. only. Written by the humble Menas."

1. NGcev: the name is properly necieY- Here there seems

to be no 1.

4)Op/ : or perhaps c|)opA (see 848, 2) ; but the stroke through

p as a sign of abbreviation has been made, and probably the a

belongs to the deleted word.

2. TOYcuri6ANic : cf. 3,46, 2; 352, 4. There can be no doubt

that the same place is meant throughout, but the reading is

nowhere quite certain, and it seems clear that the spelling varies.

Here TOYcwweAtiic or ToyArieANic can be read; in 346 roBArj/

is the obvious reading, though tocdau/ is not quite impossible;

in 552 ToycBAneANic or toboan6Aiiic could equally be read.

There can be little doubt that the name is the same as the

Toycu NeAnicK/ of Wessely, Studien X, 25, rooy neAwicK/ of

BGU. II 553, B, III, i3, Tooy nganickcun of BGU. II 556,

II, 7, and rooy iieANiCKoy of P. Lond. Ill, p. in (= Mitteis,
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Chrest. 199), all referring to the same place, a village in the

Hermopolite nome.

346.

Facsimile Plate II.

-|- oprANOY Neciey ecoe

r A-l AnX MHNA AnO toban/

A <|)Op/ OINO MIKP/ eKATON

OBTOMHKOMTA A-YO Tl/

5 rl/ 01/ MIKp/ POB mO; A./ MINO

eA/ erp*^/

"Field of Nesieu. Thoth 3; by Apa Menas from Touo

Neaniskon: ist convoy. Wine, a hundred and seventy-two

small measures = wine, 172 small measures only. Written by

the humble Menas."

2. toban/ : see 845, 2 note.

4. ri/ : possibly washed out.

347-

+ N6cieY

ecue r r <|)/ 01/ aak/

reccepAKONTA es ri/ 01/ a/ ng

s KniTi/ n kaa/ neKYCioY [[km]]

5 KNITi/ TPIAKONTA S MGrAA/ TpiC

rl/ KNTI/ A S MOIK r m/

ri aak/ Mg s kn/ ah

S MOIK/ r A./

MIMO 6A/ 6rp/

"Nesieu. Thoth 3, 3rd convoy. Wine, forty-six lakka =
wine, 46 lak., and 8.0 ('i'z'cj cnidia. Kal( ) son of Pecysius

:

thirty cnidia and 3 large measures = 3o en. and 3 small mea-

sures only. Grand total, 46 lak. and 38 en. and 3 small mea-

sures. Written by the humble Menas."

4. n: the reading is certain, but the arithmetic (see, how-
ever, 1. 7, note) requires 8. This suggests that the receipt was
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written with the day-book before the clerk, who misread an
1 1 as n.

6. KNTi/ ; sic.

MoiK/
: = nixpa. But 1. 5 has \j.s.-(£Ka. Possibly therefore

MOIK/ stands for Morr/ = ij.z.-;£ka.

7. am: only a mere trace of the h remains, which might

be part of : (though Menas does not use this). In the original

copy however h was not marked as doubtful, and perhaps a

piece of the pot has been chipped off since then.

8. A./ : much more like x, but a./ is wanted.

348.

-)- oprANOY N6CI6Y

ecue X A. ^ofK 01/ CKeY->>

A.eKxn6nTe omoi/ mgtp/ A.6Kxei

OMOl/ 01/ c|)/ eXHKOnTX A.YO S MIKpO/

5 en n/ ck6y>' le s m6tp/ i? s cf>op/

, 5B s mikf"o a a,/ mO/ Mino 6rp/A

"Field of Nesieu. Thdth i, ist convoy. Wine, fifteen pots.

Ditto, 16 measures (?). Ditto, wine, sixty-two phorai and i small'

measure. Grand total, 15 pots, i5 measures!?), 62 phorai and

I small measure. Written by me, Menas."

2. CK6YA : cf. 275, 5, CK6Y6: The word is no doubt r/.£uo:;

see the section on metrology in the introduction.

3. MBTfl : the reading is very uncertain, both here and in

1. 5, but Mop/ (5/^) is not possible. 6 seems fairly clear in 1. 5,

and it may be the only letter in both cases, but M6p/ would be

obscure, and ex, if cramped, is a not wholly impossible reading.

But |j,£Tpa do not elsewhere occur in these ostraca. They are a

regular measure in P. Lond. IV.

6. A./ mO/ : the a/ makes jj.ova impossible. Probably there-

fore cia [i.ou; cf. 3^p.
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349-

-j- iieciey

[[©]] A./ \iO^ kxmaa/

[[ecue]] enxrO ^ 01/ MSr/

oktcdhk/ neiire

s n/ 01/ Mer/ ne

S MIKp/ A-yo

A./ mO/ MIMO

erp-*^/

7. A./ mO/ : cf. 5^6', 6, note.

350-

+ opr/

M6CI6Y ecue

cnxr/ 6 A./ Tco^ kxmxa/

opro 6IKOC1 s 4'OF/ 6tJ

5 ri/ opr/ K s 4"^!'/ ^ "^^Z f^'iNO

erp^/

"Field of Nesieu. Thoth, 5th intercalary day, by John,

camel-driver: twenty orga and one phora = 20 org. and i phor.

only. Written by Manas."

351-

-\- orxrjo rjeciey

ecue ensrj 6 a cj)/

A./ TtD^ nepx kxmxa/ CKeye eiKoci/

TGcepx s c|>OF/ TecepA

5 s ri/ CKeyx KA. s c[)Op/ a,

M, Mino er-p^/

"Field of Nesieu. Thoth, 5th intercalary day, ist convoy,

by John, of Pera (?), camel-driver: twenty-four pots and four

phorai = 24 pots and 4 phorai only. A\'ritten by Menas."

I. orANO ; sic.
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2. 6 : perhaps a correction.

3. nepx : a place-name, as 354, 3 shows; cf. too 855, 3

note, nxpo could be read in 854, but here 6 is more likely

then A. A John nxpooy occurs in 121, 2, and 122, 18, but

nxpo is not very likely here, though the same place may be

meant.

CKeyc : for this measure (also written ckgy^I see 34<S,

2 note.

4. TGcepx . the clerk seems to have begun to write rece-

pi>KoriTX ; there are clear traces of the k.

5. s ri/ : the clerk first wrote s <|)OpO/, then wrote ri/ over

c|)OpO/ but did not delete s. CK6Y^ (the last two letters are very

uncertain) is also a correction; perhaps too ka, s.

6. MiNO : corrected from ma..

352.

-|- orxtjo Nec[i6]Y

ecue en^^rcuMG/ g

B 4)Op/ A./ MHriA AA.eA/

xnO ToycuxNexiJic 01/ <)>oF/

5 T6CepXKOMTX 65 ri/ Ol/ cj)Op/ M? M^/

MINO 6a/ MOUKzj erp^/

1. orAiio sic.

2. ToycDXneMiic : see 345, 2 note.

353-

-)- opr/ tieciGY ecue enxr/

G r 4)Op/ A./ XnA Ml IDA

01/ c|)Op/ T6cepxKoirrA

OMOi/ Toy xyroy TCcepxK/

5 64 OMOI/ Toy xyx/ xecep/

65 n/ PAB mO/

A./ MiNoy erp-*'/
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"Field of Nesieu. Thoth, 5th intercalary day, 3rd convoy,

by Apa Menas. Wine, forty phorai. Ditto, the same, forty-six.

Ditto, the same, forty-six. Grand total i32 only. Written by

Menas."

354-

1-]

-f oprxNO neciGY

ecue enxr/ e b c|)Op-*'/

A,/ iui^ AnO nepo kxmaa/ 01/ <;|)Op/

neNTHKONTA. A-YO

5 ri/ 01/ <j>/ iiB m/ Mitioy

6A/' erpAc|)

3. nepo : see S^i, 3, note.

5. NB : B is a correction.

355-

The three ostraca 3^5—S^y refer to an spvavov called

'Ap.TCEAou, and in all three the names tsuinii and nxpooy (see

notes) occur. The hand is probably, but not certainly, the same

in all three.

-|- opr/ AMneAoy
IMA,/ le ecue is

A,/ T6C9UH ka/ nxpooy

e <.\>o[>l 01/ (]>op/ Kg eiKoy

5 ce 65 : A./ cupoc -)-

"Field of the Vineyard. 15th indiction, Thoth 16, by Teshne,

allotment (?) of Paroou, 5th (1) convoy : wine, 26 = twenty-six

phorai. By Horus."

2. ecue I? : the 1 is doubtful and may be a flourish after

ecue (ecue/), as in the two following receipts.

3. TSci^NH : a place name (Krall CXXX and elsewhere)

meaning "The Garden". Cf. Deshne, between Farshut and
Kenah, too far S. for these texts. It is curious that it should

be preceded by 0(12), which usually implies a person. Apparently
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Teshne must be a subdivision of opvavov 'A|j.-£/.c'j, forming part
of the allotment of Paroou.

nxpooy: recurs in 385; cf. Ryl. 3o3 verso, and perhaps P.

Lond. IV, 1419, 171, nxpoB, 658, 748, 947, 962, nxpAE. scan
hardly be read here.

4. 6 <l>op/ :
the e is probable, and this ostracon is there-

fore an exception to the general rule that 3 is the highest

number of (popai; cf. 368 and, for a 4th aopa, probablv 211.

356.

-\- opr/ XMn6AO[Y]

e iNA./ ecue' g

[a./] TCcyiMH ka/ nApooy

c]>OP [.] 01/ 4>0P/ K? 6IK

s oyci 65

4. 4)Op [.] : the number usually precedes, as in 355, but

here there is room for a letter between ^oy and 01'.

5. This line is very faint, but the letters given can be

read with fair confidence. Whether a./ mpoc followed is doubtful.

357-

[+ opr/ AM]n6A/

[ina/ X Gcule/ g a./ tbuinh

[ka/ nApojoy . recupre

[01/ c}>Op/?] 65HKONTA +

3. After nApo]oY is a stroke, apparently meant for a mark

of punctuation.

358.

This concerns the opYavov NotivcO. The personal name is

that of a camel-driver; hence the ostracon may be classed with

345-354.
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-|- Opr'/ tlOTIMO

Ta. Tna./ MCCOp/ ^

A.' reriCDNG kxmi ia/

01/ HIK/ C? • CIXKOC

Gi s 01/ M6r/ Ar Tpi

xriTGTpix -f-

_1_

5. cixKoc : sic, apparently; an attempt at oia/.ii'.a; cf. too

TpixtiTGTpi.\ in 1. 5f. and the curious forms in 572. See p. 17.

359-

+ opr/ n[

A-/ KOAA/ [

IA. S MIK[/

MGCOp/ K[

XC CTOl'X-[6l

I. ri[ : perhaps [i[otinoy, as in 3§8; less likely ti[eci6Y,

as the receipts from that opyavsv are all in the hand of Menas,

which this one is not. This receipt is not in the same hand

as 3^8.

360.

Next comes a series beginning with a6y(u). The first three

all concern consignments from Pshi[n]berre (see note below)

and are all in the same hand. The present one is for OaXQda)

and ci(Tou) (apirapai); the latter are not double the first, but as

they are for a different place this is not a conclusive argument

against the explanation suggested in the introduction to .205;

nevertheless it is strange that if 6aAAi'ov = 2 artabas both words

should occur here, but in a different connexion. The present

ostracon is made up of two fragments.

-P Aor/ ntyi

EFpe exA/ 1?

Aor/ uecoY haicdt

CI
I
o IH om/ nAGne

5 ]

—
[
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I. nu^i BrPG : prob. = i;£vg£pp..:, p. Flor.i, p. yr, which is in

the toparchy of lisp; rS/d-/ avw (Hermopolites). It perhaps recurs

in BM. ii3o, 14, though there it scarcely looks like a place.

One is tempted to see it in the place transcribed Schnouadeh
by Amelineau, Geogr. 455; cf. J. Maspero & G. W'iet, Mate-
riaiix, p. 1 15.

4. om/ : probably b\j,oiw:.

nAGiiG : qu. nAenc|[tJDOY = nACBicuoY (cf. 212, 2 note)?

Two fragments.

t

361.

-P Aor/ ncyi

BppG rxM.i [a/]

e Q\\ I A./ [

nAc|>/ CTHx[ei

5 enic|>/ z

2. rAMi[A/; cf. p3, 2py and 362; 1. y.a|j,r,AL(a).

3. e : a probable reading; "9 camel (-loads)".

4. n*.4>/ : perhaps the end only of a name, the beginning

being lost in 1. 3, but cf. 862, 3, where nA[<|)/ is suggested by

the remains ; and not much is lost from the right side of the

ostracon.

5. z : hardly anything of the letter remains, but what is

visible suggests z, for which cf. '862, 4.

362.

Two fragments.

-P Aor/ ncy[i eppe]

kxmia/ [

exA/ ig nx[c|)/ cth''^]

6ni(|> z [

3. nA[c|>/ : cf. 36i, 4, note.
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363-

A receipt for corn.

Concave

:

-P/ AOr/ nACON n . [

] ci/l'o SB

].e ci|o ».

J.[

Convex, in large script

:

5 ] n/ Clio" CA[

1. nxcoM n.[: "brother P .
."

2. SB : a correction. >

364-

It is not certain that this ostracon properly belongs to

the present series; see note on 1. i.

-P AOr; ClTO[

cni(|> r . [

IH Clio" e [

1. Very possibly Xo-j-oc iiko[u, in which case this is an

account, not a receipt.

2. r.[: not r c[i|o'. Hence we cannot assume that in in

1. 3 means the i8th of the month; it may be a quantity of

some commodity, e. g. wine.

365-

Next comes a series of four receipts beginning (or, in the

last two cases, beginning the body of the receipt, after a name)

with a specification of the oopd to which the consignment be-

longs. The present one is for 104 artabas of wheat and (or)

52 thallia. The date is placed at the end of the receipt proper

and is followed by the clerk's signature. The estate from which
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the corn came is mentioned, and probably the receipt is in-

tended for the consignor, not for the camel-driver.

+
-j- ^ <|jop/ A,/ nxMoyH KXM'^ CI Wp[T']

P^ KXTON A.eCivp6 eXAA

NB $ vJI nXA. ri/ CI xpT pA.

exAA ME -|- m' m6 ka. i^/ r -f A.10C

3 KOPOC CTOI^' -\-

"ist convoy, by Pamoun, camel-driver: wheat, 104 = a

hundred and four artabas, 52 thallia, for the payment (?) of

Paa = wheat, 104 artabas, 52 thallia. Mesore 24, 3rd indiction.

Dioscorus, correct."

2. P-^ : 104 is wanted, and there is ink above p which
suggests A.; it was presumably omitted by accident and in-

serted later.

KATOn A.6CApe : = ey.aTov Tscaape;.

oaaa: this is inferred rather than read, but it is ne-

cessary here, and there are certainly letters after A.ecXp6.

3. haa: cf. Paa (for Paha) in B. M. ii3o, and Baha, distr.

of Behnesa (al-Tuhfa).

3. vJ"}: probably y-a-ia^oA'^c or 7.':-q\).axoc. There is not very

much to choose between the two, but perhaps the first is

slightly the more probable. /.Ti^fj.aTo; might more likely be ab-

breviated as kt'^.

366.

A receipt for 46 phorai, probably of wine. As the camel-

driver only is mentioned the receipt was presumably intended

for him.
-j- B <j>op/ AriVpHAC

KAMAAITOy

<fiOp/ Mg

I. An'T'piiAc: = 'AvSpsa? ; written a'^nphac, the clerk

having inserted the omitted letter in the wrong place.

Coptica III. 14
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367-

A receipt for barley, perhaps intended for the consignor.

The date comes at the end.

HpAKAXMM[a)N

+ B (jjo'p'p A./ [

A,/ BIKTCDP [

Kp|9 GAAAIX . [

5 -\- m' haynT .
[

1. There is no trace of a./ before HpXKAAMM[a)N, but it

may have been lost. Cf. however 1. 2, where a./ occurs. Pos-

sibly Heraclammon was the clerk; the camel-driver's name was

given in 1. 2. and Victor (1. 3) may be the consignor. The
whole receipt is in a single hand.

2. <]>opF : so written. The dots are probably intended to

delete the second p.

368.

A receipt for wheat (44 thallia, 88 artabas), probably in-

tended for the consignor.

+
-f- CYN® (|)AC6I ..[..]

// e <|)opp A./ nKyAAi

A./ nAMoyn a./ icuA^ioy'

A./ B'lKTUjp a/ cenoY®

5 MKAMHAAIOY

OAAAIA MA
CI ApT" nH

crp/ m' enT(|> ir

r ima// -f

+
'In God's name, Phasei . . . 5th convoy, by Pcyllius (?),

by Pamoun, by John, by Victor, by Senuthius, camel-drivers (?),

44 thallia, 88 artabas of wheat. Written Epeiph i3, 3rd in-

diction."
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1. Phasei, like Heraclammon in 36^, is perhaps the clerk.

4>\C6iAe, "French beans", seems impossible.

2. 6 <|>OFp': for a 5th convoy see 3$5, 4, and note.

nKYAAl: the reading of the first three letters is very

uncertain, but the second is either k or m. For the name
W-mXil cf. n-z-uXto; (= Pgol, Ryl. 212) in P. Lond. IV, index.

What is meant by this string of names preceded by a./ is not

clear. We can hardly suppose that Pgol was the consignor and
the others successive agents, through whose hands the consign-

ment had passed. The others, however, or perhaps all, may be

camel-drivers who had brought portions of the consignment

{cf. below); JcJhn and Pamoun, at all events, are known as

camel-drivers. But in that case it is strange that the names are

given in this way, not connected by y.ai.

5. NKXMHAAioY : possibly tj is to be taken as the plur. article

before y.ai^.YiA'.iv, "camel (-loads)", but it might also be the geni-

tive particle or dative. Can the word be regarded as an attempt

at /.p;|j.-^AiTwv, by a clerk more at home in Coptic than in Greek?

6. MA. : a correction. An original r is visible.

369-

This receipt is exceptional in being a tax-receipt; ci.3^4..

As such it is of some interest, especially as it seems to contain

an allusion to the caput or personal unit of taxation; see the

references in the note to 1. 2.

+ [[K]] -f- ecx/ nxcori

niCOOY 1^ KGcJ)/

TETApTHC IMA./ KGp/

A,eK*.n6NTe xe

5 TApTON n/ K/ 16 A.' 2^X65/

XOIAK / 2 / INA,/ A.

tr OpMeiXC A./ KCDNCTXN

TIOC CTOIX6I MOl -\- (2nd hand?) MHMAC

AMA MOYC[. .]C CTOIX6I -\-

14*
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"Received (from) brother Pisoou for (his) caput for the

fourth indiction fifteen and a quarter carats = 15^4 c. (of the

standard) of Alexandria. Choiach 7, indiction 4, for harbour

dues (?j. Constantius, correct. Menas, son of Ama Mus . . .

correct."

I f. nACON mcdoY : probably the tax-payer, the full phrase

being eo/ov TM^k y.-iA.

2. Kec|)/ : probably -/.sipaA-^c: see Bell, Journ. Eg. Arch.,

4(^917)1 P- 9S; P- Lond. V, p. 249; Journ. Eg. Arch. 6 (1920),

p. iSy.

4. A.eKAnGijT6 : for the overlining of numerals see the

instances collected in Index i (s. v. "Overlining of numerals")

to P. Lond. V.

5. A.' : this is required but A.i/ is an easier reading and

is perhaps right (going with AA6i/), the a.' being accidentally

omitted. In that case, the translation is "i5'/4 c., by Alexander."

7. fer 0PM6IAC : the o is very uncertain, but the reading as

a whole is probably correct. It is not quite clear what meaning

is intended; cpp.cot or op|;.£ia occurs as "fishing-line of horsehair"

(LiDDELL and Scott, s. v.), but perhaps it is better here to

connect the word with sp|xo; in the sense of "anchorage". Even

so, however, it is uncertain how the phrase is to be connected

with the context. The following character is almost certainly

A./, so that this is not a separate payment, unless the amount
was accidentally omitted. Was the payment uiiep y.ecpaA-^c applied

to defray harbour dues? It is not certain whether a new hand
begins here, but the hand of Menas' subscription may well be

different from what precedes.

9. AMA Moyc [. .]c : this should be a female (the mother's)

name.

370.

This receipt is unique in beginning with the name of the

camel-driver preceded by c(ia). It is for a miscellaneous load

wine and vegetable seed, and is of some interest as specifying

(if the explanation of 11. 5—7 suggested in the note is correct)
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the quantity of each per camel-load. There are difficulties in

this explanation, but it is probably correct.

+
+ A./ icDxnMH no . . exc

KAMHAItOY r c|>OYPA

MIKpX KMIAIX SKXTOri

s AAxxNoccnepM^ e\\\j

5 ACDAGKX n KXMHAI^ A
eiC KN-^ p S KXMIIAIX 5

etc A^x/ exAA/ e Grpxc|>/

MH ecae Kg ima/ a
Al GMOY IIAIXC Api TAK[A]

10 nH KXM 660 ri[. . . .j

M6[

"By John son of (?) Po—eas, camel-driver, ist convoy.

A hundred small cnidia, and twelve thallia of vegetable seed,

there being 4 camel (-loads) to 100 cnidia and 6 camel (-loads)

to 9 thallia of vegetable seed. Written Thoth 26, 4th indiction,

by me, Elias. (Coptic.) Be so good, even if (y.av) you be . .
."

1. no.. GAG : the traces are really too indistinct for any

certain reading; noKNGXG or no.rG^G might perhaps be read,

but n\po6AC, which might be equated with nxpooY {121, 2, etc.;

cf. too i8g, 5), seems impossible.

2. <|50YPA the X at the end is ver-y doubtful.

5. ri : very doubtful; what follows is certainly not a mere

repetition of the preceding sums but seems to be a specification

of the division of the quantities into camel-loads; c/"., for a cer-

tain instance, 211, 6. But it is not clear why only 9 OaA/.ia

are mentioned in 1. 7. 6 loads to 9 thallia are 1^2 thallia per

load; but since there were 12 thallia it would have been sim-

pler to write kxmhaia h gig aax, saaa/ ib. In the case of the

cnidia however the figures (100 en. to 4 loads = 25 to i) accord

well with the evidence of 211, where 24 en. = i load,

7. Grpx<)) : more like cipx<|>/, but sYpjiav; must be meant.

Coptica III. 15
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371-

Next come some receipts beginning with a name, whether

personal or topographical. In 3ji and 3j2 the name is of the

second kind. These receipts were more probably for the camel-

driver than for the consignor.

(l>oYHY

nXKCDMeNOC : A- :

Mer/ 5A, :

ICDZANNHC

5 kxmxa/

mik/ a •

2. nXKU)M6NOC : Z : the a. is a correction. Probably =
l'!iaYG|J.£VO)V.

3. 5A. : a correction.

372.

-f 2M1C

6ne<|> : B : . . .

ituaxriHC kam/

Ol/ M6r/ : 2g : GKC

5 Uri-TA 2HKC

Ol/ mik/ oe ; 6Y
MHMTA aen

ri6A recupre

rpA'^'A -\-

"Ehnis. Epeiph 2. John, camel-driver: wine, 66 = sixty-six

large measures; wine, 79 = seventy-nine small measures. Written
by George."

1. 2NIC: = 2riHC — Ahnas — Heracleopolis.

2. What follows B
: is a mere scribble, perhaps meant

only to fill a space.

4f. GKCHN-TA 2HKC J^V^/.OVTO: i;; SO too in 1. 6f. eyMIINTA
2eNfjGA = l?3G[j.-(5-/.cvr2 Ivvia. Cf. p. 17. The form i'zrcr.o. at all

events was not confined to Egypt ; see Ducange, s. v.
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215

Here again we have an equivalence of camel-loads to

cargo; cf. Sjo. In the case of this and the following receipt it

is impossible to say who was the recipient; the persons named
are not described as camel-drivers.

-P KYPIXK/ MONX
ZOTQC kxmha/ 5

01/ KOA/pAr

GKATON [[A . .]]

5 TPIAKONTA

TPIA +

"Cyriacus, monk: 6 camel(-loads), i33 = a hundred and

thirty three of wine."

if. MONAZOTOC : = piOVixi^WV.

2. kamha/ g : the reading is certain; not kamhait/.

3. koa/: not •/.v(i5!a), though the o is very doubtful; but

koa/ seems possible. •/.6A7^a0sv, y.oXctptivisv and wXojSsv (cf. S81)

are all possible extensions. 7,6AAaOov is most frequently a dry

measure, but in i36 it is found along with measures regularly

used for wine.

pAr ^ Ar is a correction from g.

374-

^ nAnNoyQ • • •

lyBHMe Mop/

Mr n6MHKOM[TA]

Tpic erpAcj>

n
5 ecue le e

IMA./

I. nAnMoy© • • : on the right side of the ostracon the

ink is in each line very faint, and it is impossible here to say

whether n^nNoyeroy or riAnMOyeioc was written.

15*
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2. Mop/ : u^BHNe = "palm-fibre" (csj^swiov; see /o^, note);

hence mop/ may = Moyp, "bundle" {148, etc.), or MXipc, of the

same meaning {1S4), etc.

3. neNHKon[TX] : sic.

5. G : extremely doubtful.

Fragmentary and Uncertain Documents.

'
375-

A.X — — ^

-)- -|-[ ]X CTOYB riCBGZT 2[lTn

icDTATOC nrieniCKOnoc xnx gynom[ioc

6BOA 2ITOOT eCDMXC nAIOIKHTH[C

MnMONXCTHplON GTOy^-^E [

5 Fixnx ecuMXC 2iTnMnMX'i[riOY'T"6

nenpoecTCDC MNxnx[

nMGacNXxy xycd[

Beginning of a document addressed to the monastery of

Apa Thomas by a bishop.

"The holy [
(i)] of Sbeht, [through? the] most saintly

bishop (2), Apa Eunom[ius ], through me, Thomas, the

overseer (3), [writes to] the holy monastery [of the Rock]

Isl of Apa Thomas, through the pious [ ], the prior, and

Apa [ ], the second-in-authority (4) and[ "

(i) Perhaps xetfja.

(2) Presumably bishop of Sbeht (Apollinopolis Parva), in whose diocese

the monastery of Thomas presumably lay.

(3) On ecclesiastical 5iot/.7)Ta( v. Gelzer's Leontios 122, Steinwenter in

Wessely's Stud. XIX, 35 ff. Aioiz/iTf]; of a monastery, Vita Sabae Pomialowsky

l3o, 19-I, 214, 246; identical with r]yoi[j:£vo; ib. 204, or archdeacon, Wessely

P. Kl. Form. no. 271 b. In Coptic, Ryl. 1 16.

(4) The SeuTEpapio; (which the Coptic here translates) is met in Middle

Egypt, e.g., at White Monastery, Miss. IV 64, A.eYTOA\piOC, BM. 154, 489;

or further north, Ryl. 224, Ann. du Serv. VIII 94 ; but apparently not at Thebes,

CO. p. XIX. A liturgical fragt. belonging to S. de Ricci makes itposatu; in the

Greek correspond to Se-JtEpipio; in the Coptic translation.
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376.

-(- CTC(|)Xnoc noiK°/

21TOOT XIJOK A.IOCK

opoc nMu)iipe ivA

C2Xi MnxcoN \n\

5 ]\ns T[

"Stephen it is, the steward, through me, Dioscorus his

son(i), who writes to my brother Apa [ and] Apa I["

377-

]C(jdt[

]t6 AiTpA riKxexpoN

]rjeKAAXc|3XTIIC

5 ]-|- oynxce nai

]6 2MTApaie

]o rjceKAT*^

iKone

Fragment in which 2 (or 3) litra of "pure" (? wine) are

mentioned; also the "ship-caulkers" (2) and possibly (1. 7) "the

potters" (3).

378.

]
?

nxlnrjoyTe

<|jO]lBAMMa>t\l

f NXHCTS tlU62

5 C]OtJ GNCDX nOIKOIJOMOC

]TG -i-

. . .] Papnoute [ J
Phoebammon [ J

xestes of oil

[. . . my] brother Enoch, the steward [

(1) Dioscorus acts as scribe. In p2 probably itie same Stephen appears

to write himself.

(2) Cf. P. Lend. IV iSgi ; also a Balaiza fragt. (3) Cf. ijSn.
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379-

-\- anok[

] npMTMOYC

]2MnCI)pM 2[ •

].eeO(|>iA[

5 ]NTneFa)[

]Aorei ep[

n]pa)TOC[

A deed of some kind, possibly a declaration (1. 6 ? cj^.sac-

(ii'i). L. 2 shows a place-name, Tmo[u(i); 1. 3 another, P6rf,

found in i32 and elsewhere (2).

380.

The following ostraca are all probably receipts. The pre-

sent one seems to have been of the type: Date; place-name;

amount of wine; name of camel-driver. The latter is Enoch

(see Soy—3i3 above).

01/ Me[r/

KOYAHY :

01/ mik/ : Me ;

5 eWCUX KAMX/

I. k[ : less likely rj[.

(1) Cf. 256, though it may here be abbreviated from Tmounsim (v. hi-

dei), or another of the many names so formed.

(2) Cf. Ryl. Ill, 120; and as Porb, in a Balaiza fragment, and perhaps

[P]6ref, Cledat, Baoidt I 47.
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381.

? HOt\l]X2/

01/] KOAOB/ eK.\TOM

]r/ 01/ koa/ pTe m/ erp*'/

]xr TX noiOYNT>>

5 ] n6NTe

] . 6AXX7 CTOix/ erp^

]

1. It is not certain whether this was the first line.

2. KOAOB/ : see General Introduction, Metrology.

3. J 1/ : or AT (= (jT:ip), in which case e 01/] may perhaps

be read in 1. 2 ; but (fesp) would seem to imply a money-pay-

ment ("in lieu of"), and we do not elsewhere get the conversion

of wine into money in these ostraca. More probably we should

read [A.a>A.6K3k r]i/.

4. ]xr : the X is not certain (j(^ is possible), and the amount

is rather large, but sums of 100 and 112 occur above.

382.

]..[ . _
]Ol/ 4>OP/ KA. Cl[| O

]pAx A./ rGojpre [

] 01/ mik/ e ri/ Ke[

2. KA. : or, less likely, ka.

4. e : or X, but g is more likely.

383-

A./ reu^H ka/ nx[pooY

ecue/ <s iAKYBi[oY

01/ (|>Op/ AE : m[/

5 ]oirj[
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2. reu^H : 1. recytjii; cf. 3S5, etc. The omission of the n

is no doubt accidental.

5. ]oin[ : perhaps orN[/ = o'ivs'j. Less likely nAM]OY'J[-

384-

] .cKeye

]mik/ cn[

]aak/ pa[

]AH[

I. CKeye : doubtful, but fairly probable. It might be pos-

sible (though it is less likely) to read Njecieve, but the name

is elsewhere Neciey or Neciec. The big coarse hand of this

ostracon is different both from that of the series beginning

opr/ NGCiGY and from the most usual hand of the receipts be-

ginning with a date.

385-

ia)]A.t\iNO nxpooY

o]ktcd +

For this John cf. 121, 2.
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INDEXES.
n. = note, or other discussion,

f = occurs more than once.

The references are to pages.

I. — NAMES.

xrer-ie uy.

S^\M, biblical 62, 63*, 70, y3, 74.

AeANXCe, camelherd 160.

XAeZXMA-pOC? 211.

Am[, invoked 74.

[.]AMX, fern. 116.

XnA.p6AC, camelherd 112, 193, 209.

65, 87.

XNOyn, saint 61, 63— 66*, 67,

70, 71, 72* 74, 76, 79.

NOG saint 59, 70, 82.

^ , camelherd i37.

59, 74, 75*, 82, 117, '29-

XnOAACD, saint 61, 72, 76.

U06 79.

72, 74, 75, 77, 81*, 84, 94,

ii3, 116.

BApeOAOMAIOC 61.

BACIA60C, BACIA6 10^.

BlKTCDp, saint 69.

, archimandrite gi.

, papa 63, 67, 69.

, AHA 116.

KoYi 55, 67-

64, 65, 74, 75, 117, 129, 210.

rABpiHA, archangel 59, 60, 62, 69, 71.

reNCUlNie, camelherd 206.

repMANOC, repMANe, saint 64, 70, 72.

prior (?) 198.

84* 1 36.

recuprioc, recupre, saint 69.

KOYI 72-

, camelherd log, 110, iii, 141.

67, 85, 96, 104, 115, 116, i33,

142, 146, 205, 214, 219.

A.ANIHA, archimandrite 85, 1 32.

143.

A.AY6IA- 115, 116.

A.10CK0P0C 209, 217.

6IPHNH l38.

(6)AeN6, Helena 65.

encDX, biblical 79.

, saint 70, 72.

, steward 86, 87 (?), gi (i), gi (?),

96, 217.

, camelherd 189*, 190*, 218.

Koyi 82.

76, 87, 92, 93, 96, 98, io3,

117, 137—141*, 146*, 148, 158.

enlMAX0C(?) i3o.

Epime, martyr, his name 173 n.

eyrjOMioc, bishop 216.

eYC[TAeiOC](?), camelherd 154.

zAXApiAC, camelherd iio. III, 112.

zcDH, CCDH, Eve 70.

2HA1AC 74, 82, 152, 153, 2l3.

HpAKAAMMtDtl, 2HpAKAAMCDn, He-

raclamon 120, 210.
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2HAXKAe, Hcraclius lo3.

aHpxKAecurj i3i.

HCIXC, 2HCIAC 72, 92, 140.

oeoA-CDpoc i3o.

eeyNA 85, 100.

eCDMAC, Thomas, founder of the

monastery 6, 8, 59, 60, 61, 63—67,

70-74, 76*, 77, 82, 1 34, 198, 216.

, dioiketes 216.

Koyi 81.

io3, 129, 141.

lAKCJQB 120, 129, l3l.

IXKyBIOC 219.

IXCJt), gnostic 51.

lepHMIAC, saint 79.

KOY' 80.

64, 81, 151, 158.

lOYCTOC, 10YCT6, invoked 64,72,74.

, steward, abbot ? 90.

95, 96, 102.

ICXK 98, lOI, 129.

ia)CH<j>, invoked 61, 63—67, 70, 71,72,

74. 76.

, camelherd 159, 184, 185*, 186*.

100, io3, 147.

ICDZXtJnHC, ICDANNHC, Baptist 73.

nApeGNOC, evangelist 73.

, camelherd 109, iii, 150, 167—

172, 202, 204, 2i3, 214.

15, 61, 64, 74, 75, 77, 85*, 86,

95, 104, 120* 121, 129, i3o, 131,

140, 145*, 150, 155, 159, 210.

KAA/ 200.

KAAA[, T-, name? 93.

KACTCUp, martyr l3l n.

KHpi, Kipe, Cyrus 142, 1491

KOAAOyeOC, KOAGG, saint 69, 72,

160, 161.

, camelherd 181— 184*, 206 (?).

151.

KypiAKOC, camelherd 192, 193*.

KYPI.>'KOC 215.

Kurrah b. Sharik, letter from 9.

KCDCTAt\ITlN6 62, 157, 194, 211.

AAXHAOC I 16.

AOYKAC, camelherd 151*, 173— 176*.

ACDTC, saint 61.

MABIAC, camelherd I54(?), 187, 188*.

122, 161.

MAKApG, saint 70.

, camelherd 109, 176—180*.

83, 84, 116, 129, i3i, 139, 158.

MAKpOBe 116.

MApeA 146.

MApiA, Virgin 59, 60,62,60, 69,70,71*.

MAPI2AM 116.

MApKOC, evangelist ? 70.

74-

MHNA, saint 69.

Koyi 72.

, MINA, MING, MItJOC II9, I27,

137—140*, 141, 145, 159 n., 185,

199, 200, 202*, 211.

MINOC, V. MHNA.
MIXAHA, archangel 59, 60, 62, 69,

70(>), 71-

MCDYCHC, saint 70, 73, 79.

121, 194.

NA2POY! steward 150.

NOG, AnA 76.

NCUH, Noah (?) 196,

Ma)26 157.

OY6IMOqp, OrJMO<|)piOC, saint 72.

74> 75, i3o.

nAAM 15.

nAHCe, saint 59, 77 (?).

, camelherd 191*.

77. 83, i3i, 152.

nAMoyM, saint 62—67*, 70,71,72, 74,

76, 79.
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nXMOyw, camelherd ill, igi, 209,

210.

78.

nXMoyTG, nXMOYA.e (?) 82.

nxnNOYeioc, nAnMoyTe, saint 72.

, , steward 91, 92'*, 100, 114,

144*, 145-

67, 74, 88*, 99, 102*, 129,

147, 148, 21S, 217.

nxno26, saint 79.

nxprxMOC 139.

nxTAp-^ 104.

nxxepMOYTe 78, 93, 126(0.

nXTHp (? AnXTlip) 83.

nXyAG, nAyAOC, saint 61, 69, 70.

74, 76, 83, 84, i3o, i32.

KOyi 08.

nsKycic 200.

nexpoc, neTpe, apostle ? 73.

, saint ? 70.

, saint 61, 63—67, 70, 71, 72,

74, 76-

70, 72> 74*, 1 39, 150.

nIBXMGJN, V. c]>OIBXMMa)N.

nicooy 211.

ni2Hy 94.

nKoy 161.

nKYAAr2io.
riMATOl, camelherd 193.

193.

noNTioc 15.

^ymcwp 134.

nrxypoc 129.

ncjyx 104, 127.

nU)M rJ16p(eMIAC), saint 79.

n6<X>\, saint 69.

86, 140.

peBSKKA, V. aepBGKKe.

CAA6n, ? name I23.

CApAnlCDM 91.

ceNoyeioc 210.

cepHNOC, cepHWe, camelherd 190.

cepue 145.

ciMoee 78.

cipe Koyi 78.

ci<|>epe 129.

CONCNAy, saint 60, 71.

coypoyc 74.

CTec|>AM6 fem. 79.

CTecj>ANOC, lashane 102.

, steward 89, 149, 217.

81 (?), Il3, 147.

TAtJACre 116.

TAaOMCL) 198.

TBGKKe 116.

-|^PHNII 116.

TCCDTje 116.

c[>AN6 (? Stephane) 116.

<|)ACei . ., ? name 210.

(biB, saint 61, 72.

74*, 117-

(|)IBIOC 159.

<|)iAoeeoc 73.

<|)(i)aokaaioc 116.

c])OIBAMMtUM, saint 69, 70, 72, 79.

, prior (?) 198.

,
papa 66.

, camelherd 109.

73—76, 96, 102, ii3, 119, 120,

128, 129, i3o, i38, i39, 140, 217.

2a)plK6N(HC) 129.

2AA6 74-

Handalah, John b. 9 n.

aepBCKKG, Rebecca 116.

2AAO, saint 62.

2a)p, camelherd I54(?), 164*— 167,

204 (?).

74*, 75*, 76(?), 88, 120, 129,

144*, 145, 157, 158, 204.

(soypoyp 186.
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II. MONTHS.
eooyT, ecDG 62, 109, 112, i32,

140*, 141, 14J, 159, 160, 164— 176,

178, 179, 181— 196, 198— 205, 2l3,

215, 219.

nAone, <|)>.a)c|)i O9, 142, 164*, 168,

169, 171, 177*, 181, 185, 189, 192,

195*, 196.

AGYF, AQCDp 149, 161, 170, 176, 180,

187, 188, 190.

XOIX2K, 7COIAK 64, 67, 151, 170,

172, 188, 211.

TYBI, TCDBe 1 36, 180.

GMtylp 65.

nApMeoTn, <[)AMCrJCDe 64, 08,

H9 (?).

nxpMoy-re, <|)A.pMOYei 59, 61, 66,

68, 78, i36, 146.

nxcycuNC, nxxcuN 77, 78, 124.

nAyni 134, 210.

6nHn, eneicj) 120, 127, 128, i33,

197, 207, 208, 210, 214.

M6COpll l38, i3g, 150, 157, 158, 159,

186, 197, 206, 209.

6nxr(OM6N>.l), "the little month"

159, 202, 203, 204, 214.

XAe2.xrjA.peix (?) 211.

XMneAoy, oprxrjoii place 204,

205*.

AijTinoy (?) 61.

B^laiza, Dair 5.

Bush i3on.

Ganadlah, Dair al- i, 3, 5, 6.

A.eKIMXtlH 152 n.

eiOM 74*, 75, V. also niOM.

cp[MonoAiToy noMoy ?] 15.

III. — PLACES.
AXBoyaoT 140.

MXMetye (?) 81.

Jrjxpic 1 1 3.

[ieoy[, or ner/ 15.

rieciey, neciHy 93, 186, 199, 200*

— 204.

Nilopolis 119 n.

riM2XT6, IJIM2XTe 164 II., 170, 173*,

194.

oycix, nTH[rje] tJT- 61.

nxx 209.

nxxM, kthm"^ 15.

nxrJxlTC 129, cf. X.ITC.

nxpoB 15.

nxpooy 15, 109, III, 204, 20; n.,

219, 220.

nXTlNe, ? place 141.

nB[ = HBHU^N ? 77.

nBHOiN, Feshn 78, 84.

n6KieA6, place? 129.

nepx, nepo 202, 204
KoyAHy 172, 173 n., 177, 190, 191, nepTOB i5(?), 129.

exAAoy 15, 160 n., 161, T65*, 171

172, 176, 178, 186, 188, 189*, 192

193*.

Thomas, monastery of i34, 198, 216

etDNe, martyrs of 74.

Jeremias, monastery of 151 n.

]iri6TACD, place? 128.

218. n6C6'no26 83.
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llltpa 6, 7 n., 10 n.

nGTpX 6TOYAAB l3fj.

ne2CAX2, placer 120.

niOM 7511., 170*, 180, 187, 188,

V. 6IOM.

nAXA620ip6 87, 120.

nAGBICDOY 161 n., 171, 179*, iSg,

190.

nAenc[, ? place 20C.

nMXMnlM2MHC 67.

nMXMnoyAi 144.

nMAMTAce 1 29.

nMxn2U)Ke, ? place 129.

noAAOOYcFi 185.

noyAi 188, cf. nMAMnoyAi.
nooyiy, ncyGM- 129.

n026 83 n., 90.

nnATpGMcuN 116, 11711.

t[ 77-

\m\_ 15.

nTH[Ne] MTOYCIA 61.

ncupB, ncupq 117, 218.

nu^GMnooYii) 129.

nujinBppe, nuiNsppG 117, 126(1'),

143 (?), 206, 207 n.

<j)OYHY '69, 170 n., 176, 184*, 191,

214.

Samalflt i3, 14, v. TCYMOYAOT.
Sanhur 166 n,

C862T, CBH2T 1 1 3, 1 1 5, l36n., 2lG.

C6EHT1, ? place 157.

CIOOYT, nKA2- 128, 129.

Cin 64.

TAKOYOYTC, TAKOYTC, TAK-

OYTHC 144, 16411., 176, 177*,

i83, 195.

TAAAY '°'-

TAABl[ 83.

TANIine 121).

TAMMATOY ^^
TApOY'XriC 175, cf. TA2pOYX.
TA2POYX, TAPOYX, 1 1 7, I 27, 1 65 n.,

175*, 184, 185, 190, 191, 194, 195*,

cf. TAPOY'XIC.

TGpqtycD[ 78.

T6UJMH 20411., 205*, 219.

Tehneh in Coptic 145 n.

TIAOX 119.

TIN, TKA2- 6;.

TKGMAM, TPGMAN I5I, 152, 169,

74, 175, "8i, 182*, 191.

TMOY i83 n.

tmoyC 218.

TMOYflCIM 167, 168, 1/3, 174*, 184,

185, 190, 193.

TOBAN/ 199 n-, V. TO\(J3.

TOYcu NGAriic(KU)n) 199, 2o3.

TOY2U> 118, 166*, 169, 176, 178*,

182-185, 187*, 189*, 192.

MnGCOYO 61, 63.

TCH, TCY Il6-

TCYME', ? Samalflt 14.

TCYMOYAOT l3, 171 n., 189, 192.

TCYWZtDP 166 n., 167, 168, 175, 178,

179, 192, 194. 195-

TcuoY 1690., 177, 195.

TXITC 164, 165, 178, 185, 188, 196.

t^AaoYPHti 117.

O^NnApGC, ? place 149.

ZASG 64, 65, 68*, 69, 77, 180 n.

26AH2GAH 171, 181.

2MHC, 2rilC 67, 117, 129, 214.

xrrc, MixiTC 1 29, v. txitc.

fflOYOTH 180.
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IV. — GREEK.
2\noc 59, 60, 69, 82, 84.

ArAGOC, nnoYTG n- 63—6/, 74,

77*, 78*-

AA,6A((j)OC) 203.

JS.IT61M 1 36.

AKpATOC 100, 145 n.

AAA/ = AAAA 94.

AMA 146, 21 I.

AMOKpe (?) 89.

AMneAOC ii3.

MOTIMOC 114.

AMtjjIBXAeiN 137, l38, 139.

AnxrKH 1 36.

ArjA.piCMOC 14, ii5(?), 142, i73(?),

185.

ANTireoyxoc 104.

AnocTOAOC59, 60, 61, 69, 70, 71, 73.

ApAKe (apazo;) 154.

ApSTH, n- of Holy Spirit 71.

ap(8[j.io; 14.

apiSjiw, symbol for 56 n.

aprap/), V. pTOB.

"PCX"!)) of Indiction 141.

ApxiMANA-PlTHC 8;, 91, 1 32.

ApXICyMMAXOC 101, 158.

ACKAACUriG 152, 155, 180.

AC<|5A ., noun 87.

ACc|)AATOri 51.

EApOC 100.

BIA 15.

BOHe(oc) 15.

CAAire, T- 88 (Greek?).

n(N6TAI) 124, 134, 137— 141, 143,

149, 150. »59, I9<J, 199—204, 208,

211.

THAion 15.

rnojMH 15.

rncDCic 114.

60y^, n- (Greek?) 97.

rpAMMATBYC, ; e. Enoch 97.

rpA<|>eiN 120, 124, 134, i38, i39, 140,

143, 146, 148, 150, 151, 159, 160,

161, 198,200— 203, 210, 2i3, 214,

215, 219.

A.[, deacon ? 93.

A.AnAriH 14.

A-GMA 124.

A.HMOCIOM I4(?)> '98.

A.IA (5/) 105, 151, 157, 158, 159, 161,

186, 188, 193, 194, 196, 199—207,

209, 210, 211, 2l3, 219.

A,l 6MOYI38, l39, 14b, 20I(?), 202(?),

2l3.

A.IAKOMIA, nAT- 143.

A-IAKCUN 72, 93 (?), l36.

A.IAAYC1C 15.

A.IA.ACKGIN 100.

A.IKA10M, noun 1 34, 198.

A,IKAIOC 59, Co, 72.

A.IOIKHTHC 216 n.

A-OAOC 15.

A.OY5 95-

6KKAHCIA 93.

6KOYCIOC 15.

GNTAriOM 142, 198.

6n6IA,H 1 36.

6nirpA<j>H (?) Il3 n.

eniCKOnoc loi, 216.

GniTpenGiri i32.

OToi'/ciov 1 5

.

GPHMITHC 104.

GXGIN 211.

G-^HMA 159.

eAAA(lON) 149, 150, 154, 156 n., 157,

158, 188, 189, 190, 196, 206, 207,

209, 210, 2l3.

eCpiKON (? 6ripiax.o'u) 52.

SYMIATHpiOn 123.
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inA.(lKTIU)ri) :

1st 14], 198.

2d 15.

3d 140*, 209, 210.

4th 211, 2 1 3.

5th 215. •

6th 50.

7th 143.

9th 14, 205.

loth i36, 148.

nth 142.

12th i32, 14C.

i3th 149.

14th 206.

15th 204.

K/, V. KepATion.

KAA,OC 114, l32, 159.

KXGXpOC 217.

KXG6THC 122.

KMPOC 99.

K\AX<|>XTHC 217.

KXMHAION 160, 186, 207*, 2l3, 215.

KXMHAITHC, KXMXA/ 15, 100, 109—
112, 152, 154, 157. 159, 160, 164—
181, 184— 193, 202, 204, 206, 209,

2I0(?), 2i3, 214, 218, cf. also In-

dex V, KAMOYA.
KAn (xav) 2 1 3.

KXMICKG 121*.

Kxpnoc IS, 198.

KATABOAH (?) 209.

KATAcneipeiM (?) 15.

KATA<|>pONeiN 1 32.

KATA<j>pOMHCIC 1 33, 134.

KeAeyeiN loi.

K6AAAP6 121.

K6P(AT10N) 211.

Kec]>AAAION 115 n.

Ke<|>(AAH) 14, 212 n.

KA/ (? xXfipo;) 204 n.

KAACMA 112, 205*, 219.

KN1A.ION no— 114, 143, 160, 193,

197, 200, 2 I 3.

KOAAxeon, KOAAse ng, 153,

2I5(?).

KOAOB(ON ?), a measure 219.

Koypi 197-

KoyreYC (? axu-cEu?) 99.

KplGH 210.

KTHMA 15.

KYP(IOC), KYPIC 91, i3o.

KCDMAp(lTHC) 1 24.

ku)m(h) 161.

a/, V. AAKOn.
AAKON, AArOM, a/ 87, 88, II9,

164, 165, 200, 220.

AA20C 82*, 117.

AAXANIA 124, 2l3.

AAXANOCnepMA 2 1 3.

AGBITCUN, A6BITOY '32, l33 n., 134.

AIB6PNOC, ship 96.

AITPA 97, 128, 217.

AOrOC 118, 119, 120, 122, 124, I2G(?),

127, 130, 206, 207, 208.

AOrXH 123.

Aoinon 142.

m/, v. monoc.
MAKAplOC, 82.

, p, i. e. decease 78.

MApTYPOC (ixaprjc) 61, 72, 73.

M6rAC n4, 129, 137, 140, 1.53, 159,

iCl, 164—195, 200, 202, 206, 214,

218.

MIKpOC 115, 129, 137— 140, 151,

164, 165, 166, 168-192, 194, 195,

200, 201, 202, 206, 2l3, 2I4, 2l8,

219, 220.

MOIK/, ? = MerAAA, or MIKpA 200.

MOMAzcuha 2o3, 215.

MOMACTHplOM l32, 134, l36, 198,

216.

MONAXH l30, l38, 140.

MOMAXOC l36.

Monoc, M°, m/ 151, 159, 161, 186,

199 - 203.
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p.ouEl(ov ?) 148 n.

MOYPCIK6 124.

MOXAOC 122.

MIKAN 75.

ril'^IC 123.

rjoeiN 99, 100.

MOMIK(OC) l30.

tlOMICMX 14.

[riOMOC], nome 15.

noTiMOC 114, 206.

iGCTHC 85, 121, 148, 217.

OIKOnOMOC 86, 87, 91, 92*, 96,

100, ii3, 114, 144*, 145, 149, 150,

217*.

oi(noc) no— 114, 137 — 141, 143,

151, 153, 159, 160, 161, 164— 181,

i83— 195, 199— 202, 204, 205, 206,

214, 215, 218, 219.

20AOKOTTiriOC, 20A0K/ 95, 1 36,

142.

OMOi(a)C) 109, no, ii3, n9, 122,

124, 159, 160, 175, 181, 182, 189,

201, 2o3, 206.

OMoy (0) 127, i;o, 196, 200, 201, 208.

ONOMA 14.

oprAnoN,oroprori no, n i, 119 (?),

129, 152, 153 n., 186, 199—206.

OPMSIA 212 n.

op[j.o; 15.

oaioTij; 100 n.

20CICDTAT0C 99, 216.

nAPApXH (?) I I 3.

nAMTCDC 94.

nAnA 63— 69, 74*, 83, 85 n., 86, 87,

89, 94, n3, 127.

nApAreiri 99.

nARAKAASIM 100, 1 36.

nApeeNOC = John Evangelist 73.

nATpiApXHC, biblical 69.

neieein (niee) 98.

neAMA 104.

nerpA V. Index III.

nAnpHC 169, 175, 177, 178, 195.

nOAiC 1 36.

nOAlTeiA 84.

npACiC 115.

npiMlKip(loc) 15.

np°/ (jtpoEotco; or jtpovor;TiJ5 ?) l34, 198.

npoecTCDC 216.

npoKeiceAi 198.

npOC, at rate of 142.

npocoA.oc loi.

nFOC(|)OpA 14, 122.

npoc|)HTHC 60, 69.

nyAH 95.

CANTAA6 1 32.

ceA(ic) 127.

CHMnHA, measure? 118.

CinAOyri, c\n\j, simpidum n2, 134.

cinnoN, cmne, cinoY 93, 94, 97,

V. TTUTITCIOV.

CipCDTON & varr. 148 n.

aao;, mj W], 148, 154, 157, 158,

208, 209, 210.

CK6YOC, CKeye 119*, 120, 129,

180, 201, 202.

COpOYTCUn, V. CipCUTOM.

CTAPMA 121.

CTOixeiri i32, 137— 141, 143, 146,

149, 157; 158, 198, 206, 207, 209,

21 1, 219.

aiuTijviov 94 n.

au|jL|3ouXo; (?) 14.

CYMMAXOC 115.

CYM<|>CDrjori 182, 134.

CYti e(ecD) 210.

cyNArein 124.

, MA n- 93.

CYMTNCDMH 100.

cypoYTCDti, V. ciptDTOri.

CXOAAC(TIKOC) 115.

CCDMAPC 123.

CCJDpOTOn, V. CipCDTON.
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TXpixe 88.

TITAOC 1.^.

TOnoc 15, 80.

toyt' ecTiu 85.

TPIEOYN(OC) 15.

TPIMHCION 91.

2ynorpxc|>6itj 137, i38, 139.

j>l,
V. <;|>op>>.

<|)OEOc 15.

«|)OINI5. 15-1, 188, 190.

<l)OpA, <f)OYP->^, 4>/ '07"-) 109— 114,

'27. 159, 160, 161, 186, 193, 196,

199 — 205, 209, 210, 2l3, 219.

(jjOpHC, -6C, fem. 88* i37, 140, 141,

144, 148*.

cj)OpOC 87*, 141.

<|)YAXKH I03.

xxipeiN (x6peA.6) 91.

XAAKION 51.

XApTOYAXplOC 104.

xeip 126.

XMr 128.

Xoptos 15,

X-peiA 94, 96, 102, i36.

V. — COPTIC.
XBCD, KXn N- 94.

AAXY '^4-

XMpe 74, 100.

\puie, V. Txpujc.

ApUJIN 87, 126, 143 (?).

AC 87*, 88, 126, 188.

ATJ^irN (?), epithet of wine 148.

Aq, meat 146.

AcooYPe, n- 96.

BA61H (bAI) 124.

BA1K[, noun 134.

BcuK ezoY" 93, 94-

SeKG l32, 1 34*.

BAAOT 124.

BAXe 91, 94, 96-

BNNe, palmtree 135.

, dates 87, 98, 121, i34, 146.

BMojooYe 118.

sip, BHP, Hip 88, 124, 153, 180.

Bppe 126, 143.

BHT 90.

GBICD 52, 121, 198.

eKOT (? = kot) 89.

eKCUT 76 (?), 82, IlG.

eMMOM, V. HON.

6T2, noun 144.

eeoio) 84.

npn 88, 98, 118— 122, i32, i33, i34,

137-141*, 143, 144, 14s, 148, 188,

198.

_ AC 87*, 88.

61 6BOA 98, 102, I03.

62PAI 87, 90, 96.

eiCD, ass 92.

6ICDT, of angels etc. 59, Oo, 69, 70,

72, 73, 79-

, title 84, 88, 90, 91, 95, 96,

99, 100, 102, i34, i39, 140*, 142,

143, 146, 148, 206.

eiCDT, barley l32, 134, 150.

looY^e 116.

eicDze 135, 198.

KA/ = KAMOYA 151.

KAI = K6 100.

Ke-, peculiar use of 84.

KAe, n- 93.

K6A6BIN 122.

K6AKOA6 NKAn NABCU 94.

KAM 97.
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K^MOYA = KXMHAITHC l8l, 1S2,

195. _
KXn, KGAKOAG ri- 94.

KOYF 158-

KAC, carat 149.

KACe 59, 83.

KABce = Keec 30.

soyp 94.

KOyi, with name 65, 67, 68, 72*,

80— 83, 129, 168.

KA2, in place names 65, 128, 129.

AGBArj 96.

AAKOore 134.

AXC, measure ? 93.

AAAY, any) each i34.

AAC9XN6 102.

AA2H 85, 91, l32, 140, 141.

, Koyi N- 137— 141.

MA, preposit. 85.

, dwelling 1 39.

Nu)a)ne g3, 94.

MOIA2, measure 147.

MA2 134.

MAN-, herd, v. (JAMOyA.

MON, 6MMOn = MMON, for 89, 9D,

95, 96, 98, 102.

MoyNC, 6Moyr)e(?) 48 n.

Mnu)A, noun 100.

Mop/ = 'i Moyp 215.

MOyp, bundle 125.

MpiC 148.

M62CNAAy, deuterarius 216.

MOyTN (?), vb. 96.

MOTN6C l36.

Moya, fill 88*, 105, 124, 153.

MAcye 94.

MACypT, n- and T- 96.

MACy[pT], T- 123 (?).

MAAXe, measure 85, 87, 98, io3, 116,

117, 120, 121, i33, 134.

, the vessel so called 122.

MXCUA 52, 86.

NAy, uni-, at once 88.

uoy, hour 47.

noy2E, vb. 99.

necB, NHM 96, 104.

rjez 88*, 116, 121, 146, 164, 217.

uoe, the elder 59, 70*, 79, 168.

oeiK, reeds? bread? 147.

oine 87, 89, 116, 121, 150.

OI2, n- (?) 85.

noiAe 95 (?)•

ncucBue 51.

n6Nine 87, 122.

, a tool so named 122.

npHcy 86, i23.

nAC6, noun 217.

ncDTC (?), vb. 93.

nAiye 142.

nU)MHT, half-tenth 116.

pi 127.

poeic, vb. 80, 81, 82.

PCD7C2, vb. 3o.

PtDM6, IJOS (J- 59, 61, 72.

pne, plur. 11 5.

ppO nA.IKAIOC 72.

PHC 95, 118, 144.

pTOB, epxOB, aprapT) 117, 120*, 1 26,

127, i32, i34*, 146*, 148, 150*,

154, 208, 209, 210.

P02T6 12 3.

CA n-, artifex 80, 96, 97, 116, i34.

CBCD 100.

CEoyi 82.

COOK, sacks 123, 124.

CIK6, coyo N- 89.

CeKCDT, T- 144 n., 217.

C6Ke2, vb. 90.

CIM 90, 120, l32, 134, 150.

CMIM6, vb. 1 32, 1 33, 142, 198.

COMT6, T- (?) 94.
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CON, n\-, title 60, 62, 65, 67, 70,

72, 75. 76, 77, 83, 86-89, 91, 93,

94, 122, i36, 140, 141, 146— 149,

158, 208, 211, 217.

CON (CNHY) 59, 60, 77, 142, 150,

151.

_

, NKoyi 95.

CCDNC, title (?) 65.

ccDxn 121.

coyo 85, 89, 120, 121, i32, 148, 149,

150, 155-

coype 123.

cooyTN, N- 94, 97.

cicye 32.

ccutye 99.

CA,2 72, 74, 82*, 127, 141.

ccDZNC (? cxane), vb. i33.

CX2(T) cooyNG 142.

-j-ei, -f-i = -\; vb. 52.

TO, part 135.

TCUK (THK) 97.

TAAO 118.

62PA1 117.

TMMO, vb. 134.

TNNOoy ezpxi 148.

Tcupe, noun 12 1.

T^pcye, or Apuje, noun, or place ?

217.

Tooy 83, loi (?).

eroyxAB 91.

TOycD-, ZS-, prep. 89.

TOU^ i36.

TCDUJ, vb. 135.

TX20 93.

TA2T 123.

OyAICD, title 137.

oyoeie 120, i3o.

oypcD XAxy 124.

NXC 126.

oycucM, vb. 98.

oyooT6, nxn- 181— 184.

oyTA2 94.

oyoe 123.

oycDu), vb. 94, 96, 98.

(OiXijoov) 99, 102.

, noun 74.

oyujxn 93.

oycDa, place, vb. 91.

0]yX2T6 12 3.

CDA, vb. 99.

CJDTn, vb. 8g, 90.

U)X, feast 90.

OLjBNNe 96, 97, 215.

U)tse, ne- 85, 91, 93 (?), 123*.

cyrJH, TC- 127, V. also Index 111.

cyCDNC, vb. 89.

tycune, cucumber 121.

o^Hpe, Koyi N- 93.

u^opcyp 95.

UjCUC 98.

ujCJDCDT, noun 100.

ujTCMeAa, noun 88.

ujXTN-, prep. 118, 150.

mooye, BN- 118.

uioytyT 93, 105.

UJCDU^, make equal lOl.

U)OC9T 87.

cyetyoTC 94.

cyocj^oy 119.

ojcuqT, n- 93.

qip, v. Bip.

2A-, verbal prefix 29.

2AH, life's end 70, 75.

26, ? measure lOO.

2006, MA Np- 80.

, Fn- 85, 104, 141.

2BBe 123.

2a)EC, vb. 86.

26B6Ta)pe, n- 86.

20I 99, 100, 118, 123.

2AK (?), a trade name 115.

2AAa)M i36, 152, 153, 155, 180.
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2A.M[ 122.

2IMS, wife 1 1 6.

2XMXKH, title? 140.

2MOM 52.

2MOY, CX M- 134.

SXMCye l32, 1 30.

2eMX 88, 147.

2ICC, vb. 84.

20CM 146.

2HT, north g6.

, CK-, north 93.

20TC, 2XTC 88, 98, 119, 1 33, 1 36,

144, 145- H7, 153, 198.

2A6'Ap, T- 7 n.

XI, a vessel (?) 145.

XOl 95, 104, 119.

XCJUCDAG, MA U- l32.

XMOq 124.

Xip 85, 89, i34, 147, 149.

AXOC (?) 149.

XOOY, vb. 88.

6BOA 89, 90, 98.

ecu, vb. 85, 98.

2ixri- 95, 142.

(?KAKA (? KAKA) CBOA 89.

ffCDAn, vb. 102.

6'AAA2T 149.

eCDM 100.

MnpHC 144.

CAMOYA 89, 90, 92, 97, 120, 149.

, camelload 155.

, MAM- 91, 120, 127 (?), 128,

i37, 141, 150, 173, 191, 195.

V. also KAMOYA.
epoMne 121.

copre 123.

ecDpff, prepare I23*.

, noun 121 n.

eOC, half 1 16, 155.

eooYfie 86, 88, 120*, 121, i32, 142,

148, 149, 150.

SIX, '1^ undertake 95.

, measure 94, 118.

eAACG, cAce 88, 8g, 93.

VI. — SUBJECTS.
Abbots (?), commemorated 8.

Account- books 14.

Almanac 50.

Apophthegm 49.

Arabic letter found 9.

Archimandrite, title 10.

Bishop of Sbeht I r.

"Brother, my" title 11.

Byzantine Research Fund i.

Camels for wine transport 163.

Cemeteries 5.

Choir slip 46.

Coins found 9.

"Convoy'' of wine 107, 108, 109.

Coptic, characteristics of idiom 12

dwellings 3, 4.

Cosmas and Damianus, fresco

Creed 45.

Cryptogram 64 n. (?).

Date of Greek MSS. 14, 16.

of monastic settlement 9.

Days, lucky and unlucky 50.

Egyptian gods as Christian saints :

(pagan) remains 3.

Exodus, homily on 47.

Fayyilmic dialect 46.

version of Job 29.

Fractions 54.

Frescoes 2.

Graffiti 58.

Greek language, its use iC, 17,
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liagir, meaning 7 n.

Holy Family in Egypt 7.

Liturgical texts 45, 46,

Magical names Ji.

Martyrs, Threescore i3.

Measures, names of igff.

Medical recipes 51, 52.

Monastery of Thomas 6, q ff.

Moon, year of 51.

Mount, the Holy 92 n.

MSS., literary 29.

Multiplication tables 53.

Numerals, names of the Greek 17.

, peculiar form of Greek 17 n.,

206, 214.

, overlining of 212.

Nuns II.

Ostraca as writing material 12.

, where found 5.

Palaeography 15 ff.

Palimpsests 8, 32, jS, 154, 185.

Papa, title 85 n., 90 n.

Papyri, where found 5.

Pottery, Coptic 4.

Protocols, Greek-Arabic 9.

Recipes written on walls 52 n.

"Righteous kings" 73 n.

Rock, the Holy 6.

Saints invoked 58.

Salt, uses of i34 n.

Shepherds 98 n.

Shoes as part of wage i35 n.

Stab! at Wadi Sarga 2.

Stelae, where found 57.

Symbols, arithmetical 54, 55.

Tax-receipts 197, 211.

Temples, pagan 115.

Thomas in Synaxarium etc. 7 n.

Wadi Sarga, site of excavations I.

Wine II.

, accounts of 105 ff.

, measures 107.

, transport of 162 ff.

Coptica IIT.
16
















